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Conservat ion of built heri tage is a content ious issue as it involves the use of 
valuable land resources on one hand and the contestat ion over the definit ion 
of heri tage itself on the other. This thesis a ims at examining the interplay 
be tween state and civil society in the dynamics of built her i tage conservat ion 
in Penang, Malaysia. Despite the pressure for modern iza t ion and u rban 
renewal since the independence of Malaysia in 1957, the historic city of 
Penang, George Town, has survived the threat of large-scale dest ruct ion and 
W a s e v e n accorded the UNESCO World Heri tage Status in 2008. By adopt ing 
the theoretical f r a m e w o r k s of historical inst i tut ionalism and theories of civil 
society, this thesis a rgues that the successful conservat ion of George Town by 
civil society is a t t r ibuted to the successful fo rg ing of elite coalition be tween 
NGO member s and reformis t state actors together wi th the successful 
takeover of political p o w e r by the reformist state actors at the r ight moment . 
The conjuncture of the two factors arguably helps to t r i u m p h over the 
deep-seated interests of p rope r ty deve lopment in the state gove rnmen t and to 
facilitate the Malay-domina ted federal gove rnmen t in recogniz ing Penang ' s 
heri tage at the internat ional level, which efficaciously conserves George Town 
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新的壓力，城内的古蹟不但成功避過了被大規模破壞的命運，後來更 
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1.1 Research Background and Research Question 
Since July 2008, the historic city center of Penang, Oeorge Town, has become a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in conjunction with the historic area of Melaka City as 
the first cultural World Heritage in Malaysia. While it is not uncommon to have new 
World Heritage Sites in Asia, it is rare to have NOOs taking the initiatives for the 
nomination and playing a proactive role in the nomination process as observed in the 
case of Oeorge Town instead of the state being the initiator as a view conventionally 
taken. 
Indeed, it has been well researched that nation-states in Europe and North 
America have utilized cultural resources and realized heritage conservation for 
nation-building projects with public museums and monuments (Bennett 1995; Kaplan 
2007; Macdonald and Fyfe 1996; Marschall 2008; Murzyn 2008; Simpson 1996). 
Nation-states in Asia followed the footsteps of their western counterparts and used 
physical objects of the past for nationalist imagination especially after the postwar 
decolonization movement (see for example Chung 2003; Henderson 2005). 
By the end of the 20th century, there was a global trend of conserving 
monumental buildings and heritage sites in urban environment by the state, owing to 
the increasing number of city areas due for urban renewal, the global rise of heritage 
tourism, and the need for branding of city as a culturally and economically vibrant 
node in the rise of global economy (Long and Labadi 2010:7). Subsequently, built 
heritage and its conservation becomes a subject of contention in Asian urban 
environment (Kong and Law 2002). Contention is more pertinent in cities with 
colonial background as colonial heritage often appears inconvenient to newly 
independent states. Since former British colonial cities in the Far East have long been 
entrenched in the world economic system (King 1990), they are arguably more 
susceptible to these trends in their respective developmental trajectories. At the same 
time, their colonial legacies have affected the ways by which the state and the public 
manage built heritage in the post-colonial period. 
Since the end of WWII, these cities such as Melaka City, Singapore and Hong 
Kong underwent modes of economic development at best indifferent, at worst 
detrimental to the conservation of old city centers (Currie 1983; Lui 2009; Sendut 
1983; Yeoh and Huang 1996). Noticeable interests of these city governments in built 
heritage only appeared since the mid-1980s for reasons such as urban renewal, 
heritage tourism, nationalist imagination, and testimony to colonial legacy (Cody 
Notes 
In Malaysian society, names of celebrities and politicians are always prefixed by 
different titles and honorifics such as Dr. , Dato ', Datuk Seri , Tan Sri, Tun, etc. For 
simplicity purpose, I have omitted these honorifics in the writing of this thesis except 
when their names are mentioned for the first time. Despite this writing style, I regard 
the mention of their honorifics matters since it points out an interesting pattern that 
many of those who are involved in the process of heritage conservation at the 
frontline possess honorifics of some kind, indicating their social ranks in Malaysian 
society and the elitist nature of the heritage movement in Malaysia in general. 
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2002; Henderson 2000; Worden 2001). As the practices of urban planning and cultural 
construction are highly top-down and governments-led in these cities, many projects 
in urban conservation were state-initiated with merely tokenistic public participation, 
which is a mode of public participation commonly found in much of Asia (Timothy 
2007). Also, even when these city governments show concerns for heritage 
conservation, it is commonly assumed that the extent to which heritage conservation 
can achieve will be circumscribed by the need for economic development, instead of 
the other way around. Civil societies in these cities may have tried to challenge the 
dominance of state in urban conservation, but most of them were contained or ignored 
by the respective states and failed to bring about changes (Carter 1996; Lui 2009; 
Yeoh and Huang 1996). 
Against this backdrop, the former British colonial city in Malaysia, Penang, is an 
interesting exception. While the Penang State Government invariantly neglected 
heritage conservation until the mid-1980s, it is observed that non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) are capable of changing the state policy and collaborate with 
the state government for heritage conservation since the early 1990s. In the process, 
high degree of NGO involvement in policy formulation and implementation is also 
evident, and the extent to which civil society and state cooperate on heritage 
conservation is rather unique in Southeast Asia. 
To make the scenario puzzling, the ruling Gerakan party in Penang had 
deep-seated interests in property development and the construction sector and 
property development were actually on the rapid rise in Penang at the advent of the 
state collaboration with conservation NGOs (Lee et al. 2008; Goh 2002). Since 
heritage conservation is often contradictory to the interest of property development, it 
is puzzling how NGOs in Penang are able to impede the powerful interests of property 
developers in the historic city center, to change the state policies towards heritage 
conservation, and consequently conserve built heritage by inscribing George Town on 
the UNESCO World Heritage List in cooperation with various levels of governments. 
Apart from its uniqueness in empirical sense, Penang is also puzzling from a 
theoretical perspective. For one thing, heritage conservation is a public good which 
benefits cannot be restricted to contributors with trivial costs and its consumption is 
non-rival (Ma and Chan 2003). For this reason, public good tends to be 
under-supplied voluntarily due to the free-rider problems enshrined in the logic of 
collective action (Olson 1971). Although the government possesses coercive authority 
to sanction free-riders, it also tends to under-supply public goods, owing to its own 
inherently deficient logic characterized as "government failure" (Young 1998). When 
civil society attempts to fill the void, its inability to generate sufficient resources and 
the amateurist nature ofNGOs characterized as "voluntary failure" renders it difficult 
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to produce sufficient amount of public good either (Salamon 1987). In this light, how 
civil society in Penang has taken initiatives and successfully achieved the provision of 
heritage conservation in the historic city center as a public good warrants theoretical 
inquiryl. 
The research question of this thesis is therefore formulated as how has the civil 
society in Penang been able to bring about policy changes and conserve built 
heritage in the historic center George Town. despite initial adverse circun1stances? 
1.2 Methodology 
To investigate the situation in Penang, Case Study Method will be employed for 
this research. As defined by Gerring (2007), Case Study is "the intensive study of a 
single case for the purpose of understanding a larger class of cases (a population)" 
(p.95). It is however not (or more than) a description of a historical event itself. 
George and Bennett (2005) define it as "a well-defined aspect of a historical episode 
that the investigator selects for analysis" (p.18). For the purpose of this thesis, a case 
study refers to an in-depth historical analysis of how civil society cooperates with the 
state to modify institutions that lead to the successful conservation of the historic city 
center (George Town) in Penang, Malaysia. 
Correspondent to case study method, the method of "process tracing" will be 
used in this within-case analysis. George and Bennett (2005) define "process tracing" 
as the tracing of links between possible causes and observed outcomes through the 
identification of casual mechanisms in a historical analysis. History matters in a sense 
that the outcome of interest is deemed the result of chains of temporally ordered and 
causally connected events of the past and the conjuncture of these chains at particular 
time serve to limit or enhance the possibility of certain outcomes (Mahoney and 
Villegas 2007). The time frame of the case will span from the independence of 
Malaya in 1957 to 2008. The study begins with the year of Malaysia'S independence 
because it is the temporal point where Penang entered its post-colonial period and 
experienced the implications of a post-colonial society relevant to heritage 
conservation. It ends in 2008 because it was the year when George Town was 
accorded UNESCO World Heritage Status which have arguably brought about great 
implications for heritage conservation in Penang ever since. 
In comparison to quantitative research where a number of carefully formulated 
variables are tested in a laboratory-like environment to study the outcome of interest, 
case study method has a number of advantages. First, it is closer to the "real-life 
context" where conceptual stretching is better avoided. Second, it traces in details the 
1 I shall thank my thesis supervisor S.Y. Ma for his original observation about the active role NGOs 
play in heritage conservation in Penang. It is based on such observation that this intellectual inquiry 
starts. 
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casual mechanisms between a causal factor X and the outcome of interest, and third, it 
recognizes the potential theoretical significance of deviant cases among a population 
of similar cases which are usually left out in a large-N statistical analysis (George and 
Bennett 2005; Gerring 2007). 
These advantages have made the use of case study method in this research more 
appropriate than otherwise. For one thing, built heritage conservation in one place is 
more a dynamic process than a one-off action because of the non-reversible nature of 
built heritage. It means that once a historical building is demolished, it cannot be 
recovered to its original state forever. Therefore, it is particularly helpful to conduct a 
historical analysis of one place in order to identify the actions as well as the inactions 
that allow the survival of built heritage up to now. Also, it is uncommon in cl Third 
World context that NGOs have the strength to realize the conservation of historic city 
center, especially when interests in (re )development advocated by developers and the 
state threaten to jeopardize their efforts. The phenomenon in Penang seemingly 
deviant from the general pattern prompts us to look for the cause that constitutes its 
particularity rather than generality of similar cases. Admittedly though, every research 
method has its own pitfalls and limitations. Vennesson (2008) reminds us that 
"process-tracing" is particularly easy to fall prey to the need for empirical data for 
analysis and the cognitive bias of researchers because the success of case study 
heavily depends on the existence and accessibility of empirical sources, and 
researchers tend to select information that confirms rather than refutes her arguments 
in the process of data collection (p.23 7 -8). 
Bearing the above limitations of case study in mind, I have two ways to 
minimize their negative effect on my research. First, I have tried to immerse myself in 
the context under study so that I can acquire "intimate knowledge of the key players 
and the strategic environment that they inhabit" (Bates 2007: 175). To these ends, I 
have taken two research trips to Penang, the first one in December 2009 with my 
thesis supervisor and a co-investigator from the Open University of Hong Kong as a 
pilot study trip, and it was led by my supervisor with two of us playing an observatory 
and supporting role. The second one was conducted by me independently in July 2010, 
which together accounts for roughly 4 weeks in totae. During my stay in the targeted 
NGO in Penang, namely Penang Heritage Trust (PHT), I have undertaken 
participatory observations to better understand the internal cooperation between 
Penang State Government and PHT, especially on their joint organizing of 
tourism-related activities and programmes in celebration of George Town as a World 
Heritage Site in July 2010. I have also engaged myself in numerous informal 
21 am grateful to acknowledge that the two field trips were financially supported by research funds 
provided by the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the Open University of Hong Kong respectively 
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conversations with local residents and conducted formal interviews with key actors in 
the heritage movement in Penang. 
Second, I consciously look for historical accounts from various sources so that I 
may do a counterfactual check on the plausibility of my arguments. For example, I 
have conducted a 2-week archival research of PHT documents exclusively housed in 
the organization's office, and consulting Penang's newspapers in English and Chinese 
availed respectively by the internet and the E-news system of Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. For secondary sources, I have conducted intensive literature review with 
academic articles , books, and ethnographies written by historians, sociologists, 
political scientists , and anthropologists. Among these accounts, I find the ethnography 
of George Town, Contested Space: Cultural Heritage and Identity Reconstructions: 
Conservation Strategies within a Developing Asian City by Gwynn J enkins a very 
resourceful one because the author has long participated in the process of heritage 
conservation in George Town and documented the process in good details. Inspired by 
these sources and works of academics , I hope that the arguments outlined in this 
thesis can be better approximated to the "reality" and the limitations of case study 
method can be better eschewed. 
1.3 Research Significance 
While it is not uncommon to have NGOs to take the lead in heritage movements 
in the West (Ashworth and Tunbridge 2000: 23), similar cases in Southeast Asia are 
rare in num ber. Also, heritage movement in Malaysia is certainly under-researched in 
contrast to other kinds of social movements such as Islamic movement, women 
lTIOVement, civil rights movement, and consumer movement in Malaysia (Hilton 2009; 
Verma 2002; Weiss 2002). Since Penang has been named as the center of the 
NGO-based movement for heritage conservation in Malaysia (Cartier 1996:49), 
hopefully this research on the politics of built heritage conservation in Penang will 
contribute empirically to the understanding of heritage movement in Malaysia. 
For theoretical contribution, theories of civil societies have long been loaded 
with a strong neo-liberal flavor which emphasizes the confrontational nature of civil 
society against state for democratization (Diamond 1999; 0 'Donnell and Schmitter 
1986; Putnam 1993). Nonetheless , how it can be fittingly applied to societies in Asia 
is not without scrutiny, attributing to the gradual realization of the persistence of 
hybrid regimes in Asia (Case 1996; Levitsky and Way 2002) and the different 
historical contexts of Asia from its western counterparts (Hsu 2010; Hudson 2003). In 
this light, a different research agenda is needed if we want to bring the concept of civil 
society more relevant to our daily life. For example, how we can better characterize 
the role of civil society in other aspects of life such as urban governance and 
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sustainability of economic development may warrant new theoretical directions. 
The same theoretical bottleneck is also evident in the literature of political 
economy for the production of public goods. In contrast to the theoretical divide 
between state and civil society and their respective deficiencies, a number of 
empirical cases suggest that the state-society synergy for the production of public 
goods is more beneficial than producing them by either state or civil society alone 
(Evans 1996; Lam 1996; Ostrom 1996; Salamon 1987). While civil society has often 
been assumed not being able to produce public goods, the case of heritage 
conservation in George Town revealed by this research suggests that a few members 
of civil society can also achieve the production of public good by a leverage effect 
when they produce it in conjunction with the state at the right historical moment. 
1.4 Theoretical framework, Central Arguments and Organization of the Thesis 
In the field of contemporary political studies, historical institutionalism and 
theories of civil society are particularly prominent recently. Ma (2007) argues that 
historical institutionalism has now become one of the three major theoretical pillars 
alongside with behavioralism and rational choice theories. Also, theories of civil 
society are relevant when scholars study state-society relations and assess the role of 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in governance. Hence, I will employ them as 
the theoretical frameworks of this thesis. More specifically, I will trace the 
institutional development of built heritage conservation in George Town and delineate 
the causal mechanism that clearly points out how civil society in Penang has been 
able to change the existing institution and conserve built heritage in the old city center, 
and also finds out how the new resultant institution is being reinforced and sustained. 
As will be revealed in the subsequent chapters, the central argument of this thesis 
asserts that the successful conservation of built heritage in George Town owe to the 
conjuncture of successful forging of elite coalition between NGOs members and 
reformist state actors, and the successful takeover of political power by reformist state 
actors at critical moments. Actors in both civil society and state, facilitated by certain 
structural conditions, have played an indispensible role in realizing heritage 
conservation in George Town by creating and grasping political opportunities to forge 
the civil society-state cooperation on formulating and implementing conservation 
policies. The cooperation on heritage conservation is further secured when new 
parties, especially those politically powerful such as the Malaysian federal 
government, join the cooperation and take a stake in the new institution. Furthermore, 
this case study suggests that civil society is capable of supplying considerable amount 
of public good despite its inherent deficiency for the task and initial adverse 
circumstances, when it cooperates with the state at the right historical moments at 
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which their small efforts can be effectively leveraged to produce big results and 
unexpected changes. 
This thesis consists of five chapters. As being read, Chapter One serves as a 
general introduction to the research background, methodology and brief outline of 
theoretical framework and central arguments. In Chapter Two, the theoretical 
framework for this thesis will be discussed in greater details and the existing 
literatures relevant to the conservation of built heritage in George Town, including 
heritage studies, theories of political economy, theories of civil society, and Malaysian 
Studies from the perspective of state-society relation, will also be intensively 
reviewed in order to lay the ground for the understanding of George Town as a case in 
subsequent chapters. In Chapter Three, the process of heritage conservation in George 
Town will be chronologically traced with relevant events outlined from 1957 (the 
independence of Malaysia) to 2008 (since which George Town became a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site). It is the most empirical part of the thesis and it aims at putting 
together all relevant factors that significantly affect the historical process of heritage 
conservation in George Town at personal, organizational, national, and international 
levels. It will be followed by an in-depth analysis of the case in Chapter Four, where 
most of the arguments of this thesis will be discussed and formulated with reference 
to the empirical findings. As a conclusion, a summary of findings and arguments will 
be outlined in Chapter Five. Discussions about the limitations of this thesis and 
directions of further research will also be included in this last chapter. 
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Chapter Two: 
Theoretical Frameworks and Literature Review 
This chapter serves to outline the theoretical framework I will use for this thesis 
and to review relevant literatures so as to lay the ground for my academic 
investigation of the case illustrated in the subsequent chapters. Literatures including 
the study of heritage conservation, politics of urban planning, political economy of 
heritage conservation, the study of civil society and state-civil society relation in 
post-independence Malaysia will be covered. 
2.1 Historical Institutionalism 
Since the 1980s, political scientists have "rediscovered" the importance of 
institutions in political analysis as exemplified by the emergence of the school of new 
institutionalism which primarily focuses on institution as the central component of 
political life, and as the variable that explains political phenomena and be explained 
(Peters 1999: 150). Recently, historical institutionalism has been gaining prominence 
in the field of political science among other variants of new institutionalism, even 
though scholars do not pay much attention to its potential to revolutionize the 
mainstream epistemological foundation of the very discipline (Ma 2007). 
Institutions, as proposed by North (1990), are "the rule of the game in a society" 
or "sets of humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction and structure 
incentives in human exchange" (p.3). What constitutes institution itself varies in 
different degrees of formality, whether these to be formal rules, policy structures, or 
norms (Pierson 1996: 126). What distinguish historical institutionalism from other 
variants of new institutionalism is that it emphasizes the significance of temporal 
sequencing in the formation of institutions. Two approaches attempt to conceptualize 
this theoretical framework. The first one is functional, where scholars tend to treat 
institutional change as a result of "external shock" and institution will eventually go 
back to an equilibrium of optimal efficiency (or "punctuated equilibrium") that 
constitute institutional stability. The second one is evolutionary, where scholars treat 
institutions as "enduring legacies of political struggles" (Thelen 1999:388), assume 
that mUltiple suboptimal equilibria, or a wide range of outcomes, are generally 
possible, and specifically integrates agency into analysis compared to the functional 
approach (Pierson 2000; Steinmo 2008; Thelen 2003). The evolutionary approach also 
argues that even small events may produce large and enduring consequences in the 
subsequent process of institution formation if the timing and sequencing is right. In 
short, this approach distinctively recognizes a critical role for micro-events in 
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explaining macro-changes and the possibility of contingency (Pierson 2000:263). As 
institution exhibits strong tendency for inertia and resistance to change, historical 
institutionalists of this approach attempt to theorize such phenomenon by introducing 
the concepts such as "path dependence", " increasing return", and "mechanism of 
reproduction" into the study of politics. At the risk of oversimplification, the essence 
of their theorizations is that institutions tend to reinforce themselves dynamically with 
particular feedback mechanism(s) over time in the political arena. Thelen (1999) 
proposes two ideal-types of feedback mechanisms which attribute path-dependence to 
the adapting behavior of actors who reinforce the " logic" of the system given 
incentive is provided, and the asymmetrical power distribution among actors who 
exploit the non-neutral institution to reproduce and magnify the institutional settings 
favorable to the powerful (p.392-6). Institutional change is possible, however, when 
"critical juncture" in the developmental path take place. It is critical , in hindsight, 
because of its path-breaking impact on the original path, rendering institutional 
change a possible goal despite the self-reinforcing mechanisms. In this research, I will 
take the evolutionary approach of historical institutional ism as the theoretical 
framework that guides my direction of academic inquiry. 
To better understand institutional change, I find that the idea of "political 
opportunity structure" which is usually adopted as an explanatory variable in one 
school of social movement theory (Kitschelt 1986; Kriesi et al. 1995; McAdam 1996; 
Tarrow 1994; Tilly 1978) particularly helpful for a more substantial theorization of 
critical juncture. With reference to the theories of political opportunity structure, 
critical juncture can be theoretically formulated as a product of dynamic interactions 
between formal institutions (structure) which may provide openings for change and 
agents (agency) who may create political opportunities for actions themselves 
(1 enkins and Klandermans 1995 :6). As we shall see in later chapters, the recognition 
of the dynamism between institutions and agencies are of vital significance in the 
unfolding of causal mechanisms through which the interests in built heritage 
conservation replaces that in environmentally insensitive development. 
As this thesis is aimed to understand how NGOs contribute to the conservation of 
historic site in Penang, the point of departure for academic investigation is chosen to 
be the social interactions at micro-level. Individuals under study are assumed 
boundedly rational 3 and norm-based when they make decisions in collectivities 
3 The idea of bounded rationality is important here as it recognizes that the environment external to an 
individual who makes a decision and preference is always too complex for her to comprehend in full 
due to the limitation of human cognitive capacity and the lack of sufficient information in hand in order 
to make a fully rational choice. Therefore, it is the intentionality to act rationally exhibited by the actor 
that counts, but not rationality as such (North 2005). In this light, we may assume that a bounded 
rational actor make decisions in hope to achieve certain ends, but the success of intended outcomes 
should be probabilistic to her. 
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(March and Olsen 1989; Ostrom 2007). These individuals then interact strategically to 
change institutions of various formality, including in ascending order social norms (at 
micro-level), policy structures (at meso-Ievel), and heritage-related laws (at 
macro-level). 
2.2The Study of Heritage Conservation 
2.2.1 Politics of culture in heritage conservation 
In the study of heritage, Graham and Howard (2008) argue for the 
"constructionist perspective" on the concept of heritage. This perspective regards that 
heritage bears less intrinsic value than the value situationally determined by human 
beings. It involves a process of selection which depends on a variety of factors such as 
nationality, religion, ethnicity, class, wealth, gender, and personal history (p.2). They 
suggest that the making of heritage does not serve the past but the demand of the 
present. As such, the interpretation of what is heritage and the construction of heritage 
narrative is subject to contestation and becomes both sources and results of social 
conflict. Since the construction process of heritage discourse is highly relevant to the 
construction of group membership that includes or excludes certain communities, it 
goes hand in hand with representation of identity at various spatial scales, including 
local, national, and international among which the national identity always take 
precedence over the identities of other spatial scales (Ibid. 3-6). The primacy of the 
national is probably due to the fact that nation-states have been bestowed with the 
legitimacy to construct an "imagined community" for its citizens since the 
Enlightenment (Anderson 1983) and at the same time entrenched in greater interests 
in undertaking the task of "invention of traditions" (HobsbawlTI and Ranger 1983). 
In a similar vein, Smith (2006) proclaims more critically that "there is no such 
thing as heritage" (p.I). By reviewing how western societies have made use of 
heritage since the onset of modernity in the 18th century, she maintains that heritage, 
whether as antiquity or monument, is actually the material aspects of the past 
selectively chosen by the new-born nation-states and bolstered by a group of social 
elites who as professionals and experts wanted to pass on their specific aesthetic taste 
to the general public and to ensure a dominant place in the national culture of the time. 
The state authority and the experts have therefore constructed an "authorized heritage 
discourse" which demands acceptance from the rest of the population (Ibid. 16-43). In 
light of the constructionist perspective, I will define heritage that is conserved as a 
social construction determined by the actors who conserve it for this research. 
2.2.2 Politics of urban planning in built heritage conservation 
The conservation of built heritage such as architectural buildings and monuments 
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involves issues beyond culture since it requires the occupation of physical space and 
warrants active management for the prevention of natural decay or deliberate 
demolition. As the idea of conservation has been extending to include broader 
morphological context of which conserved buildings are a part, conservation of built 
environment as a site is increasingly accepted in the arena of urban planning 
(Ashworth and Tunbridge 2000:30). 
The management of urban landscape is a political issue since it deals with the 
distribution and utility of scarce land resources in urban context. From a 
spatial-ideological perspective, Lefebvre (1991 [1974]) argues that the built 
environment in which we live is socially produced and reproduced in accordance with 
dominant ideology. Social contradictions inherently lie in the ideological incongruity 
between the subordinated lived space and the dominant conceived space, and the 
result of such ideological conflict is physically embodied by the material space 
(p.38-9). In a similar vein, Agnew (1986) puts the spatial contradiction into a 
perspective of "place" and exemplifies it by another set of terms: the perception of 
"location" and the experience of "locale" in everyday life. While the perception of 
location is a social construct from history and narratives, the experience of locale is a 
conjuncture of daily practices that give meanings to everyday life. 
From a political-economist perspective, Castells (1 977) points out that the 
capitalist conquest of space has turned land (a common-pool resource) into 
commodity enjoyed exclusively by a few of landowners. The commoditization of land 
is followed by the transformation of land from its use-value into its exchange value 
(profit). The transformation process is co-led by property developers for personal gain 
and by the state for economic prosperity. This process has a negative effect on the 
residents who live on those lands caring more about the use-value of land for daily 
survival as those lands became undersupplied. 
In light of their conceptual frameworks, the practice of urban planning 
contributes to the reproduction of the social contradictions in the management of built 
environlnent as those who forcibly determine the urban landscape (i.e. government 
officials, professionals, private developers) are not those who actually live in or have 
needs for the place (i.e. residents). The same conflict is also apparent in the practice of 
urban conservation since those who determine what to conserve (i.e. the state and 
developers) are not those who enjoy the benefit of conservation in the place (i.e. the 
local community). In many cases, the conflicts over lived place between these groups 
can be very contentious. 
While the conservation of monumental built heritage by nation-states started as 
early as the 18th century in the wake of nationalism in Europe, the idea of 
conservation for built environment is not even officially sponsored or publicly 
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accepted until recently (Ashworth and Tunbridge 2000:22). In Asia, the conservation 
of historic site came even later, along with the rise of nationalism since the 1950s and 
cultural tourism since the 1980s. Beside the state's interest in heritage, the public has 
also been increasingly concerned about the value of built heritage. In the late 19th 
century witnessed the rise of urban conservation movement in the West (Ashworth 
and Tunbridge 2000:23-34). It is partly due to the conceptual change of built heritage 
conservation by the public who gradually views urban conservation not merely as 
collection of aesthetic buildings by social elites but "the storehouses of public 
memory" (Hayden 1995). The rapid change of political and economic environments 
arguably gives rise to the emergent need for the physical conservation of the past as a 
response to the public unease about such change (Spragge 1987, quoted in Ashworth 
and Tunbridge 2000:26) or the rise of public nostalgia resulting from the demise of a 
glorious past (Urry 1991). In addition, the contentions over urban planning have a 
spatial dimension. Davey (200 1 b) contends that all politics have their origin of 
collective development in particular places. In other words, all contestations and 
contradictions must be embedded in local conditions. Politics then lies in how local 
groups respond to the processes of larger spatial scale in terms of land use, 
modification of lifestyle, and transformation of self-ascribed identity. In the process, 
NGOs play a crucial role of mediating agent between the two spatial scales 
(pp. 190-206). In sum, the process of built heritage conservation involves the 
continued struggles of state, developers, and NGOs for the shaping of urban landscape 
to their respective interests through the process of urban planning. 
2.3 The Study of Civil Society 
The re-emergence of the study of civil society can date back to the collapse of 
communist regimes in Central and East Europe during 1989-91. For this reason, early 
discussion about civil society focused extensively upon its role in consolidating 
democracy in a transitional phrase, or pushing democratization in former authoritarian 
and communist regimes with an empirical-analytical approach (Diamond 1999; 
Howard 2002; O'Donnell and Schmitter 1986; Putnam 1993). Later on, for 
cross-national comparative analysis, scholars attempt to operationalize the concept of 
civil society by its form and functions. For example, the John Hopkins Comparative 
Nonprofit Sector Project (CNP) emphasizes the form of voluntary associations across 
countries and defines civil society as the collective expression of a variety of 
non-profit organizations (NPO) which is "organized, private, non-profit distributing, 
self-governing, and voluntary" (Salamon et al. 1999:3-4). Another one is the Civicus 
Civil Society Index (CSI) which operationalizes Civil Society by its function as 
"arena where "people associate to advance common interests" (Heinrich 2005 :217). 
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Organizations which are categorically put into the arena of civil society are sometimes 
referred to as NPOs, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), or put under an 
umbrella concept as civil society organizations (CSOs). 
In tandem with those who study civil society empirically, some modem political 
philosophers take a normative-theoretical approach to the conceptualization of civil 
society. Following the tradition of liberalism, "autonomy" of civil society from the 
state has been an essential concern in discussion about civil society in western 
literature. For Walzer (1992), civil society is "a sphere of uncoerced civil 
associations" (p.89), which stresses the voluntaristic characteristics of CSOs. For 
Habermas, civil society is a social space where private individuals exchange their 
views about politics and where discourse is forged free of state intervention. He 
proposes a picture of civil society in which private individuals can express their 
rational-critical judgments on public issues regardless of their social rank or identities, 
and believes that the refined public opinion through deliberative discussions is to hold 
the state accountable to society (Calhoun 1992). 
Some other political philosophers focus on the culture of civil society. On one 
hand, seeing the atomizing implication of liberalism, Shils (1997) proposes to nurture 
"civility" in civil society as a specific culture that tolerates differences and promote 
the sense of civic togetherness so that the partisanship of numerous CSOs can be 
offset by the emphasis on common good. On the other hand, disagreeing with the 
Habermas' formulation of civil society, Gramsci argues that civil society is not 
domination-free but dominated by the hegemonic power of dominant class who 
exercises its power through the dispersion of culture and ideology. Therefore, the 
struggle, or the "war of position" against hegemony, should take place right within the 
realm of civil society (Foley and Hodgkinson 2003: xix). To him, civil society is by 
nature a space for contention rather than deliberation. Overall, regardless of their 
philosophical positions, these philosophers take civil society as an ideal type, aiming 
to advance what civil society should look like (Heinrich 2005 :213). 
In view of the literatures above, Cohen and Arato' s tripartite theorization of civil 
society (1992) bears less ideological baggage as they conceptualize civil society as "a 
sphere of social interaction between economy and state, composed above all of the 
intimate spheres (especially family), the sphere of voluntary associations, social 
movements, and forms of public communications" (pp.viii-ix). Furthermore, where 
electoral politics exists, "political society" constitutes another sphere in which 
political parties strive for the control of government. Conceptually, this sphere lies in 
between that of state and civil society. The fundamental conceptual difference 
between these spheres is that organizations in respective spheres attune to different 
logics of action. By definition, organizations in civil society are engaged in advancing 
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non-profitable interests or remedying market and government failures in the provision 
of public goods. The conceptualization of civil society as one of the four spheres is 
particularly suitable for this research which aims to explore empirically how civil 
society provided leverage for heritage conservation in a developing country in 
confrontation/cooperation with the state, political society and market. Hence, 
combining the functionalist approach of CSI to the empirical study of civil society, I 
would operationalize the concept of civil society as the intermediate arena in which 
people associate voluntarily to form non-governmental organizations (NGOs) for the 
advancement of non-profitable interests in between of family, political society, market 
and state. 
In reference to different historical trajectories, some scholars warned against the 
possible "conceptual stretching" (Sartori 1970) when applying the western concept of 
civil society to Asian societies (Hudson 2003: 15-6). For example, given the intricate 
relationship between voluntary associations and the governments In many 
authoritarian countries in Asia, how these organizations can be categorized as 
"non-governmental" and maintain autonomy from the state as their western 
counterparts do poses a conceptual problem. This problem is even more pertinent 
when civil society is defined by the form of voluntary associations instead of the 
nature of their activities because the former conception is too inclusive that some 
organizations irrelevant to one's research purpose may also be included. 
Bearing the potential "conceptual stretching" in mind, the adoption of the term 
NGO is still intellectually beneficial for this thesis. For one thing, many scholars who 
studied civil society in Malaysia refer to voluntary associations as NGOs (for example 
Venna 2002; Weiss 2002), and more importantly, even those who work for the 
organization at which this research is targeted also regard their organization as NGO 
in daily language and take for granted the implications of this term. Therefore, the 
continued adoption of the term NGOs over other alternatives such as "voluntary 
associations" or "CS Os" will minimize the chance for cognitive confusion in the 
writing of this thesis. I believe the term can be appropriately deployed as long as it is 
clearly defined. For the purpose of this research, NGO is explicitly defined as an 
organization voluntarily formed by people for the advancement of non-profitable 
interests. The activities of NGOs for such purpose constitute the sphere of civil 
society in reference to that of market, political society and state. 
2.4 Political Economy of Built Heritage Conservation 
When applying economic analysis to the conservation of historic cities, Serageldin 
(1999) tries to categorize such action as the provision of public good (p.240) for its 
contribution to cultural and aesthetic values that are non-excludable to non-ratepayers 
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and non-rival in consumption (Ma and Chan 2003: 121). The demand for such public 
good, nevertheless, is not satisfied by the market force or the government apparatus as 
a result of both market and government failures. Market fails to provide public good 
for a simple reason: no price can be charged for such good and therefore 
non-profitable. Although government is supposed to take the responsibility, it also 
fails to provide public good efficiently because of the self-interested nature of 
legislature and bureaucracy, and the rent-seeking activities around government's 
action of wealth transfer (Dollery and Wallis 1997). Premised on the market and 
government failures, the burden of providing public goods falls upon the so-called 
"Third Sector" or "Voluntary Sector", which is sometimes equivalent to "Civil 
Society". 
Despite the limited supply of public good by a small number of people for various 
reasons (Dollery and Wallis 2003 :36-62), the voluntary sector also accords to the 
logic of collective action and suffers from the free-rider problem which evidently 
results in the undersupply of public goods (Olson 1971), let alone the many problems 
associated with the sector which constitute the voluntary failure (Salamon 1987). 
In light of the three types of failures, synergy between voluntary sector and 
government sector for the provision of public good seems to be a probable solution. 
Evans (1997), among other scholars, argues for the synergy between the voluntary 
sector and the government sector for the provision of collective goods (such as 
common-pool resources) in developing countries. Since the provision of public good 
can also be accompanied with excludable benefits, various parties may contribute to 
the provision of public good given selective incentives are in place (Olson 1971), 
regardless of the persisting fact that the benefit of public good, similar to collective 
goods, cannot be restricted to the providers with trivial costs. Hence, I argue that the 
theoretical insights from the "synergy school" in the provision of collective goods are 
also valid in that of public good, and therefore analytically useful for this thesis which 
focuses on heritage conservation. 
In patterning state-society relation cross-nationally, Salamon and Anheier (1998) 
argue for a "social origin" approach to the understanding of the shape and character of 
the voluntary sector of one country which is "affected by a constellation of social 
forces that give rise to it" (p.246). Their argument provides a substantial recognition 
of the role of country-specific history (context) in understanding how state-society 
relation is patterned. In structuring state-society relation in a synergic way, Evans 
(1997) proposes two useful concepts: "complementarity" and "embeddedness" where, 
in his own words, 
"Complementarity creates objective grounds on which cooperation between 
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government and citizens can be built but that embeddedness generates the 
normative and interactional basis for realizing the potential joint gains" (p.8). 
In other words, both voluntary sector and government sector have their 
respective comparative advantages in the coproduction of public good, and such 
objective advantages give rise to the possibility of complementarity. The context in 
which such complementarity takes place (embeddedness) constitutes the possibility 
for state-society cooperation in a particular context. It must be emphasized that 
embeddedness can serve as either an enabling factor or a constraint on the actions of 
NGOs and governments in different circumstances, creating the possibility for policy 
change and brings about the provision of certain public goods otherwise heavily 
undersupplied. 
2.5 State-civil Society Relation in Post-independence Malaysia 
The political map of Asia has rapidly changed immediately after WWII as a 
result of the demise of European colonial powers in the region. After combating the 
Chinese-dominant Communist insurgency in the British Malaya in the early 1950s, 
the British transferred the governing power to the Malays and established a 
Malay-dominated political structure for the new-born independent Malaysia in 1957. 
2.5.1 Development of state-civil society relation at national level 
Post-independence Malaysian politics is ethnically loaded and the federal 
government is in nature authoritarian despite its periodic electoral practices. 
Following the independence of Malaysia, three political parties, namely the United 
Malay National Organization (UMNO), the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA), 
and the Malaysian Indian Congress (MIC) which claim to represent the Malays, the 
Chinese, and the Indians respectively, joined together to form the Alliance for the 
dominant control of Malaysian Parliament (Dewan Ra kyat) , with UMNO as the 
unchallenged leader. Since 1972, it changed its name to the National Front (Barisan 
Nasional, or BN) and has been making use of every means to achieve electoral 
victory in General Election (Crouch 1996) with the help of the Malay-dominated team 
of civil servants (Puthucheary 1978, 1987). Until the 2008 General Election, BN has 
been successful in securing the longstanding two-third majority in the Parliament. In 
other words, the electoral politics at the federal level has long been dominated by the 
Malays and their respective interests. 
In addition to being dominant in . electoral politics, BN has also taken a variety of 
measures to encroach on the sphere of civil society for the security of its hegemonic 
rule. Over years, it has a number of records of prosecuting political rivals and 
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threatening potential enemies by abusing the notorious Internal Security Act (ISA) 
(Verma 2002: 172). ISA was first introduced in the 1950s when the British fought 
against the Communists in the Malayan region. Afterwards, it continued to be 
effective in the post-colonial period in the name of societal harmony and national 
security. This gives the ruling coalition the chance to manipulate the Act for curbing 
political enemies as demonstrated in the cases of the 1969 racial riot, 1987 Operation 
Lalong and the 1998 purge of popular Anwar Ibrahim. To worsen the situation, the 
amendments to ISA in 1989 have virtually eliminated the court challenges to state 
detention (Crouch 1996:82). 
Furthermore, BN also encroached on press media to curtail the freedom of 
expression. Under The Printing Press Act, the press is required to obtain a license 
from the government on an annual basis. However in practice, the threat of license 
revocation serves more as an intimidation than real control. The real control comes 
from the ownership of the press by government-linked companies (Ibid. 84-6). 
Despite the state encroachment on civil society, many modern NGOs still 
emerged in the 1970s to advocate their own concerns. Weiss (2002) suggests that the 
decade of 1970s was a significant moment for the development of civil society in 
Malaysia because, for the first time, NGO was established in a modern sense by 
transcending the former cleavage along ethnicities and putting more focus on the 
common challenges that Malaysians nation face as a whole. A number of NGOs were 
no longer organized to protect merely ethnic-based interests but to address issues arise 
from modern lifestyle since the 1970s, ranging from environmental protection, human 
rights, women rights, to consumer rights (Hilton 2009; Weiss 2002). Ethnic issues, 
such as equal rights for the Chinese in education and Islamic movement, however, did 
not disappear but continue to form a vital part of the social movement in Malaysia in 
the period (Weiss 2002:9). Of course, despite the academic distinction between ethnic 
and non-ethnic nature of social movements, in practice the line is blurred, if not 
indiscernible. In a multiethnic society in which Malay culture and rights take 
precedence, many common issues could easily be turned into a bipolar struggle 
between the underprivileged ethnic groups and the privileged Malay group. 
The reasons for the proliferation of modem NGOs are both ethnical and 
historical. J esudason (1996) argues that many non-Malay people were frustrated with 
the incapacity of ethnically partisan political parties to channel their interests into the 
state machinery under the domination of Malay's UMNO. Hence, a small group of 
Indian and Chinese intellectuals tended to seek alternative platform to make their 
voices heard, resulting in the blooming of non-Malay public-interest NGOs in the 
1970s, and the period of greatest NGO activism in the mid-1980s (p.150, 152). While 
intended to include people of all ethnicities notwithstanding, these modem NGOs 
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were not widely participated by the Malays, which in turn shapes the non-Malay 
characteristics of NGOs. 
For the historical reason, Hilton (2009) contends that, in the aftermath of the 
traumatic 1969 racial riots, ethnic issues in Malaysia became very politically sensitive. 
These NGOs thus provided a platform through which trans-ethnic or ordinary 
concerns could be articulated in a way acceptable to the authority (p.18-9). For 
example, they might engage the state to negotiate points of difference by working 
with the grassroots to raise their concerns at state level, or with government agencies 
to improve policies, or by directly confronting the government with alternatives 
(Hassan 2002:204). Hassan (Ibid.) continue to argue that these NGOs see themselves 
as democratic channels for political participation of concerned citizens in addressing a 
variety of issues such as good governance and democratic rights, and offer themselves 
as society's responses to those issues (p. 205). 
Despite its development since the 1970s, NGO activism in the mid-1980s was 
suppressed by the federal government in the 1987 Operation Lalong in which the 
Prime Minister of the time Dr. Mahathir cracked down his political opponents, 
including outspoken NGO members. As a result, many NGOs became less activist and 
more cautious. For example, the previously vociferous Environment Protection 
Society Malaysia (EPSM) resorted to "critical cooperation" with the government 
(Jesudason 1996: 154), and the equally outspoken Consumer Association Penang 
(CAP) changed the tone of its critique towards the federal government in the shadow 
of the 1987 Crackdown (Hilton 2007:393-4). A decade later in 1998, Mahathir also 
sacked the Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim, which resulted in the Reformasi 
movement and a boost of NGOs demanding greater democratic governance. Despite 
the multi-ethnic rhetoric and the inclusion of all major political parties, the movement 
was Malay-dominated, signifying a change in the ethnic composition of participation 
in social movements (Weiss 2005). 
To conclude, Malaysian regime type IS sometimes referred to as 
"semi-democracy" (Case 1993; Weiss 2005), "electoral authoritarianism" (Ufen 2009) 
or "competitive authoritarianism" (Giersdorf and Croissant 2011; Levitsky and Way 
2002). Whatever the variants, these conceptions commonly point to the fact that 
oppositional forces in Malaysia have room to criticize the government against its 
hegemonic rule, and the incumbents are somehow bonded to take them seriously. 
Apart from these conceptions along the authoritarianism-democracy spectrum with 
adjectives, Jesudason (1996) emphasizes the intricate relation between state and civil 
society in various dimensions by proposing the concept of "syncretic state" in which 
state skillfully prevents effective change of regime in the direction of democratization. 
While the former emphasizes the relative strength of civil society in opposition to the 
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federal government in a cross-national perspective, the latter focuses on the strength 
of the federal government in griping on hegemonic rule. Overall, both stress that civil 
society in Malaysia is situated in a weaker position vis-a.-vis the Malaysian state, and 
yet the latter is not willing and unable to eliminate the former altogether, creating a 
room for "critical cooperation" between NGOs and the state. 
2.5.2 Federal-state relation and national politics in Penang 
Although the political structure of Malaysia is nominally a federation since 1963, 
the Malaysian constitution is tilted in favor of the federal government vis-a.-vis the 
state governments in terms of coercive, executive and fiscal powers. For example, the 
federal government holds exclusive grip on nationwide policing power (Ahmad 
1987: 118), has a team of civil service disproportionally staffed in comparison to the 
state governments (Puthucheary 1987), enjoys a wider array of constitutional 
jurisdictions (Loh 2008a) and possesses the constitutional power to intervene state 
affairs at will (Loh 2008b). In regard to fiscal power, the federal government retains 
most of the lucrative taxations as revenue sources as well as most areas of expenditure, 
and controls state finance by limiting their channels of borrowing loans, rendering the 
inevitable financial dependency of state governments on federal government 
(Shafruddin 1987 :48-99). The federal government therefore exploits the asymmetrical 
power relation in federal-state financial arrangement and exerts influential control 
over state governments to its favor. For example, it is not uncommon for federal 
government to reduce or delay the federal fund disbursement to state government 
controlled by the opposition parties (Suresh et.al. 2010: 189). The implications of the 
federal-state relation are evident in Penang which is ethnically and culturally 
distinctive from the rest of Malaysia. 
Before the Independence of British Malaya, Penang was already a place of 
peculiarity for a number of reasons. First, it was the only state beside Singapore that 
Chinese population was the majority in British Malaya (Purcell 1967). Second, it has 
the longest history of British colonial rule as a Far Eastern Entrepot in the 
Archipelago Area (Hussin 2007: 141). Third, it recorded the highest level of 
urbanization and educational attainment in West Malaysia before the 1960s (Douglas 
and Pedersen 1973 :54). Yet, the distinctiveness of Penang did not yield any privilege 
after Independence. On the contrary, it has turned itself into trouble in a 
post-independence Malaysia which embraced a political system heavily favorable to 
the poorer Malays, if not antagonistic to the wealthier Chinese. In fact, Sino-Malay 
conflict has its origin long before Independence. To name a few, when Penang was 
granted the City Status by the British government in 1957, an incident of Sino-Malay 
confrontation broke out in the celebration processions (NOC 1969: 15-7). During the 
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British withdrawal, the Malays always feared a Chinese takeover of Malaya and 
therefore utilized every means to prevent the Chinese from enjoying the same rights 
as they did in the newly independent state (Lapping 1985:158-87). 
After the Independence, S ino-Malay relation continued to deteriorate in Malaysia 
when Singapore was expulsed from the Federation of Malaysia in 1965 as the Malay's 
measure to reduce the overall Chinese population in the country. In Penang the ethnic 
relation was particularly exacerbated when Penang's economy suffered badly from the 
loss of free port status due to the surtax imposed by the Malay-dominated federal 
government. The federal decision on devaluing the old currency by 150/0 following the 
devaluation of British Sterling in 1967 was a grave measure that added flame on the 
worsened Penang's economy, resulting in a general strike (harta!) and · racial 
disturbance in November that year (Snider 1968:965). 
The tense atmosphere between ethnic groups had no sight of disappearance and 
was carried on to the General Election 1969 in which ethnic issues centered on 
language and education surfaced recklessly along ethnic lines (Andaya and Andaya 
2001:297). Following the electoral victory of the Chinese Left party in the Election, 
the notorious May 13 Racial Riot first broke out in Kuala Lumpur between the 
Chinese and the Malays and triggered the declaration of Emergency by the federal 
government 2 days after, leading to the suspension of democratic institutions in the 
country (Ibid. :298). The "national tragedy", as called by the investigation report of 
the Incident (NOC 1969: iii), traumatized the country including Penang ever since. 
However, the ruling coalition in the federal government was the beneficent of the 
Incident as it later managed to recover from the poor result of the 1969 Election and 
became more authoritarian by altering the political structure which empowerd the 
federal government at the expense of state governments (Crouch 1996:98). 
After taking state power in 1969, Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia (Malaysian People's 
Movement, hereafter Gerakan) realized Penang's inevitable financial dependency on 
federal government (Lee 1987) and the dim prospects for Penang led by the 
opposition in the climate of heightened Malay nationalism (Hutchison 2008:226). 
Consequently, it joined the BN in 1972 as part of the national ruling coalition. 
Hutchison (Ibid.) contends that Penang was able to retain an important modicum of 
independence because of the Chairman of Gerakan and the Chief Minister of Penang 
Tun Dr. Lim Chong Eu who was also the head of the Penang Branch ofBN. 
To revive the stricken economy, Penang underwent industrial transformation 
from trade to the production of electronic semi-products in the 1970s, and prospered 
economically again as one of the richest states in Malaysia (Shafruddin 1987: 108). 
However, Penang's economic success failed to translate into greater political currency 
at the level of national politics. Gerakan was the ruling political party in the Penang 
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state from 1969 to 2008, but it was marginalized in the national ruling coalition BN 
(Kelly 2003 :76). The marginalization of Gerakan has great implications for the 
difficulties of heritage conservation in Penang, and these implications will be 
discussed in details in later chapters. 
2.5.3 Capacity of Penang State Government 
In addition to national party politics dominated by the Malays, Penang State 
Government is structurally weakened by its financial dependency on the federal 
allocation of resources. The tax base for Penang state is very limited. While State 
mainly relies on quit rent (revenue related to land) and entertainment levies for tax 
revenue, only 38% of tax revenue is generated from the above two items in the case of 
Penang (Suresh et. al. 2010: 197). Penang's tax base is further narrowed by its lack of 
natural endowments that can be taxed upon. To worsen the case, Penang State 
Government is restricted to borrowing money only from the federal government or 
from other institutions approved by the federal government (Ibid. 191), rendering the 
state's lack of financial flexibility and Penang's inherent dependency on federal grants 
for its operation. Despite the fact that Penang State has managed to have a small 
surplus budget in the 1980s, the federal loan has been an important source of funding 
to prevent a deficit budget in the 2000s (Ibid. 198-205). Since the 1980s, the portion 
of federal fund in Penang State Revenue has even been diminishing. In 2008, when 
the opposition party took over the State of Penang, the fund is further decreased in 
absolute value when compared to that of 2000 (Ibid.). 
Beside the deficient state finance, the administrative capacity of Penang State 
Government is always called into question for the inefficiency of government 
agencies in dealing with local problems and the overlapping of responsibilities among 
authorities of various levels. For one thing, the inefficiency of the implementation arm 
of Penang State Government, the Municipal Council of Penang Island (MPPP), is 
attributed to the chronic understaffing of MPPP. When MPPP was created out of the 
existing George Town City Council4 in combination with other districts to take care 
of the whole Penang Island, no additional staff and resources were allocated for 
extended jurisdiction and duties (Khoo 2001 :47). Also, the municipal authority lacks a 
reliable system to collect feedback at the implementation level. The situation is 
fUliher complicated by the established network of vested interests resulting from the 
political stability under Gerakan administration, which renders selective enforcement 
4 Since 1965 the federal government has suspended all municipal elections because of the threat of 
confrontation initiated by Indonesia as officially given. In 1966 the state government took over the 
power of George Town City Council and subsequently in 1975 asserted full control of municipal 
administrations. Following the passing of Local Government Act 1976, the George Town City Council 
was incorporated into the greater municipal administrative entity, i.e. Penang Island Municipal Council 
(MPPP). (Goh 2009) 
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a common phenomenon (Ooi and Goh 2010:229-30). Moreover, the continued 
centralization of municipal functions by federal government over the last 3 decades 
not only leads to incapacitation of state and municipal authorities which are deemed 
the most capable agencies to deliver local public services, but also results in the lack 
of clear line of authorities and the subsequent shirking of responsibilities (Ibid. 226-8; 
238). 
2.5.4 Structure of civil society in Penang 
Since the colonial period, voluntary associations were already commonplace in 
Penang as residents of Penang were mainly immigrants in origin. These organizations 
were demarcated along ethnic, geographical, and religious lines (Weiss 2002), such as 
Chinese clan associations (kong-si and huay-kwans) and triad societies in Penang. The 
triad societies were very active and have caused so much turbulence that the British 
authority had to introduce a law in 1872 that restricted the scope of their activities by 
forced annual registration (Weiss 2002:21). Also, while Most of these associations 
were primarily focused on welfare and communal help, some of them had clear 
political objectives (Weiss 2005). For example, Penang was an important centre for 
Islam reform movement (Tan 2010: 12) and one of the bases for the nationalist 
revolution in China in the advent of the 20th century (Khoo 2009). 
Immediate before Independence, many associations who had close economic ties 
with the British in the colonial period were anxious about the Malay-dominated 
political environment after Independence. The Penang Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce (PCCC) even considered separating Penang from the Malay Union 
(1946-48) unless Singapore joined the Union (Christie 1996). Yet, the secession 
movement did not gain much public support and yet it had a great impact on widening 
the Chinese-Malay political divide in Penang (Tan 2010: 21). 
In the immediate post-colonial era, Penang was already ranked second in terms 
of the concentration of voluntary associations among the states of West Malaysia 
(Douglas and Pedersen 1973 :52). It also witnessed the birth of the first modern NGO 
in Malaysia in 1965 with the establishment of the Consumer Association Penang 
(CAP) (Weiss 2002) under the instruction of the Chief Minister of Penang Lim Chong 
Eu (Hilton 2007). NGOs in Penang have a wide variety of activities. For example, 
CAP shows its concerns far beyond consumer rights to virtually every aspect of 
Malaysian life (Ibid. 2009:37). Another Penang-based NGO, Aliran, was famous for 
its critical attitudes towards the federal government on human rights issues. In face of 
threat and sporadic crackdown by the federal government, Aliran survives by 
nationwide public sympathy (Jesudason 1996: 153; Kelly 2003:70; Weiss 2002:33). In 
late 1986, Aliran and CAP, along with three other NGOs, were criticized by the 
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Federal Territory Minister as "thorns in the flesh" for their critical stands (Means 
1991: 194). Friends of the Earth Malaysia (Sahabat Alam Malaysia, SAM) which is a 
conservation NGO has dedicated itself to environmental issues in both Penang and 
across Malaysia and positioned itself on "the vocal and radical end of the 
environmentalist spectrum" (Kelly 2003 :67-9). 
In light of the presence of these NGOs, some scholars point out the peculiarity of 
Penang's civil society within that of Malaysia. Kelly (2003) asserts that Penang does 
stand out in the national context for its "unusually rich group of organizations seeking 
to advance a critical and reformist agenda" (p. 73). Hi lton (2009) also contends that 
Penang has a "vibrant radical tradition" that gives rise to a strong consumer 
association in Penang in the 1970s (p.19). As we shall see in later chapters, Penang 
also grooms the center of the NGO-based movement for heritage conservation in 
Malaysia (Cartier 1996:49). Although to what extent the peculiarities of Penang affect 
the composition and shape of its civil society is beyond the scope of this thesis, it 
remains an interesting question for further research. 
It is important to note that, while modern NGOs in Penang tend to take a more 
critical and confrontational stand in the national context, they may behave differently 
in the local context and become more cooperative with local authorities for actual 
problem-solving. Such pattern is not surprising, given the political inability of 
Chinese-dominant Penang State Government to challenge the political dominance of 
Malay-centered federal government and the state-level institutional incapacity as 
illustrated above. The case of heritage conservation in Penang actually confirms such 
pattern as shown in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Three: 
Case Study of George Town in Penang, Malaysia (1957-2008) 
This chapter aims at outlining the process of conservation of George Town as a 
historic site since the advent of the post-colonial period of Penang in chronological 
order. The case of George Town will be studied in order to reveal the 
economic-political contexts in which the dynamic interactions between the state 
apparatus and civil society in Penang have taken place, and to illustrate the resultant 
change of government policies in favor of multi-ethnic heritage conservation as 
exemplified by the successful inscription of George Town, along with Melaka City, 
onto the UNESCO World Heritage List since 2008. The role played by individuals 
and NGOs, notably Penang Heritage Trust (PHT), in the process will be also 
emphatically described. 
3.1 Genesis of George Town as a British Colonial Town: a Historical Sketch 
According to the most adopted version of Penang History, Penang Island was 
founded by the British Francis Light in 1786 as a Far Eastern entrepot of the East 
Indian Company (EIC) to reinforce trade with China and was also the first British 
colonial town in Southeast Asia (Hussin 2007 :99,141). The first colonial settlement 
on the Island is commonly known as George Town situated on the northeastern part of 
the Island (Figure 3.1). Similar to other colonial settlements in So~theast Asia, it soon 
became a port-town of immigrants. The free-port status of Penang made it even more 
attractive to immigrants who went there for a fortune or a living. At the beginning, the 
ethnicities of immigrants include the Chinese, Indians (Chulias and Hindus), Malays, 
Armenians, and a small number of Europeans. Generally speaking, the Chinese and 
Indians resided in the center of George Town. The Malays lived in southern part of 
Penang, and the Europeans were in northern part of Penang near the Fort Cornwallis 
(Ibid. 295). While spatial segregation along ethnic line is not uncommon in many 
colonial cities (King 1990: 19), the segregation was rather self-imposed in Penang 
(Hussin 2007:295) where the urban form of the town was the least of concern of the 
EIC Directors (Goh 1988:60), unlike that of Singapore which were deliberately 
planned by the colonialists years later (Home 1997: 118; Khoo 1993: 17). 
George Town was once an administrative center of British Settlement in the 
Archipelago region at the start. With the original hope to turn Penang into a naval 
base and major centre for trade, the EIC raised its status in 1805 to the fourth 
Presidency of India. Penang was later packed together with Melaka and Singapore to 
form the Strait Settlements in 1826 and remained the regional headquarter. Four years 
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later, due to huge budget deficit, the Strait Settlements was downgraded as a 
Residency in the EIC and the administrative centre was subsequently transferred to 
Singapore as the latter started to grow in importance (Turnbull 2009). Despite its 
decline in political and economic influence, Penang was still the most urbanized in 
Malaysia before the Independence (Douglas and Pedersen 1973: 54), and it was the 
first settlement in Malaysia to be granted City Status by Britain in 1957, for its 
contribution to the planting of democracy and modem progress throughout Malaya 
(Goh 2010:36). 
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Figure 3.1 Historical maps of Penang Island (left) and George Town (right) (Sources: Hussin 2007:76; 
Khoo and lenkins 2002:208) 
3.2 Development of George Town in 1957-1970s: A Period of Neglect of Urban 
Planning and cultural property in Penang 
3.2.1 Neglect of urban planning in post-independence Penang 
During 1957 and 1970s, urban planning in George Town by the state government 
was seemingly minimal and ineffective. In fact, Penang State Government has not 
even adopted the Town and Country Planning Act 19765 until 1986, citing lack of 
5 Grant (1992) points out that the Town and Country Planning Act 1976 is useful for heritage 
conservation. Under the Act, the State must set up a State Planning Committee whose functions include 
the conservation of all lands in the state. Also, as required by the Act, all buildings must seek planning 
permission before development or demolition. Such requirement provides a check on the destruction of 
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trained personnel and enforcement officers as the reason (Jenkins 2008: 83). 
Meanwhile, only minimal planning was in place. In 1970, George Town City Council 
formed the Central Area Planning Unit (CAPU) to implement the Penang New Urban 
Centre Project, which included the construction of 65-storey tower (KOMT AR) 
designed by Datuk Lim Chong Keat6 with the intention to accommodate government 
offices, podium and shopping mall. Along with this project were a re-evaluation of 
the possible "restoration and re-use of historic part of the city" (Lim Hooi Siang 
1974:2, quoted in J enkins 2008: 95) and the innovation of "conservation areas" and 
"comprehensive development areas" in the Interim Zoning Plan (IZP) 1973 which 
were intended to revitalize the city and provide additional floor space so that the rest 
of George Town can be spared from destruction (Lee et al. 2008:302; PI_1 2010). To 
this end, a Conservation Plan for George Town was actually prepared as support 
material for IZP 1973 (Jenkins 2008:95). However, these plans were not effectively 
implemented and the original design of KOMTAR was eventually terminated soon 
after Phrase 2 after which the state had to sell off the remaining phrases to private 
developers who later built a 5-star hotel on the site in replacement of public amenities 
designed in the original plan. Needless to say, the intention of heritage conservation 
was never materialized. The Project remained incomplete until 2007(Ibid: 96). 
Figure 3.2 Map of Federation of Malaysia after 1965 and the location of the state of Penang (in 
rectangular) (Source: Wikipedia) 
historically valuable buildings (p.8-9). 
6 Lim Chong Keat is the brother of the Chief Minister Lim Chong Eu and also the founder of Penang 
Heritage Trust. He is an architect whose base is in Singapore but has also involved in construction 
projects in Penang. 
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Figure 3.3 KOMT AR in the center of George Town in 2009 (Source: the author) 
The preservation of the physical landscape of George Town was not an intended 
consequence. Rather, it turned out to be an unintended one by the introduction of rent 
control. Shortly after the war, the British has enacted a legislation to control rents on 
buildings constructed before 1948 as an immediate measure to relieve postwar 
housing problems. The legislation was later amended and became the Control of Rent 
Act 1966. Among the estimated 39,000 premises under control across Malaysia, 
19,000 of them were located in the Penang State (Grant 1992: 18-9) and about 8200 
were within the historic quarters of George Town (Khoo and J enkins 2002 :216). 
Generally in Penang, 90% of rent-controlled houses were owner occupied, whereas 
83% of rent-controlled shophouses (a type of accommodation special in Southeast 
Asia) were rented out and occupied by tenants (Lee et al. 2008:301). While intended 
to ensure sufficient supply of low-cost housing, the imposition of rent control upon 
many pre-war premises in George Town is widely believed to have preserved the 
urban landscape and communities in inner George Town until the late 1990s since the 
Act has prevented property owners from re-developing their premises by forcing them 
to pay a prohibitive amount of compensation to the principal tenants for any eviction 
(Jenkins 2008: 85) and by requiring a lengthy procedure for such purpose (Grant 
1992:20). However, the same Act also provided no incentive for the property owners 
to renovate their premises since no extra profit could have been made. As a result, 
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many of those pre-war shophouses remained intact throughout the period but 
gradually reach a state of dilapidation. 
Besides the disincentives for re-developing George Town as a result of the rent 
control, focus of development was also shifted from the city center to its periphery 
because of industrialization in Penang. In the early 1970s, Penang State Government 
was busy at reviving Penang's economy and working out a master plan acceptable to 
the federal government. In 1970, the N athan Report was released and urged Penang 
State Government to enhance its global economic links through industrialization and 
tourism (Goh 2002: 151). Subsequently, Free Trade Zones and industrial estates were 
established in Penang and there was a transformative shift of economic structure from 
trading port-related services to manufacturing of semi-electronic products. Following 
the construction of the north Butterworth Container Terminal and the new emphasis 
on air transportation centered around the Penang International Airport in Bayan Lepas 
(Figure 3.4), the port function of George Town became obsolete and its port-related 
facilities was rendered redundant (Sirat 2009: 115). While the majority of urban 
population of Penang Island worked in inner George Town up to the 1970s, the more 
affluent and younger population moved out the city as a result of development and 
prosperity in the 1980s. The exodus from old city center was best illustrated by the 
declining figures of residential population, which fell from 40,179 in 1980, to 25,719 
in 1991, and to about 21,000 in 2000 (Tan 2003 :68). Who remained to reside in the 
inner city was the less educated, less mobilized, and aged popUlation (Khoo 2001:9). 
In addition, the fact that rent in inner George Town was comparatively low and there 
was Penang-specific tax concession for owner-occupied houses further encouraged 
the less affluent to stay in George Town (Rliland 1992:217). 
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Figure 3.4 Free Trade Zones, Industrial Estates and communications in the State of Penang since the 
1970s (Source: Eyre and Owyer 1996: 312) 
3.2.2. Neglect of cultural property in post-colonial Penang 
Apart from the neglect of urban planning, George Town also witnessed the neglect 
of cultural property by federal and municipal governments. Before 2005, the 
Antiquities Act 1976 is the only national legislation directly dedicated to the 
protection of "ancient and historical monuments". However, Grant (1992) argues that 
the Act has not provided a proper base for the general protection of historic buildings 
for a number of reasons. For one thing, the gazetting power was sparingly used by the 
federal government. Between 1976 and 1986, only 67 monuments were gazetted 
cross-nationally under the Act. Also, the Act has been restricted its application to only 
government buildings (Grant 1992: 13-4). This practice has failed to provide sufficient 
protection for historic buildings beyond the scope of a few monument-like buildings 
while allowing many privately-owned historic buildings to be demolished. 
Furthermore, the administrative machinery that oversaw the gazetted monuments was 
deemed too cumbersome and the resource allocated for that purpose is overstretched 
in practice, rendering the Act less efficient (Ibid. 1 7). 
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In addition to the disinterest of federal government in heritage in general, 
heightened ethnic tension in the period also obscured the federal will to confer 
heritage status on Chinese culture in Malaysia. After the notorious May 13 racial riot 
in 1969, there was an urge to create a "national and common culture for purpose of 
national unity" (Ismail 1977: 1 quoted in Tan 1992:283) together with the 
implementation of New Economic Policy (NEP)7. The federal resolution for such 
purpose was to emphasize the priority of cultures of bumiputera (literally "son of the 
soil", indigenous people who are mostly Malay), and the importance of Islam with 
other non-indigenous cultures assuming a more peripheral role (Tan 1992:283). In 
other words, it was to create a Malay-centered national culture to which other ethnic 
cultures were succumbed. The implications for the Chinese community in Malaysia 
were the downplaying of Chinese language, festive arts, and their contribution to 
Malaysia in national education and historiography (Tan 1992; Tan 1992; Worden 
2001). In this period, Chinese festivals were then revitalized as a political response to 
such cultural trend (DeBernardi 2004: 156). In light of the strained Sino-Malay 
relation and the cultural politics in the period, it is not surprising to acknowledge that 
among the 67 monuments declared prior to 1986, none of the 8 monuments in Penang 
represent the Chinese culture, although the population is predominantly Chinese there 
(Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). 
Beside the federal disheartened attitude towards the protection of Chinese heritage 
in Malaysia and Penang, the local government in Penang also exhibited a lack of law 
enforcement to keep historic buildings in good shape. Since the 1970s, MPPP is 
responsible for conservation and building control (Table 3.3). By the Local 
Government Act 1976 (Section 101), the local authority (the municipal government) 
shall have the power to contribute to the maintenance of historical buildings or site, to 
acquire any land for historical buildings or sites, and to make or receive grants 
towards the establishment and maintenance of public monuments and memorials 
(Chahl 1986:27-8). Also, by the same Act (Section 77), it can even issue repair order 
or repair those dilapidated premises on the owners' behalf and charged them the cost 
later. Nonetheless, the resultant poor condition of those buildings in George Town 
suggests an eventual lack of enforcement in this regard (Jenkins 2008:83). 
7 NEP was a national economic policy which objectives were to eradicate poverty regardless of race 
and to disentangle the association of ethnicity with economic functions over the time span of 20 years 
(1971-91). In the context of Malaysia, it implied affirmative action taken to benefit the Malay 
community in economic opportunities and education at the expense of the non-Malay communities 
(Andaya and Andaya 2001 :302-15). 
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Number of Gazetted Monuments under Buildings of gazetted monuments under 
the Antiquity Act 1976 in Malaysia (prior the Antiquity Act 1976 in Penang 
to 1986) 
Perak 3 I.Fort Cornwallis (from 1787) 
lohor 3 2.Victoria Memorial Clock Tower (1902) 
Negeri Sembilan 7 3. Town Hall and City Hall (1850) 
Penang Island 8 4. State Museum (1897) 
Wilayah 11 5.Kapitan Keling Mosque (1802) 
Persekutuan 6.Acheen Street Malay Mosque (1808) 
Selangor 17 7.St. George Church (1818) 
Melaka 18 8.Logan Memorial (1870) and High 
Court Building (1905) 
Table 3.1 Gazetted monument under the Antiquity Act 1976 in Malaysia and Penang prior to 1986 
(Source: Grant 1992:13; World Heritage Nomination Dossier 2001: 138) 
Total Malay Chinese Indian Other Others Non-Malaysian 
(100,000) Bumiputera Citizen 
1970 7.76 30.60/0 56.3% 11.6% / 1.60/0 / 
1980 9.00 33.70/0 53.90/0 11.4% / 1.1% / 
1991 10.64 38.10/0 49.2% 10.6% 0.10/0 0.5% 1.5% 
2000 13.13 40.60/0 44.80/0 10.2% 0.3% 0.40/0 3.7% 
2005 14.68 40.90/0 43.0% 10.00/0 0.4% 0.4% 5.3% 
2010* 14.98 4l.6% 40.90/0 9.70/0 0.4% 0.4% 7.0% 
*Estimated figures 
Table 3.2 Population in Penang State by ethnic group 1970-2010 (Sources: OEeD 2010 for year 







Functions Municipal State Federal Private 
Transport X X X 
Water supply --- --- X* ---
Sewerage and drainage X X --- ---
Public housing --- X X X 
Parks and recreation --- X --- ---
Health Services X X X X 
Public sanitation --- --- X* ---
Urban planning X X X ---
Garbage disposal X --- --- X 
Electricity supply --- --- X ---
Construction and maintenance of roads X --- X ---
Street lighting X --- --- ---
Conservation X --- --- ---
Environmental Protection --- --- X ---
Abattoir service X --- --- ---
Police --- --- X ---
Building control X --- --- ---
Economic promotion --- X X X 
Erecting and maintaining residential house, flats and X (minor X X X 
shops role) 
Cemeteries X --- --- ---
"X" function performed; "---" function not performed 
*The jurisdictions of water supply and public sanitation were transferred from state to federal authority 
after the passing of Water Service Industry Act, National Water Services Commission Act 2006, and 
Solid Waste and Public Cleansing Management Act 2007. 
Table 3.3 Functions of MP PP as of2011 (source: Rilland 1992:214 and updated by the author) 
3.3 Development of George Town in 1980s-2008: A Period of Contention and 
Change in Penang 
3.3.1 Contentions over urban planning in post-Independence Penang 
The physical landscape of George Town of which a large agglomerate of pre-war 
shophouses consisted was threatened by the new urban development in Penang. In the 
early 1980s, there was a property boom in Penang with the beginning of high-rise 
construction due to increasing land shortage and changing consumption pattern of 
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Penangites (Goh 2002: 155). The boom was subsided in the mid-1980s as a result of 
the severe national economic recession, but revived again in the late 1980s by the 
federal government through the de-regulation of the property market to encourage 
flow of foreign investment into the property sector (Ibid. 63-4). The national property 
boom was also evident in Penang, as reflected by the increase in development 
applications in Penang from the bottom low in mid-1980s to peak high in mid-1990s 
(Lee et aI. 2008:299) and increasing foreign capital from Singaporean and Taiwanese 
private developers in property development (Goh 2002: 157). The (re)development 
pressure associated with the property boom thus made historical buildings in George 
Town susceptible to demolition in the period. 
To add fuel to the flame of property boom, in 1991 the federal government 
announced the Vision 2020 (Wawasan 2020) which aimed to achieve the status of an 
"industrialized" country by year 2020 for Malaysia (Goh 2002: 42) and the New 
Development Policy (NDP) which encouraged the boost of the construction sector in 
Malaysia among other objectives8. As formulated at the height of Malaysian economic 
prosperity, Vision 2020 and NDP were ambitious in scope, but later proved not 
without a detrimental consequence to the natural and cultural landscape in Malaysia. 
Penang was among other states the first to formulate its own strategic 
development plan in line with Vision 2020 under the theme "Penang into the 21 st 
Century" in 1992 (Ibid.: 153). Its objectives included the transformation of Penang's 
industrial base into one that is intensive in capital, skill and technology, and the 
diversification of Penang's economy by promoting tourism (Koh 1995 :5-7 quoted in 
Teo 2003 :554). Encouraged by the new strategic plan, Penang Development 
Corporation (PDC) 9 and other federal agencies such as Penang Regional 
Development Authority (PERDA) and Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) 
undertook various construction projects for high-rise housing and tourism in Penang, 
which subsequently brought about an intensification of new construction projects in 
the early 1990s (Goh 2002: 152-60). To illustrate the construction boom in the 1990s, 
Figure 3.4 will show the values of construction GDP and its share in total GDP in 
Penang from 1990 to 2006. Figure 3.5 sketches Penang economic structure (% in 
8 NOP deserves fuller details here. As a national economic policy following the precedent NEP, NDP 
remains its focus on the dominance of manufacturing in export sector, explores possibility for 
economic re-structuring (such as tourism), embarks upon privatization of public sectors, emphasizes 
the need for human resource development, and reduces hard-core poverty. (Andaya and Andaya 2001; 
Goh 2002; lenkins 2008) The construction target was aimed at 10.2% annual growth which 
consequently stimulated large infrastructure projects along with residential and commercial 
development (Jenkins 2008: 113). 
9 PDC was founded in 1969 by Lim Chong Eu to address the severe economic recession in the late 
1960s in Penang. It has pioneered the establishment of Free Trade Zones in Malaysia in 1972, actively 
developed infrastructures such as industrial parks and lo\\'-cost housing for international investors, and 
engaged itself in the property market which allowed it to gain profits from property sale and 
subsequently subsidized investment elsewhere (Hutchinson 2008:227). 
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Figure 3.5 Values of construction GDP and % Share in total GDP in Penang 1990-2006 (Source: 
Penang Economic Report 2008 in Penang Economic Monthly, SERI) 
Sector 1980 2000 
Agric.u Iture 19.7 1.0 .3.B 2.0. 
Manufacturing and construction '18.5 45.2 48.9 52.2 
Trade. services.. transport tourism 61.8 47.8 47.3 45 . .8 
lota~ GOP Vii loe (RM$ bUlion) (197B price.s) 1.35 3.4 7.98 17.31 
Table 3.4 Penang's Economic Structure 1970-2000 (% ofGDP) (Source: Teo 2003:550) 
3.3.1.1 The origin of heritage movement in Malaysia and the genesis of Penang 
Heritage Trust in Penang 
Ashworth and Tunbridge (2000) point out that the heritage movements in the 
West were mostly originated by a small but influential group of passionate social 
elites (p.23). The Malaysian case reflects the same pattern. In response to the 
changing urban landscape in Malaysia, the first NGO for heritage conservation, 
Heritage of Malaysia Trust (Badan Warisan Malaysia, BWM), was founded in 1983 
in Kuala Lumpur, and headed by Tun Dato' Seri Ahmad Sarji bin Abdul Hamid, a 
well-known Malay businessman who is also a member of Negeri Sembilan royalty. 
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BWM has lobbied the federal government for policies of total building preservation, 
called repeatedly for a national conservation act, \vorked with the government to ease 
conservation implementation, and undertook the first survey of historic structures in 
Malaysia. In addition to its collaboration with the federal government, BWM is also 
active in promoting Malaysian architectural " heritage" throughout Malaysia, and 
focuses its work originally on conservation of monumental edifices in mainly Kuala 
Lumpur (Cartier 1996: 49-51 ; Goh 2002:61). 
The establishment of BWM by social elites was less contentious than the 
grassroots preservation movement in Melaka against the re-development of Bukit 
China (literally China Mountain) in 1984. Although the conflict was between 
development and conservation in nature, the long-term underrepresentation of 
Chinese heritage in Melaka (Worden 2001) has easily made the issue politically 
sensitive at national level in the form of ethnic conflict. At the end, the development 
plan was abandoned as the Melaka State Government was believed to receive pressure 
from the federal government (Cartier 1997). 
In Penang, the first outcry for heritage preservation by the locals can date back to 
the late 1970s when a small group of people protested against the demolition of a 
Catholic seminary for re-development. However, the effort did not bear fruition (PI_2 
2009; PI_3 2010). The failure was not surprising, given that conservation and heritage 
preservation were actually "dirty words" in the early 1980s (Goh 2008: 11). The 
situation only began to change since the mid-1980s. CAP was one of the first 
prominent NGOs raising concerns over conservation issues in face of the social and 
environmental impact of tourism on Malaysia (Hong 1985). As we shall see later, 
CAP relnained active in participating in various NGO movements against economic 
development that is deemed environmentally destructive in Penang. 
The genesis of Penang heritage Trust (Persatuan Warisan Pulau Pinang, PHT) 
carne against this backdrop in 1986. Revealed by the documents of PHT in its 
formative year, one of the PHT founders , Amy Heah, was approached by BWM to 
organize a branch of BWM in Penang in 1985 , but the founders found it more 
advantageous to form an independent organization affiliating with B WM rather than a 
branch of a larger set-up (PHT_M1 1985). Many founders were socially prominent 
figures , including members of old wealthy falnilies and landowners in Penang 
(PC _2011 ; PI_2 2009). PHT was then led by Lim Chong Keat who served PHT as the 
first chairman during 1989-91. According to its constitution, PHT is formed, among 
other objectives: 
1. "To promote the conservation and permanent preservation of 
Penang all those buildings, trees, books, manuscripts, writings, 
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scrolls, documents, antiques, paintings, reproductions, or other 
similar objects which because of their historical association, 
architectural features, aesthetic value or for other reasons are 
considered by the Council of the Society to form part of the 
heritage of Penang (hereafter the designated obj ects)" 
2. To buy, take, or otherwise acquire the designated objects or 
any interest therein 
3. To make such arrangements as are necessary to enable the 
public to view and enjoy any designated objects (whether for 
free or at a charge)" (PHT Cons) 
From its stipulated objectives, it is believed that the founders of PHT intended to 
emulate the British National Trust which objectives were also to concentrate on 
acquiring and protecting beautiful landscapes from its earliest days (Delafons 
1997:34). Hence, PHT was said to take a "monument-preservation" approach to built 
heritage in Penang at the very beginning (PI_2 2009). The activities conducted by 
PHT in its earliest years were chiefly associated with heritage-related researches and 
restoration of built heritage such as Suffolk House, Hai Kee San Temple and Cheong 
Fatt Tze Mansion (PHT _AR 1989; PHT _MI-3 1987), and in later years continually 
focused on facilitating restoration of heritage buildings in conjunction with other 
organizations, although most PHT founders have later left the organization due to 
disagreements on several issues, including conservation ideals (PHT_AR 2000; PI_2 
2009). 
In face of the increasing severity of housing problems and the subsequent need 
for urban renewal in Penang, another civic initiative for heritage conservation 
intersected with the growing attention of MPPP and Penang State Government to the 
conservation of built heritage in George Town. In June 1986, a group of urban 
planners together with MPPP organized the first International Conference on Urban 
Conservation and Planning in Penang. It was out of the initiative of the Conference 
that MPPP started to cooperate with German Technical Cooperation Scheme (GTZ, a 
German Government Agency) facilitated by a German urban planner Alexander 
KoeniglO (PC_2011). The municipal government later prepared in 1987 the Draft 
Design Guidelines for Conservation Areas in the Inner City Areas of George Town in 
which 5 conservation zones in George Town were outlined (Figure 3.6), buildings of 
10 Goh (2008) describes Alexander Koenig as an important pioneer in the beginning of heritage 
movement in Penang. He is said to be instrumental in obtaining the help of GTZ for MPPP, promoting 
heritage conservation among municipal and federal officials, and getting the French government to be 
interested in Lebuh-Acheh-Lebuh-Armenian (LALA) restoration project in George Town and 
consequently connecting the French conservation expert Didier RepeUin with the locals in Penang 
(p.1 0-1). 
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heritage values are categorized and conservation was incorporated into the 
development process (Jenkins 2008:99,122). On the part of the Penang State 
Government, it has also adopted Town and Planning Act 1976 in 1985, and 
subsequently the Report of Survey for a Draft Structure Plan for Penang Island in 
1989 in order to formulate a better framework for urban planning (Jenkins 2008:98; 
Khoo 2001:7). These were indicative of government ' s growing concern over the 
protection of built heritage in George Town as both levels of governments have 
recognized heritage conservation as ·· a major issue" and made possible a prototypical 
heritage inventory for Penang (Jenkins 2008:99). In 1989, the pilot 
Lebuh-Acheh-Lebuh-Armenian (LA LA) restoration project was started with the 
assistance of the French government and a PHT member as a model project for urban 
conservation in Penang (Figure 3.7). In Feb 1990, the state government also began to 
draft a state-level Conservation Enactment with the help of PHT (PHT_SR 1990). 
However, these conservation efforts were not enough to offset the public outcry over 
the intrusive practice of development on Penang Island in the subsequent years ahead . 
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Figure 3.6 Five Conservation Zones outlined in inner George Town in 1987 (marked in Black) and one 
additional zone (in dotted line) proposed in 1996 (Source: The Star October 10 and November 17, 
1996) 
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Figure 3.7 Birdseye's view ofLebuh Acheh-Lebuh Armenian enclave in George Town (Source: AR& 
T Heritage Consultancy http://www.hbp.usm.my/cad/O&A/Ouestions/02 ) 
3.3.1.2 The preservation movement for Penang Hill and the fall of Lim Chong Eu in 
1990 
On 1 September 1990, the Penang State Government, to the surprise of many 
Penangites, announced that a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the 
Chief Minister Lim Chong Eu and the director of Berjaya Corporation for the 
development of Penang Hill. The development plan intended to transform the forest 
Hill into a theme-park-like entertainment complex. Irritated by the plan, local NGOs 
initiated the "Save Penang Hill" Movement and established an informal network 
called "Friends of Penang Hill" to resist the government plan which was deemed 
devastating to the "ambiance of Penang's unique asset" (Ooi and Shaw 2009:54). 
They also published a book with an alternative plan in which local participation was 
the emphasis (FoPH 1991). According to Kelly (2003), there were 15 
NGOs/concerned groups in total within the network, including CAP, SAM, Malaysian 
Nature Society (MNS), and also PHT (p.71). The solidarity shown by these NGOs in 
the movement was remarkable, given limited coordination and collaboration between 
them on a daily basis (Ibid. 70). What is surprising was that Lim Chong Eu has 
subsequently lost his state seat in the General Election in October 1990, which in turn 
put an end to his political career as the "founder of modem Penang". His strong 
support for the Penang Hill project was widely viewed as one of the Gerakan's 
electoral stumbling blocks in general and his electoral defeat in particular (Kaye 1991; 
Kelly 2003; PI_3 2010). 
The General Election 1990 was a double strike to the Gerakan Party in Penang. 
First, while BN was still the majority in the State Assembly, the poor performance of 
the two Chinese-dominated political parties in BN, namely MCA and Gerakan, has 
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made likely the transfer of the Chief Minister post from a Gerakan Chinese to a 
UMNO Malay since it was for the first time UMNO outnumbered Gerakan in the 
State Assembly (Table 3.5). Second, even if the Chief Minister remained Gerakan 
Chinese, who was to succeed a leader occupying the post for over 30 years became an 
imminent question of political struggle between the factions of Gerakan at state and 
national levels. 
1986 (33) 1990 (33) 1995 (33) 
Barisan Nasional :i~ ~1~~~ 
.. , . .(~~\ '~':~\"'~~'?' :~;, .. ,~~~.,t, '11$i.Y'i:t --: ,fOUl'" :l.Y·~ , 'o,;h 'f r:;H, :·~f\,:~3'.\:~A '?~' t;,;" .1i"' '''.'~4'. ' ,.' 
(1 )Gerakan 9 7 10 
(2)UMNO 12 12 12 
(3)MCA 2 0 9 
(4) MIC 0 0 1 
Total seats: 23 19 32 
, - " :;'1 . r " , '.1 • • ,\ .() Oppositio~ ~;,~;~:t i. ~;k',,·; . :, :' , "! ,: ' ' ' , I '" ~ r " . , . .. ,:~·IJ,:~·,!l:~f~;'''1:' \;~:\~\t; ' i: 
" 
(1 )DAP 10 14 1 
(2) PAS 0 0 0 
(3) PKR 0 0 0 
Total seats: 10 14 1 
Table 3.5 Elections for Assembly Seats in the State of Penang 1986-1995 (source: Goldman 1999: 159; 
lenkins 2008:90) 
3.3.1.3 The Gerakan's factional struggle and the ascent of Tan Seri Dr. Koh Tsu Koon 
After the fall of Lim Chong Eu in 1990, there was rumor about a Malay Chief 
Minister in the State of Penang, but it was soon broken by the assurance from the 
Prime Minister that the post would remain held by a Chinese based on a "gentleman" 
agreement. Whatever the reason, the question remains who would take up the post 
within the Gerakan Party. 
Goldman's analysis (1999) of Chinese politics in urban Malaysia provided a very 
insightful account about how factionalism in Gerakan Party affected the choice of 
leadership in Penang State. In 1990, two candidates were put up for selection, namely, 
Dr. Goh Cheng Teik who has long served the Gerakan Party and was powerful at state 
and national level, and Koh Tsu Koo who was relatively young in Gerakan and served 
as the political secretary for Lim Chong Eu before the latter's defeat in election. Koh 
later succeeded in gaining the support of the President of National Gerakan of the 
time, Tun Dr. Lin1 Keng Yaik, and was eventually chosen for the CM post. Goldman 
(1999) argues that the Gerakan factionalism was facilitated by the fact that Gerakan 
has two centers of gravity for long. While Penang accounts for the most important 
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base for Gerakan, Lim Keng Yaik as the national party leader in Perak has no control 
over it as the long-serving Penang Chief Minister was powerful enough to resist his 
influence in Penang. The electoral defeat of Lim Chong Eu provided him with 
opportunity to break the political gridlock by instigating a new Penang Chief Minister 
over whom he could assert greater control. Hence, Koh Tsu Koo became the best 
choice (p.141-8). 
The ascent of Koh Tsu Koo to the CM post is deemed crucial in the course of 
heritage conservation in Penang. To agree with this statement, one must first have a 
brief background of Koh. Before Koh became a politician, he is an educationalist who 
has taught at university, once an official in CAP, involved in MNS, and a founding 
member of SAM (Kelly 2003:74; Khoo 2001 :8). It goes without saying that he has a 
rather good network with NGOs in Penang and is relatively free of existing business 
interests, especially that of the developers. Khoo (2001) points out that since Koh's 
Chief Ministership in 1990, conservation NGOs maintained a long-term cooperative 
relationship with the state political elites and worked together on policies more 
favorable to heritage conservation (p.54-5). While Koh's motive towards heritage 
conservation may not coincide with that of NGOs in significant ways, other evidences 
show that his policies deviated from the expectation of developers to an even larger 
extent. For instances, soon after his succession to Lim Chong Eu, Koh halted the 
infamous development of Penang Hill. In 1999, Koh's state leadership was even 
challenged by the former party Vice-chairman Tan Kok Pin who was also the 
President of PCCC and a vociferous critic of Koh within Gerakan Party (Kelly 
2003 :72). Given that domestic Chinese capital has long dominated the construction 
sector in Malaysia (Goh 2002:63), the PCCC's objections against Koh's 
pro-conservation policies could be reasonably interpreted as an example of 
discontents among developers in Penang. When Koh was re-elected as the leader of 
State Gerakan Party after 1999, the pro-development element of the party resigned en 
masse in the early 2000 (Khoo 2001 :55). 
Followed by the change of leadership at state level was also the change of 
municipal leadership in 1990. During 1990-1995, the factionalism in Gerakan 
continued to affect local politics at municipal level and, relevant to the case study here, 
the degree of heritage conservation in George Town. While Penang State was 
controlled by Koh Tsu Koo, the MPPP was controlled by the leader of another 
Gerakan faction, Tan Gim Hwa who was at that time the State Party Chief of Gerakan 
backed by associates of Lim Chong Eu in competition with the new Chief Minister 
(see Diagram 3.1). More importantly, whereas the former show sympathy for 
conservation, the latter was a fighter for developers' interests. Although MPPP was 
lower in administrative rank and supposed to carry out the policies of the state, the 
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conservation policy was not effectively implemented until the ousting of Tan after 
1995 due to the power struggle and ideological conflict between the two leaders. 
Gerakan Party FactionaJism 
National Level 
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Diagram 3.1: Gerakan party factions (Source: Goldman 1999: 143) 
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3.3.1.4 Ambivalence of MPPP towards heritage conservation and the fall of Hotel 
Metropole in 1993 
Despite the vivid engagement of MPPP In conducting pilot study and drafting 
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inventory of historical buildings in the late 1980s, the change of MPPP leadership in 
1990 also concurred with the change of attitude towards the idea of heritage 
conservation in George Town for urban renewal. During the tenure of Tan Gim Hwa, 
MPPP has shown little interest in heritage conservation. Although a GTZ conservation 
consultant has suggested a comprehensive "historical city policy" as the right 
approach to urban renewal in George Town, this initiative was basically blocked by 
the new administration of MPPP (PC_2011). The disheartened attitude of MPPP 
towards heritage conservation eventually led to the resignation of the GTZ 
conservation consultant in 1993. No new consultant was re-appointed afterwards 
(Jenkins 2008: 99, 122). Meanwhile, a large number of construction projects were 
approved by MPPP around the suburb of George Town in the period, and many of 
these projects were poorly considered and insensitive to the surroundings (Ibid.123). 
Another way to reflect the reluctance of MPPP to heritage conservation was its 
sour relationship with PHT. PHT frequently complained about the disinterest of MPPP 
in facilitating the restoration of Suffolk House (PHT_AR 1994-5). Commented by one 
of the PHT members, most of the municipal councilors of the time were indifferent or 
even hostile to heritage because of the close links they have with property developers 
(Netto 1995). It was not until the illegal demolition of Hotel Metropole that the 
reckless re-development in George Town was tempered in 1993. 
Although the MPPP has designated Hotel Metropole as one of the 20 heritage 
buildings along Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah (the "Millionaire's Row") in order to 
inspire a sense of identity and security among the local population (Goh 2002: 161), 
the Hotel failed to escape its fate of being illegally bulldozed on Christmas Eve 1993 
by a developer, ironically only 2 months after the designation. The demolition of 
Hotel Metropole has generated unexpected public outcry as many people started to 
realize the historical value of the Hotel after its fall along with PHT's reactionary 
campaign against the demolition (PI_3 2010). The impact of the demolition was 
unprecedented and far-reaching that heritage conservation appeared prominently for 
the first time on public agenda (PHT_AR 1994). 
Pressured by such public opinion, MPPP was forced to order the developer to 
re-build the fa9ade of the original hotel as the front entrance of the new one, but not a 
total re-construction which was formerly requested by law as a result of compromise 
between MPPP and the developer. The compromise was largely granted on the ground 
that Hotel Metropole was declassified from Category I to 11, meaning that only the 
fa9ade is legally required for preservation. However, when it was revealed that the 
President of MPPP was paradoxically one of the listed owners of the Hotel, the good 
deal given to the developer invited suspicion (Gooi 2001; Jenkins 2008: 124). 
To further alleviate public discontent, MPPP also set up the Heritage Advisory 
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Committee (HAC) which was responsible to gIve recommendation to MPPP on 
heritage matters. Nevertheless, HAC 's effectiveness was impeded by its diverse 
membership which ranged from conservationists to developers and by the requirement 
that its advices must be unanimously agreed upon (Netto 1995). Although the Hotel 
Metropole was never re-built until now, it has successfully raised the public concern 
for the protection of heritage buildings as nobody dared to demolish heritage 
buildings illegally ever since, and led to the HAC ' s report on planning guidelines for 
heritage development which have later become the basis for the conservation 
framework in Penang (PI_3 2010). 
Apart from the MPPP leadership under Tan, it must be noted that the dilapidation 
of George Town should not be solely attributed to such personal factor, but also to the 
structural problems associated with the administrative machinery of MPPP. For one 
thing, MPPP lacked the administrative capacity to enforce laws efficiently and 
effectively. lenkins (2008) contends that the lack of qualified staff in MPPP to 
process the overwhelming number of development applications results in poor 
management of the urban landscape of George Town (p.116). Also, the MPPP's 
ineffective enforcement of regulations about development control was only one of the 
instances that reflect its general incapacity to ensure public 's compliance with 
municipal regulations at large (Goh 2010: 157). Furthermore, the structural incentive 
provided by municipal finance also contributed to the MPPP's willful negligence of 
over-development within George Town. In fact, MPPP is allowed to derive substantial 
revenue from "development charges" from development projects which are built in 
excess of the permitted density (lenkins 2008: 117; Netto 1995). 
To conclude this section, I try to demonstrate that MP PP, which is principally 
responsible for the implementation of conservation policies in George Town, is 
structurally incapable and sporadically unwilling to embark on the task. What results 
is the am biguous attitude of MPPP towards heritage conservation in the 1990s. Its 
position along the development-conservation spectrum is subject to the direction of 
incumbent President of MPPP. After the removal of Tan Gim Hwa from the post of 
MPPP President in 1995, with the backing of the national Gerakan leader Lim Keng 
Yaik and the Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim (Goldman 1999: 151), MPPP did 
exhibit a higher level of motivation to carry out conservation policies in George Town 
under the new President Datuk Dr. Teng Hock Nan, whom Khoo (2001) named as one 
of the key progressive politicians who helped push conservation policies in Penang 
(p.54). 
3.3.1.5 A tug of war between developers and conservationists: front and back 
Many property developers were also very skeptical about the trend of urban 
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conservation in Penang as they were afraid that more conservation requirements 
would cost them a great sum of money for mandatory restoration and restrict the sale 
of their properties. As a result, open exchange of fire on media between 
pro-development associations (such as Penang Ratepayers Associations, Housing 
Developers' Association Penang Branch, and PCCC) and conservation NGOs (such as 
PHT) was not uncommon at all (see for example The Star Online 24th Dec 2006). 
Landowners made use of different tactics to scandalize heritage conservation and to 
gain supporters for anti-heritage development. For instances, they organized public 
talks against pro-conservation organizations. They also rewarded those who develop 
office tower to share the profit (about 1 % of the construction cost) before the Asian 
Financial Crisis. Behind the scene, landowners were accused of doing sabotage works 
within PHT. For example, they tried to marginalize PHT members who were strongly 
in favor of urban conservation. They also threatened architects who did heritage 
projects with potential loss of employment, daring them to become PHT members. 
These arguably impeded PHT professionally and financially (PC _2011). 
3.3.1.6 The collaboration of Penang Heritage Trust with Penang State Government in 
the 1990s 
Despite the frequent challenges they faced from developers, PHT members 
continued to collaborate with the state government with which they have basically 
maintained a "cooperative" relationship 11 during the mid-1980s and 1990s. In 
addition to the shared objectives and similar ways of achieving them, their 
"cooperative" relationship was also secured by the close, intricate social network 
between PHT members and government officials through the mediation of kinship 
and membership in Gerakan Party 12, and by the numerous representation of PHT in 
government committees at state and municipal levels, ranging from Municipal 
Development to State Tourism Planning Committees in the 1990s (PHT_AR 1990) 
(see Appendix 1). The HAC created after the demolition of Hotel Metropole was also 
chaired by the Vice-Chairman of PHT in addition to the participation of another PHT 
11 Najam's 4-C typology (2000) is particularly useful here to describe state-society relation by two 
fundamental variables: means and end. Najam's category includes, 1) cooperative (where state and 
society adopt the same means to achieve the same end); 2) complimentary (where state and society 
adopt different means to achieve the same end); 3) co-optative (where state and society adopt the same 
means but want to achieve different ends); and 4) confrontational (where state and society do not share 
the same means nor want to achieve the same end). At this stage, PHT was in the first category as both 
it and the state government both are willing to adopt similar means (piecemeal restoration and 
promotion of heritage tourism) to achieve the goal of heritage preservation in George Town. 
12 To name a few, the State Executive Councilor for tourism, Kee Phaik Cheen, is both a Gerakan 
member and an early PHT member, who has been married to another Gerakan member Choong Sim 
Poey who later became the chairman of PHT for 9 years (1999-2008). Also, as repeatedly mentioned, 
the first chairman of PHT, Lim Chong Keat, was the blood-related brother of the State Chief Minister 
of the time. 
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member (PHT_AR 1995). 
In this light, it is not surprising that PHT's voice was well received by the state 
political elites and it has been capable of lobbying the government for greater 
protection for certain historical buildings concerned by PHT members , such as the 
Suffolk House, E&O Hotel , and Cheng Fatt Tze Mansion. Moreover, during the 
tenure of the third chairman of PHT (who was also the Chairman of Penang Museum 
Board), PHT had been granted the privilege to run the Museum Shop (PHT _AR 1994) 
and to have the Penang State M useU111 as its registered correspondence address during 
1996-99 (PHT _AR 1996-7, 99). 
With the help of PHT, the Penang State Government and MPPP made the 
mid-1990s a period of significance for their stronger commitments to heritage 
conservation in inner George Town. Most significant of all was MPPP 's move to 
freeze the construction of buildings more than five storeys high in George Town's 
inner conservation zones to preserve its heritage (The Star 10th Oct 1996). Also, one 
additional conservation zone was added to the existing five under the Design 
Guidelines for Conservation Areas in the Inner City Areas of George Town, which the 
state government has just adopted in 1995 (Figure 3.6). The ban on construction 
height had enraged local developers among which PCCC even openly lamented 
MPPP for its over-inclination towards conservation NGOs (The Star 26th Oct 1996). 
At municipal level, the Penang Heritage Center was set up as a training center for 
architects and other relevant professionals about the "arts and science of restoration" 
(PHT _AR 1996) and to carry out public awareness programmes (Jenkins 2008: 130). 
Two different PHT members were previously in charge of the establishment of the 
Center and the restoration of the heritage building in which the Center was located 
(PHT _AR 1995). 
At state level, the period also witnessed the setting up of State Heritage 
Conlmittee (SHC) which was intended to review the state's structure plans and draft a 
state conservation policy. PHT was invited by the state government to the Committee 
(PHT_AR 1996). What is noteworthy about SHC is the fact that the members of SHC 
were chosen on the basis of political affiliation, ethnical representation, and interests 
in conservation. No any representative of private developers was included (Jenkins 
2008: 129-30). Furthermore, the state government has established a government-linked 
think tank, Socio-economic and Environmental Research Institute (SERI), which 
conducts research for the state government and recommends policy options in line 
with principles of sustainable development (Khoo 2001: vii). Accompanying SERl's 
establishment was its inaugural project Sustainable Penang Initiative (SPI) which 
aimed at working out a list of indicators for gauging sustainable development, 
educating the public about sustainable development, and encouraging community 
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participation in policy formulation as culminated by the Penang People's Forum in 
which nature and heritage conservation constituted one of the many issues of concerns 
under the concept of sustainable development (Ibid. vi, 17, 25). 
Although the state's measures to raise the standards of heritage conservation in 
George Town may not have achieved what it was supposed to (J enkins 2008: 117, 130; 
Ibid.), these collectively represent a clear attempt by the state political elites in hand 
with PHT members at consolidating the idea of heritage conservation in state policy 
formulation. This attempt later precipitated in the application of George Town for 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1998, as will be covered extensively in later sections 
of this chapter. 
3.3.1.7 The rise of heritage tourism in Malaysia and Penang 
As shown above, the Penang State Government under the leadership of the Chief 
Minister Koh has demonstrated a greater degree of willingness to pursue 
conservation-friendly policies. One of reasons for the change was the rise of tourism 
in Malaysia in general and the burgeoning of heritage tourism in Penang since the 
1980s. As heritage tourism would later play a crucial role in heritage conservation in 
George Town, it is important for us to understand better the economic background of 
Penang in the mid-1980s and its turn to heritage tourism since then. 
From the 1970s to the mid-1980s, Malaysian economy was based on the exporting 
of primary products and manufactured goods. The severe recession in the mid-1980 
prompted the federal government to promote economic diversification and to explore 
further the potential of tourism (Teo 2003 :547), which in the early 1990s had already 
risen to third place in foreign exchange earnings in Malaysia (Cartier 1996:47). 
Penang faced a similar economic situation as its economy was mainly based upon the 
industrial sector before 1980s. Facing the rise of competitions from neighboring 
countries such as China and India since the late 1980s, Penang had been losing the 
comparative advantage to attract foreign investment that was crucial to keep the 
economy growing in the past. 
As a result, PDC was asked by the Penang State Government in 1992 to work out 
strategies to transform Penang's economy and to realize greater potential from 
tourism which was already the second highest source of revenue for Penang State in 
1993 (Goh 2002: 153). PDC then came up with a report on the "Preservation and 
Restoration of Historical Places and Artifacts" for the State Tourism Product Planning 
and Development in 1992 (Jenkins 2008: 123). And, in the same year, PHT also 
organized the first symposium of the Asia and West Pacific Network for Urban 
Conservation which explored the economic potential of heritage development (Cartier 
1996:49). Later in 1994, it was made clear by the chairwoman of State Tourism and 
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Culture Committee Dato' Kee Phaik Cheen that the state government was ready to 
make use of heritage buildings in order to re-create historic zones thematically as new 
tourist attractions (Kee 1994 quoted in Kahn 1997:99). While tourism had been one of 
the generators of economic growth in Penang since the early 1970s, its previous 
emphasis was mainly on resort tourism that highlighted the "sun, sea and sand" of 
Penang (1 enkins 2010: 154). The shift of focus in the form of tourism was also a 
result of rising competitions for resort tourists around the globe since the 1980s 
(Cartier 1996:49). 
In this light, it is reasonable to assert that the emergent concern for historical 
buildings in George Town was stimulated by the need of Malaysia and Penang for 
economic diversification under the change of international economic structure in the 
1990s, and what followed was a local response jointly made by PHT and politicians 
within the state government to such change 13. However, after the repeal of Rent 
Control Act 1966, whether the ascent of heritage tourism was sufficient for the 
thorough protection of historical buildings in George Town was put in doubt as the 
inner city was once again posed to the threat of re-development by unscrupulous 
developers, and state-promoted heritage tourism might in some cases backfire the 
cause of heritage conservation, leading to the gentrification of historical buildings 
with the original community uprooted. 
3.3.1.8 The repeal of Rent Control Act 1966 and its aftermath 
Announced by the federal government in 1991 and passed In 1997, the Rent 
Control Act 1966 (CRA) Repeal served as an economic impetus detrimental to the 
conservation of historical buildings since the economic potential of these buildings 
was expected to skyrocket after the Repeal due in 2000 for Penang. Many house 
owners eagerly looked for buyers and put their property up onto the market for sale 
(Jenkins 2008: 136-7). This phenomenon indicated the owners' intention to liquate 
their already dilapidated properties. Even those non-controlled premises were 
threatened by demolition, regardless of the fact that it lied on the religiously endowed 
waqfland (Nagata 2002). 
Another serious threat to the heritage in George Town came from the possible 
dislocation of '100,000' poor tenants who constituted the intangible heritage of 
traditional craftsmanship and communal lifestyle but who no longer found the hiked 
rent affordable after the Repeal (Khoo and lenkins 2002:217). In anticipation of the 
hiked economic return from their properties, many landlords evicted tenants and it 
13 Besides the need for heritage tourism in Penang, Kahn (1997) also point out Penang's need to 
compete for international talents for the growing high-tech economy in the next decade and its 
consequent urgency to make Penang a place livable and culturally attractive to them. It is also for this 
reason that heritage conservation became fashionable in state economic policies. (p.1 08) 
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was estimated that more than 120 houses and 400 shops were vacated in inner George 
Town alone (Tan 2003:67). Although there was a transitional period of 27 months 
(1997-2000) which allowed the rent to rise incrementally according to a prescribed 
formula, such mechanism failed miserably and ended up with rent hikes and evictions 
that caused social turbulence, which arguably would have been avoided should the 
mechanism had worked properly (PI_ 4 2010). Neither the state-led CRA Repeal 
Sub-Committee joined by PHT and CAP could have prevented the situation from 
worsening. Owing to the economic downturn in the period, many vacated houses 
ironically remained empty after evictions and easily fell prey to break-ins and 
vandalism (Tan 2003:68). 
In addition, some landlords In George Town saw the economic potential of 
heritage tourism and decided to develop a "theme-park-like" area with the original 
residents evicted. Khoo Kongsi, one of the biggest landlords in inner George Town, 
was one example which exemplifies how heritage tourism could contribute to the 
preservation of built heritage but failed to conserve the site with the residents to stay 
put (Khoo and J enkins 2002:219-21). 
The poor management of the repercussion of the Repeal by the state government 
eventually galvanized some activists into confrontational actions. They formed a 
group called Save-OurSelves (SOS) and successfully promoted their crusade by 
drawing local and international media attention (Ibid.217-8). Since then, SOS was 
active in various issues related to residents affected by the Repeal. However, their 
radical actions were unacceptable to the Chief Minister and once resulted in the 
arrests of SOS members. 
The CRA Repeal has opened the Pandora's Box by pushing the long-stayed 
tenants away from inner George Town and allowing the destructive force of 
re-development to grow in full swing without holding its negative externalities in 
proper check. At the time, four challenges to the conservation of George Town were 
imminently pressing. First, many poor tenants were forced to leave inner George 
Town as they could not afford the new rents, causing the displacement of original 
communities and traditional craftsmen in the inner city. Second, some of the historical 
buildings were too dilapidated that they required imminent restoration to prevent it 
from collapse. Third, as mentioned before, even though local authorities have 
formulated conservation-friendly policies, it was very often that these policies would 
later become "lost in enforcement" as a result of the implementation incompetency of 
MPPP. Forth, given these two problems in place, it was not uncommon to witness 
unauthorized demolition of historical buildings within the Conservation Zones of 
George Town by private developers and landlords, since they were not willing to 
undertake a considerable sum of money to restore old buildings and the act of 
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demolition could hardly be effectively checked by responsible authorities. 
3.3.1.9 Penang Heritage Trust under Dr. Choong Sim Poey (1999-2008) and the 
preservation movement against Penang Global City Center in 2007 
The CRA Repeal has significantly altered the "cooperative~' relationship between 
PHT and the state government for their increasingly divergent approaches to heritage 
conservation in the inner city of George Town, as intensified by displacement of 
tenants of heritage buildings. PHT, among other concerned NGOs, were worried 
about the slow disappearance of cultural heritage within George Town after the 
Repeal. The President of PHT, Choong Sim Poey, is quoted to have said that PHT 
realized it was no longer enough simply to preserve buildings, but: 
"We have to keep society and communities intact. With 
the end of rent controls, it is particularly important that we 
ensure that, along with retaining the rich cultural heritage, 
the people are allowed to live in the inner-city." (Rananawa 
2000) 
Also, the Honorary Secretary of PHT, Khoo Salma Nasution was also quoted to have 
stated that: 
And that: 
"Cultural heritage is sometimes seen as a luxury of the rich, 
but in fact it is absolutely essential to the dignity, livelihood, 
and quality of life for the poor." (Netto 2000) 
"We want to protect the cultural diversity. Everybody has a 
place here, and there is a unique interface between the 
various communities." (Rananawa 2000) 
Their statements openly defined PHT's humanistic approach to the conservation of 
cultural heritage in George Town, which included unequivocally historical buildings 
and communities, poor and rich alike. 
The new direction of PHT did not fit the agenda of the Chief Minister very neatly. 
He was more willing to take an eclectic approach to heritage conservation, which 
strongly favored the "adaptive re-use" of historical buildings for greater economic 
benefits. By "adaptive re-use", he meant that: 
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And also: 
"We preserve the buildings and use them for another purpose, 
or we can preserve the facades and allow the building of 
three to five stories at the back, depending on the heritage 
and historic value of each building" (Rananawa 2000). 
"We are in the process of identifying those trades that are 
essential for the preservation of the characteristics of George 
Town. Maybe old people and the poor will have to move out 
to state housing projects or to low- and medium-cost housing, 
while through a process of conservation and re-development, 
some other people will move in" (Ibid.). 
His ultimate plan for adaptive re-use of the whole city was to turn George Town into a 
"living heritage theme park" (The Sun 7th Dec 1997, quoted in Khoo and lenkins 
2002:216). At this point, the ideological cleavage between PHT and the Chief 
Minister was well pronounced. Although the two parties still cooperated on projects 
such as a state-commissioned survey on continued existence and economic viability 
of endangered trade in inner George Town in 2001, there were clear signs that PHT's 
relationship with the Gerakan state government and the BN-controlled federal 
government continued to deteriorate since the Repeal, from a "cooperative" one to a 
"co-optative" one with the state government, and to a "confrontational" one with the 
federal government. 
Under the leadership of Choong Sim Poey from 1999 to 2008, PHT was active in 
awareness-raising programmes sponsored by various international organizations and 
organizing international conferences to publicize urban conservation. Among the 
community programmes was the "Living Heritage Treasure Award" which recognized 
persons who were judged to have necessary skills for the production of certain aspects 
of Penang culture (PHT_AR 2005), and the PAPA programme which provided 
incentives for the conservation of traditional craftsmanship and "dying" traits 
(PHT_AR 2009). 
In addition, PHT also adopted a wider definition of urban development that went 
beyond mere monumental heritage conservation to include urban governance and 
livability of a city, and pursued action-oriented and reformist agendas unprecedented 
before the CRA Repeal. Since 1999, PHT members successfully put George Town on 
the list of 100 Most Endangered Sites of World Monuments Watch organized by the 
New-York-based World Monuments Fund so as to draw international attention andto 
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raise public awareness about the urgency for heritage conservation in George Town 
(PHT_AR 2000). Also, in order to take a more active role to address the urban blight 
of George Town, PHT organized the "Heritage Alert" which aimed to monitor the 
demolition of heritage in George Town in 2001 and led to two Street Revitalization 
Programmes during 2003-4 (PHT _AR 2002-4). This later evolved into the "Penang 
Watch" website which was designed to give Penang residents and rate-payers another 
avenue to make their complaints about poor urban governance, given that the existing 
MPPP's mechanism for the same purpose was "notoriously ineffective" (PHT_AR 
2006). Furthermore, PHT was involved in a lobby group called Sustainable Transport 
Environment for Penang (STEP) which was to pressure the state and federal 
government to improve severe traffic congestion in Penang with real actions. STEP 
held public demonstrations, made aggressive media statements and also threatened to 
take legal action for their purpose. The group was a cooperative effort by like-minded 
NGOs including CAP and SOS, and was chaired by the President of PHT as well 
(PHT _AR 2006). In light of these activities, it would not be surprising that PHT later 
became one of the NGOs that led the preservation movement against the mega-project 
of Penang Global City Center (PGCC) in 2007. 
In the mid of 2007, the Prime Minister Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi suddenly 
announced its intention to start a mega-project called PGCC on Penang Island which 
would turn a racecourse into an integrated commercial and residential complex. The 
PGCC project was intended to attract foreign investment as one of the highlighted 
components of the North Corridor Economic Region project proposed by federal 
authority (China Press 2nd Aug 2007). However, the mega-project was met with fierce 
NGO opposition soon after its announcement in August 2007. Approached by the 
residents nearby the construction site, PHT along with CAP and Aliran have joined 
together to raise concerns about the lack of public consultation and the lack of 
low-cost housing in the project (PHT _JPR 2007). Later on, they also accused the 
developer of a deliberate cover-up of inconvenient facts about PGCC such as the 
massive construction of luxury residential high-rises and its implication for traffic 
congestion. Although facing a total "media blackout", the NGOs alliance managed to 
raise public concern through alternative channels and protest campaigns (Aliran 
2007). 
In response to the pressure from the public and NGOs, the Chief Minister Koh 
who initially claimed his involvement in the planning stage of the PGCC project 
agreed to order a review of the project in January 2008 (The Sun 17th J an 2008). 
However, it was until the new Chief Minister Lim Guan Eng from the former 
opposition Democratic Action Party (DAP) that the PGCC development has been 
shelved indefinitely (The Star 3rd Sept 2008). In this preservation movement, NGOs' 
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effort has made it a remarkable success in fighting off urban planning without local 
input and consultation. 
Penang Global City Centre: 
PROJECT FOR A DISASTERiI 
Development consists 
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Figure 3.8 A poster of the NGOs campaign against PGCC (Source: pI-orr) 
Meanwhile, PHT's cooperation with the state government was minimized to a bit 
more than service provider who helped the state government to conduct survey of 
endangered trade in inner George Town, to train tour guides by giving Heritage Tour 
Guide Courses, and to prepare Heritage Trails Brochures sponsored by the Penang 
State Tourism Action Council 14 (PI-IT AR 2001, 2005-6). Also, since 2006, PHT was 
no longer granted the privilege to run the State Museum Shop as the Museum ordered 
them to vacate, reasons were not given on the PHT's Annual Report though 
(PHT_AR 2006). 
The relationship between PHT and the federal government was sour even in the 
midst of the application for UNESCO World Heritage Listing in 2007. For example, 
The President of PHT complained that the Ministry of Culture and Heritage (KEKWA) 
14 It is noteworthy here that the Penang State Tourism Council was headed by Kee Phaik Cheen who, 
as mentioned, is the wife of Choong Sim Poey and was later succeeded by Teng Chang Yeow since 
2004. This note is to indicate that the intimate social network between PHT and Gerakan political elites 
was no longer as relevant as before since this point of time. 
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gave little acknowledgement to PHT even though the latter has contributed a lot to the 
preparation for the World Heritage Nomination Evaluation Visit and also addressed 
the souring relationship between PHT and KEKWA and the Ministry of Tourism 
(PHT _AR 2007). 
3.3. 1 .10 Penang Development Corporation and the federal government In urban 
(re)development since the 1990s 
Whereas the preceding sections are primarily focused on the Penang State 
Government, MPPP, developers' associations and PHT, this section is to provide a 
brief elaboration on two semi-governmental and governmental organizations that 
might have countered the process of urban conservation in George Town, namely the 
Penang Development Corporation (PDC) and the federal government. 
PDC has long engaged itself in property development and was suppolied by local 
businessmen from the Penang Chinese Chamber of Commerce (PCCC) since its 
establishment in the 1970s (Hutchinson 2008:227-8). Despite its state-level 
foundation, PDC later became a close partner with the federal government in the 
1980s since the latter has asserted greater control over the former's financial and 
administrative matters and the former also played an intermediary role in allowing 
local entrepreneurs to lobby the latter for economic privileges (Ibid. 229-30). Hence, 
it is not surprising to acknowledge that PDC has closely followed the economic 
imperatives of the federal government under the NDP and that it has played a greater 
role in real estate development in the period. After the re-structuring of Penang State 
Government and the creation of another agency Invest-Penang since 2004, PDC's role 
was only left to the promotion of tourism and real estate development (Ibid. 235). 
PDC's focus on real estate development had a detrimental impact upon the heritage in 
George Town. One of the examples was the demolition of several historical buildings 
adjacent to the also historical E & 0 Hotel, having triggered a professional and public 
outcry (l enkins 2008: 117). 
In addition to PDC, federal government was also active in property development 
in Penang by setting up agency of its own in Penang State, particularly Penang 
Regional Development Authority (PERDA) which was created in 1983 to redress the 
imbalance between urban Penang and rural area resided mostly by the Chinese and 
Malays respectively (Goh 2002: 157). Long scolding the Penang State Government for 
its incompetency in implementing the NEP under the Chief Ministership of Lim 
Chong Eu, the federal government took a more aggressive role in promoting the 
interests of Malay in Penang since the 1990s, resulting in a number of development 
projects such as township development on the mainland side of the state and low-cost 
rental housing on the island side (Goh 2002: 158; lenkins 2008: 143). 
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As a matter of fact, the federal government is not required to consult the state 
government for development projects to begin and it is very hard for the latter to 
challenge the decision of the former given the asymmetrical power relation between 
the two (Jenkins 2008: 143). While federal projects were not necessarily detrimental, 
the reality that these projects often serve the interests of federal concerns instead of 
the need of local Penangites makes them an occasional threat to the heritage of 
George Town (PI_3 2010). One example was the development projects that replaced 
the garden of the Penang's High Court lying on the federal land with a 7-storey 
building in the middle of inner George Town. It was only after the public outcry and 
the liaison between the state and federal government that the height of the building 
was reduced (Jenkins 2008: 142). 
3.3.2 Contentions over cultural recognition in post-colonial Penang 
As mentioned before, the first few decades of Malaysia after Independence 
experienced the heightening of Malay nationalism. Cultural emphasis on Malay 
language and culture was placed at the expense of others in Malaysian daily lives. In a 
country where urban population began with 63.1% Chinese and 19% Malay in 1947 
(Saw 1988:66 in Kahn 1999: 117), it is not hard to imagine how this policy displeased 
the Malaysian Chinese who lived in urban area, especially those who resided in 
Penang where the highest concentration of Chinese population was recorded between 
1957 and 1991 (Chan and Tey 2000:76) with the highest degree of urbanization in the 
1950s (Douglas and Pedersen 1973:54). As a result, the Chinese community has been 
engaged in struggles for the protection of their cultural rights, most notably their 
struggle for the use of Chinese as the medium of instruction in the Malaysian 
educational system as embodied by the national Chinese education movement 
Dongjiaozong15 , dating back as early as to the transition period from British rule to 
Independence (Tan 1992). This part is to show the loosening of such Malay-centered 
conception of national culture since the 1980s, its implications for greater cultural 
recognition mainly of the Penang Chinese, and for the possibility for George Town to 
become a multi-cultural heritage site in the national context. 
3.3.2.1 The intensification of Malaysian Chinese discontent in the 1980s 
In the 1980s, the challenge from the Chinese community to the Malay-centered 
national culture was intensified nationwide when debates on national culture erupted 
in an unprecedented fashion since the Independence, where the Chinese community 
15 Dongjiaozong C!i~~\!t) is a term referring to two organizations, the United Chinese Schools 
Committees (UCSCA) and the United Chinese Schools Teachers' Association (UCSTA) which have 
worked closely in articulating and mobilizing Chinese opinions in Malaysia on education and a wider 
range of other issues (Tan 1992: 181). 
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on one side urged for a national culture that recognized multi-cultural diversity, and 
the Malay community argued to reinforce the Malay cultural dominance on the other 
(Carstens 2005: 144-57). 
One of the main contributors to the national debates was the Penang Chinese 
Town Hall (Binzhou Huaren Dahuitang) , organized as a "united body comprising 
Chinese registered societies and Malaysian Chinese individuals in the state of 
Penang". It presented the Joint Memorandum on National Culture to the government 
after a pan-Malaysian Chinese Conference in 1983 (DeBernardi 2004: 175-6). 
The revival of Chinese culture was particularly pertinent in Penang during the 
1970-80s because, as DeBernardi (Ibid.) argues, the local Chinese community leaders 
and politicians have made successful centralization and coordination of Chinese 
traditional festivals as a tool for the mobilization of grassroots communities to support 
larger communal concerns and for political unification of the Chinese community 
comprising three major dialect Chinese groups in Penang (p.180). In a wider national 
context, the re-assertion of the Chinese culture by the Chinese community was also 
seen as a response to the NEP's discrimination against non-bumiputera ethnic groups 
and the emergence of Islamic fundamentalism in the 1970s (Carstens 2005: 158-60). 
3.3.2.2 Vision 2020 and its implications since the 1990s 
Departing from the univocal emphasis on the Malay-centered national culture, the 
proclamation of Vision 2020 in 1991 was a signal by the federal government that 
non-Malay cultures would gradually be recognized at national level under the title 
"Malaysian Nation" (Bangsa Malaysia) (Goh 2002:52). For example in Penang, 
J enkins (2010) argues that LALA project, which was sponsored by all levels of 
governments including the federal, served as a testiInony to the beginning of the 
identity re-constructions for the Penang Malay locally and the Penang Chinese 
nationally, since the LALA project not only included the preservation of Syed Alatas 
Mansion which stressed the Malay presence in George Town, but also preserved the 
temples of Khoo kongsi which symbolized the recognition of the Chinese culture in 
the wider changing national context (p. 167-8). 
Penang State Government was also willing to grant official recognition to the 
Chinese culture. Since 1999, the Gerakan state government has started to take part in 
organizing a multi-cultural street party to celebrate the Chinese New Year in the inner 
George Town (DeBernardi 2004:223). Also, since 2008, in spite of the objections 
from several federal ministries and local Malay political party, the DAP state 
government started to put up multi-lingual road signboards which include Chinese 
language in addition to the official Malay one in George Town (Nanyang Siang Pau 
11 th Nov 2008). Unlike in the past, languages other than the official Malay were 
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discouraged from appearing on many signboards ranging from shop signs to 
commercial cars' outlook if relevant licenses were to be gained (Buzhong 2008). This 
move was therefore seen as a great leap towards a multi-cultural Penang. 
The federal government also showed stronger commitment to protecting 
multi-ethnic heritages cross-nationally by enacting the National Heritage Act 2005. 
Under the Act, a Commissioner of Heritage is appointed by the Minister of Culture, 
Arts and Heritage and the National Heritage Register as an inventory of national 
heritage will be created accordingly. J enkins (2008) suggests that the list of national 
heritage reflects heritage recognizably as "of Malaysia" since it has also included 
cultural heritage of minorities such as the Chinese Lion Dance on Pole which was a 
subject of heated debate in the 1980s (Carstens 2005; Jenkins 2008:86-7). The most 
significant of all regarding built heritage conservation was the federal final agreement 
on its bid for UNESCO World Heritage Listing for both George Town and Melaka 
City since 2001, reflecting its gradual recognition of multi-culturalism in Malaysia. 
The next section will explore this specific issue in greater details. 
3.3.2.3 The application for UNESCO World Heritage Listing for George Town since 
1998 
As early as the late 1980s, the federal government has already applied twice for 
the UNSECO World Heritage Listing for Melaka City, which was the first and only 
city in Malaysia that accorded the status of "historic city". The effort was however 
infertile, for reasons such as the massive destruction of the old city's original 
waterfront by Melaka State Government in the first time and the exclusion of the 
Chinese population in Melaka in the second (W orden 2001:216). Around the same 
period, Penang's initiative for World Heritage Listing came from PHT members and 
state political elites as early as 1991 when the Penang State Government invited a 
French UNESCO expert, Mr. Didier Repellin 16, to explore the possibility for Penang 
to become a World Heritage Site (Guang Ming Daily 11 th July, 2008; PHT _AR 1992). 
Subsequently, the State Government adopted (though not gazetted) the Design 
Guidelines for Conservation Areas in the Inner City Areas of George Town in 1995 
on the recommendation of the UNSECO expert in a hope that it would protect 
heritage of inner George Town better (Xie 2007). 
The obstacle for Penang to be a World Heritage Site did not lie in the lack of will 
on the part of NGOs and the state government in Penang, but that of the federal 
16 According to PHT's documents, Mr. Didier Repellin is the Conservator General of France and a key 
player in the Lyons' submission of application for UNESCO World Heritage Site. He is also a 
representative of the ICOMOS and advisor to UNESCO. His name is repeatedly mentioned in the 
process of Penang's application for UNESCO Listing as he has been appointed by the Penang State 
Government for the preparation of the UNESCO dossiers (Jenkins 2008:141; PHT_AR 2001). 
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government to recognize Penang's heritage centered on a non-Malay culture. One 
PHT member complained that the harsh political reality rendered Penang unable to be 
nominated to UNESCO Tentative List for several years (Holland 2001:58). The 
change of tide was finally due in the aftermath of Asian Financial Crisis of 1997. 
When Asian Financial Crisis hit hard Malaysia in 1997, along with the loosening 
of Malay-centered conception of national culture since the 1980s, new opportunity 
emerged for George Town to accord the World Heritage Status in conjunction with 
Melaka City in anticipation of the potential of cultural tourism following the brand of 
World Heritage. In 1998, a sem inar on the nOlTI ination of cultural and natural heritage 
of Malaysia was held in Penang organized by various federal bodies including the 
Malaysian National Commission for UNESCO in the Ministry of Education, the 
Department of Museums and Antiquity, the Ministry of Culture, Arts and Tourism, 
etc (AR&T 2001). Following this seminar, the Penang State Government invited 
UNESCO's Regional Advisor, Richard Engelhardt, for a study of George Town after 
which the Penang State Government decided to nominate inner George Town for 
World Heritage Status (Jenkins 2008: 138). When the Penang and Melaka State 
Governments officially reached an agreement on their joint bidding for World 
Heritage Listing in 2000, the Malaysian National Commission for UNESCO 
subsequently submitted to World Heritage Committee of UNESCO a tentative list 
before the official nomination for World Heritage List. 
It is noteworthy here how the system of World Heritage Listing works under 
guidelines stipulated by UNSECO. According to the World Heritage Convention 
Operational Guidelines 2008, the conditions of "authenticity" and "integrity" which 
emphasize the participation of local residents in the revitalization of a historic site is 
deemed of vital importance for a historic site to become a World Heritage (Lin 2010: 
238). Also, by the same Guidelines, one of the criteria under which justification is 
made for World Heritage Listing is the demonstration of the multi-cultural 
interactions within a cultural area of the world over a span of time (Criteria ii) (Ibid. 
236-7). This criterion was actually one of the main reasons that George Town was 
encouraged to apply for World Heritage Status for the harmonious co-existence of 
different cultures in the inner city (PI_5 2009). 
Beside the black-and-white requirement, one important change is also recorded 
in the recent development of the World Heritage List. When UNESCO drafted the 
Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 
1972, its intention was to inscribe about 50 heritage sites with the most outstanding 
universal values of the world. However, the expansion of the World Heritage List was 
unexpectedly quick in recent years. As a result, UNESCO now encouraged state party 
(sovereign state) to nominate a combination of sites that are "trans-national, 
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integrative, and linear" (Lin 2010: 30). The changed rule of the game in fact strongly 
favored George Town to be included in the Malaysian bid for World Heritage List. In 
this light, joint application of George Town and Melaka City under the title "Historic 
Cities of the Strait of Malacca" will surely stand a better chance to get the two sites 
inscribed onto the World Heritage Listing together, and George Town was believed to 
complement Melaka City's deficiencies as a single historical site artificially 
reconstructed for heritage tourism, culturally Malay-centered in appearance for 
nationalist imagination, and too small to be a World Heritage Site (Cartier 1998; 
Jenkins 2008:139; Worden 2001). 
Nonetheless, the application was far from a promIsIng one for heritage 
conservation since conflicts were frequently recorded at various levels. Almost since 
the beginning of the application process, the cooperation between Penang and Melaka 
did not make a good start as the political rivalry between the two state governments 
was pertinent, which resulted in the failure of the first application in 2005 for the lack 
of essential documents from the Malaysian government and poor communication 
between the Federal Government, Penang State Government and Melaka State 
Government. 
In the application process at state level, the Penang State Government received 
indispensible assistance from PHT for their expertise in heritage conservation. Not 
only was the Penang State Government introduced to UNESCO expert through the 
help of PHT, but an ad-hoc Malacca and Penang World Heritage Nomination 
Committee which steered the application process under the State Heritage Committee 
chaired by the Chief Minister of Penang was also joined by three PHT members, 
namely, Lim Gaik Siang, Lawrence Loh, and Khoo Salma Nasution (PHT_AR 2001; 
PI_5 2009). Initially, the preparation work on World Heritage Nomination dossiers 
were commissioned to a consultancy firm by MPPP, but when it failed to materialize 
the documents by the end of deadline, PHT, among other NGOs and concerned 
individuals, stepped in to finish off the task (J enkins 2008: 141). The dossier was 
finally accomplished in 2001 and ready for submission in early 2003. 
Close cooperation with the Penang State Government in this matter 
notwithstanding, PHT could not avoid conflicts with other parties at state level. One 
of the conflicts between private developers and conservation NGOs lied in the scale 
of the designated conservation zones within George Town (SCJP 13th July, 2008). A 
compromise was reached, and resulted in the eventual reduction of the core 
conservation zone from 193.7 in 2001 to 109.38 hectare in 2003, and the consequent 
shrinking of buffer zone (a conservation zone with relatively relaxed building control) 
from 206.79 to 150.04 hectare at the time when the second application was made (Xie 
2005; SCJP 15th Aug 2007). At national level, PHT's collaboration with the federal 
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government was not smooth either. In the preparation of first submission, the federal 
government did not consult PHT over the amendments on the application dossiers 
initially prepared by PHT (Jenkins 2008: 145). In the midst of second submission, 
PHT expressed in its Annual Report that they had to find ways to improve 
relationship with the federal Ininistries (PHT_AR 2007). After the first official 
attempt failed in 2005, the Malaysian Government later re-submitted the application 
in 2007 and succeeded in putting George Town and Melaka City officially on the 
World Heritage List on 7th July, 2008. 
Overall, the whole application process was elite-led with little community 
participation. Despite the long process of application for World Heritage Listing that 
took about 10 years, Penangites in general were not aware of its importance for 
heritage conservation nor were they thrilled by the successful inscription in 2008 
(SCJP 21 5t July 2008). This phenomenon is not only attributed to the rather newness 
of the concept of heritage conservation in Malaysia (Holland 2001: 57), but also the 
language barrier that exists between English-speaking elites who are well exposed to 
the concept of sustainable development since the late 1990s and non-English-speaking 
communities which are not familiar with those concepts but constitute the majority of 
Penang's population (Khoo 2001: xii). 
3.3.3 A short conclusion about the contention over urban planning and cultural 
recognition in Penang 
To make a short conclusion, this part regarding the contention over urban 
planning and cultural recognition in Penang is a massive undertaking in terms of the 
breadth and depth of information provided in such a short space. Its aim is to outline 
explicitly the historical trajectory of contentions over urban development in and 
cultural recognition of George Town, and to delineate implicitly the intricate relations 
between persons at micro-level, between organizations at meso-Ievel, between 
economic and political structures at macro-level, and the highly complex interactions 
between these units of analysis. In particular, I have demonstrated how NGOs, 
notably Penang Heritage Trust, initiated and led the heritage movement in Penang in 
addition to cooperating with the reformist state actors when power struggle in the 
state-level power center took place together with the urge for economic re-structuring 
which capitalized on the rise of heritage tourism in Penang since the 1990s. 
Moreover, I have also shown how PHT members have incrementally formulated 
state-level policies towards heritage conservation in the midst of challenges from 
pro-development parties such as MPPP in the early 1990s, private developers, PDC, 
and the federal government, and how the "cooperative" relationship between PHT and 
Penang State Government has changed in response to the changing circumstances in 
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the midst of their collaboration for UNESCO World Heritage Listing over a decade. 
Also, I have illustrated the changing national context in which Penang's heritage has 
been gradually recognized by the federal government, which eventually led to the 
federal agreement on its bid for UNESCO Listing since 1998. Undoubtedly, the 
listing of George Town as a World Heritage Site has great implications for the 
protection of built heritage in George Town in the policies of urban planning and for 
the cultural recognition of Penang's heritage nationally and internationally. 
Seen as a golden egg, the listed conservation zone is therefore carefully 
maintained by Penang State Government and NGOs alike, and later joined by private 
developers who also see the tourism potential of George Town. The final part of this 
chapter in the following will illustrate the development of George Town as a historic 
site after the Listing in 2008. 
3.4 Updates of Development of George Town since 2008: A Beginning of 
Conservation? 
3.4.1 The "Political Tsunami" on 8th March 2008 
It was not a good day for the national ruling coalition BN on 8th March 2008 as it 
has suffered the worst electoral result since Independence in the 12th General Election 
with the loss of two-thirds majority in the Parliament and the controls of four state 
governments, including Kedah, Perak, Penang, and Selangor. In the election, BN 
faced the loose opposition coalition called the People's Pact (Pakatan Rakyat, PR), 
comprising People's Justice Party (PKR) , Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (PAS), and 
Democratic Action Party (DAP) (Singh 2008). In Penang, the opposition PR has fared 
very well by capturing 29 state seats out of 40. Among the 29 seats, 19 belong to DAP 
(table 3.6), which gave DAP a sufficient mandate to ascend to the state power in 
replacement of the deep-seated Gerakan which has ruled Penang for 39 years. 
Although DAP was not the initial mover for World Heritage Listing for George Town, 
its rise to state power in March has automatically enabled it to reap the benefits of 
George Town's inscription on World Heritage List declared on 7th July 2008. After 
the takeover of state power, DAP has shown considerable concerns for the 
management of George Town as a World Heritage Site and committed itself to 
various measures that ensure George Town to remain on the List. 
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2004 (40) 2008 (40) 
Barisan Nasional 
(I)Gerakan 10 13 o 
(2)UMNO 10 14 1 1 
(3)MCA 9 9 o 
(4) MIC 1 2 o 
Total seats: 30 38 1 1 
Opposition 
(I)DAP 1 19 
(2) PAS 1 
(3) PKR o 9 
Total seats: 3 2 29 
Table 3.6 Elections for Assembly Seats in the State of Penang 1999-2008 (source: the Star Online 
http://thestar.com.my/election/) 
3.4.2 Management ofGeorge Town as a World Heritage Site 
Soon after the Inscription, the DAP state government set up a State Heritage 
Steering Committee Advisory Panel which was composed of 41 people including 
representatives of conservationists and developers and executed the World Heritage 
Site Management Plan for the conservation zones in George Town (The Star 9th Aug 
2008). 
Also, as promised to UNESCO by the Penang State Government, an independent 
organization will be set up for the on-the-spot management of the World Heritage Site. 
As a result, the World Heritage Office was created accordingly, transforming from the 
former Penang Heritage Center, and later renamed as George Town World Heritage 
Incorporated (GTWHI) in 2009, which is a government-linked company oversaw by a 
General Manager who is also a civil servant, supervised by a board of directors 
chaired by the Chief Minister of Penang, and funded by the federal government for its 
operations (PI_ 4 2010). 
According to the General Manager of GTWHI, the Incorporated is assigned a 
number of responsibilities to manage the Site. First, together with the heritage unit of 
MPPP 17, it needs to monitor and enforce proper management of historical buildings 
within the Site. Second, it provides education to the public to raise heritage awareness 
by setting up linkages with schools. Third, it embarks upon research about heritage 
17 The Heritage Unit of MPPP is a governmental but very limited unit set up for the day-to-day work 
about heritage on Penang Island such as the enforcement of law related to heritage and the processing 
of development plans (PI_6 2010). 
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conservation, assisting the work of local authority. Forth, it promotes culture for 
tourism. Firth, GTWHI aims at dissipating information relevant to heritage 
conservation within George Town. For example, if a property owner wants to restore 
her historical building, she can get information from GTWHI, which takes up the role 
as "heritage clinic". Sixth, it serves to make communication with the public and 
NGOs. To this end, the World Heritage Committee within GTWHI is also set up, 
comprising people from local university such as University Sains Malaysia, 
professional bodies such as surveyors and architects, developers, NGOs such as PHT, 
the local authority, other government agencies, and also staff of GTWHI. Hence, 
GTWHI serves as a local consultative platform that incorporates opinions from 
different local groups and submits proposals to the Chief Minister. Public involvement 
in the management of World heritage Site is required by UNESCO. Not only would 
UNESCO ask the Incorporated to submit reports, it would also send inspectors to the 
Site and interview NGOs to check on the accuracy of the reports (PI_6 2010). 
However, it should be stated that UNESCO capacity to monitor the actual 
enforcement of its Convention may not be as strong as the General Manager has 
assumed (Maswood 2000). 
The connection between GTWHI and NGOs in the World Heritage Committee 
also reinforces their cooperation in other areas such as promotion of heritage tourism 
and awareness-raising programmes. For example, GTWHI, PHT, and other NGOs 
jointly organized the George Town in Heritage Festival for the whole month of July 
since 2010 in celebration of George Town being inscribed on the World Heritage List. 
The Festival took place around the time of my fieldwork for this research, and I can 
see that the organization and execution of the Festival was heavily involved by NGOs, 
notably PHT in conjunction with GTWHI. 
Furthermore, for greater protection of built heritage in the conservation zones of 
George Town and other historical sites in Penang, the DAP state government in May 
2011 made effective the Penang State Heritage Enactment 2011, which will set up the 
Penang Heritage Council to advice the state government on policies of natural and 
cultural heritage and appoint a State Heritage Commissioner who has the power to 
designate State Heritage and maintain the State Heritage Register. It is also explicitly 
stipulated that this Act shall not contradict the National Heritage Act 2005 and the 
latter shall prevail should any conflict arises (SPHB 2011). The initiative for 
state-level heritage conservation enactment similar to that of Melaka enacted in 1988 
(Grant 1992: 24) is not new and can date back to 1990 when the former Gerakan state 
government established a committee to formulate a Conservation Enactment with the 
help of PHT (PHT_SR 1990). However, while PHT was ready to submit its 
recommendations to the state government for the proposed Enactment in early 1991, 
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the draft for the Enactment was later blocked by the state government (Lim 1994). It 
is only 20 years later that the Enactment is eventually materialized. 
In addition to the state legislation, the Special Area Plan for the George Town 
World Heritage Site (GTWHS) is also in the offing. It is a conservation management 
plan for GTWHS in order to guide and control development within the Site prepared 
by the state government under the Town and Country Planning Act 1976. The plan has 
categorized buildings in the conservation zones and proposed different strategies for 
their conservation (DSAP 2011). \Vh!le the new state heritage enactment and the 
coming special area plan can be viewed as a stronger commitment of the state 
government to protecting built heritage in George Town in the form of cultural 
recognition and urban planning, the effect of the two measures is yet to be seen, since 
the legislation has just been passed less than a month ago and the draft of the Plan is 
still in the stage of consultation with the public at the time of writing. 
3.4.3 Challenges to the management ofGeorge Town World Heritage Site 
While long-waited, the inscription of George Town on the World Heritage List in 
July 2008 was a surprise to many Penangites, especially with reference to the fact that 
the state government is now controlled by DAP which has been an opposition party 
for over 3 decades and is understandably poor in experience in state administration. 
As a result, a lot of issues await the new state government to resolve if George Town 
wants to remain on the World Heritage List. 
According to the NGO Penang Heritage Alert Group, there were at least 12 
historical buildings being destroyed within a month after the Inscription (SCJP 16th 
Aug 2008). Neither could the newly established Heritage Steering Committee 
Advisory Panel nor the World Heritage Office stop the reckless destruction of 
historical buildings. Although the latter is responsible to monitor GTWHS, it was 
once criticized as underfunded and understaffed (PHT _ AR 2009). 
To exacerbate the situation, it was extensively publicized in late 2008 that 4 hotel 
projects were pending for construction and two of them were to build high-rises 
exceeding 18 feet (about 5 floors as the height limit set by UNESCO) within the core 
World Heritage Area. These projects were approved by the state government before 
the Inscription. The approved projects have invited criticisms from UNESCO experts 
who warned the possibility of putting George Town and lVlelaka City to the List of 
World Heritage Sites in Danger18 . The crisis was temporarily resolved by Penang 
State Government promising to limit the height of new buildings within the core 
World Heritage Area in July 2009 (SCJP 30th June; 3rd July 2009). 
18 The List of World Heritage Site in Danger is a step before UNESCO removes a historic site from the 
World Heritage List due to development incompatible to the criteria set by UNESCO~ 
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In addition to the lack of readiness to handle a World Heritage Site on the part of 
the DAP state government, challenges to the management of George Town also come 
with its sour relationship with developers, NGOs, Melaka State Government, and the 
federal government. 
Soon after George Town was safe from being delisted as a World Heritage, the 
state government was sued by one of the 4 developers who was originally granted the 
permission to build high-rise hotel in the core conservation zone (SCJP 25 th Oct 2009). 
Also, NGOs and the DAP state government do not seem to cooperate easily at state 
level and they even exchange fire openly on occasions. For instances, the DAP state 
government has once blamed NGOs for their lack of support when the government 
faced possible lawsuit from the developer as mentioned above and complained 'about 
PHT's silence about the new funding arrangement for George Town by the federal 
government (SCJP 26th Oct; 7th Dec 2009). On the other hand, PHT together with the 
Cultural Heritage Advisory Team (CRA T) criticized the Penang State Government of 
its dealing with the swiftlet breeding industry19 within the core heritage zone as 
swiftlet breeding was perceived as a threat to the streetscape. The removal of swiftlet 
farms was only accelerated after the federal decision on banning swiftlet farming in 
the World Heritage Zones of George Town and Melaka City (PHT _NL Mar 2011). 
Beside the lack of local allies, the DAP state government is having problem with 
intra-state relation as well due to the political rivalry between the Penang and Melaka 
States. Over the potential high-rise development in the core conservation zone in 
Penang, Melaka State Government even threatened to "divorce" George Town should 
Penang State Government failed to manage the World Heritage Site properly. While 
Melaka was technically unfeasible to stand for UNESCO World Heritage Site in its 
own right, the open debate between the two Chief Ministers indicated the poor 
intra-state cooperation on the management of World Heritage. 
More importantly, the oppositional nature of DAP to BN coalition at federal 
level greatly reduces the possibility of cooperation between Penang State Government 
and the federal government, which has great financial implication for the management 
of George Town. For example, the federal government in 2009 has set aside $50 
million Ringgits for the restoration of heritage in World Heritage Sites in both Penang 
and Melaka. Although the conservation zone of George Town is bigger in size than 
that of Melaka City (see Appendix 2), the latter was allocated 30 million Ringgits 
compared to 20 million for the former. Also, the funding for George Town was not 
transferred directly to the DAP state government but to a federal government's 
19 According to PHT newsletter, the swiftlet breeding in George Town started since the eRA Repeal 
when many historical buildings were vacated and turned into farms by swiftlet farmers. Despite 
sporadic state's announcement of removing all swiftlet farms in the town center, no real action was 
taken from 2005 to 2009 (PHT_NL Mar 2011). 
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investment arm Khazanah Nasional Berhad and its subsidiary Think City Sdn Bhd20 
to implement and manage the funding (Guang Ming Daily 7th Dec 2009). 
Furthermore, soon after DAP came to state power in the State of Penang, the 
federal government re-structured the administration and financing of tourism agencies 
by terminating the communication between local Penang Tourism Action Council and 
the State Executive Council and by providing funding through federal agencies 
instead of state financial officer since April 2008 (The Star 5th April 2008). The 
purpose of the federal government in the two instances clearly indicated its intention 
to retain funding from an opposition state, rendering the latter difficult to reap benefit 
from the economic potential of heritage tourism as a punishment for being a member 
of the opposition camp. 
To sum up, given these challenges and difficulties the DAP state government has 
been facing since the inscription of George Town on World Heritage List, whether 
heritage, both tangible and intangible, can be properly conserved in George Town 
remains an open question in the future. One thing is sure, however, that the DAP state 
government has definitely shown its interest in protecting historical buildings in inner 
George Town, even though it had little to do with the endeavors of heritage 
conservation in Penang in the past years. In the following chapter, an analysis will be 
conducted to find out how built heritage in George Town is eventually conserved by 
NGO members in Penang despite the initial unfavorable conditions. 
20 It is noteworthy that two of the four members of the Board of Directors in Think City Sdn Bhd, 
namely Dato ' Anwar Fazal and Lawrence Loh, are also the Trustees ofPHT as of2011. (PHT 2005; 
Think City Website 2011) 
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Chapter Four: 
Analysis of the Case of George Town in Penang 
This chapter is an academic attempt to propose a tentative answer to the research 
question asked in Chapter One after conducting a thorough analysis of the case of 
George Town in Penang. Hence, it is a good time to revisit the research question here. 
Again, how has the civil society in Penang been able to bring about policy changes 
and conserve built heritage in the historic center George Town, despite initial adverse 
circumstances? 
As detailed in Chapter Three, George Town as a historical landscape was a 
subject of contention since the 1980s when (re )development pressure on Penang 
Island escalated and the idea of built heritage conservation in Malaysian civil society 
was on the rise as embodied by the emergence of heritage movement in the country. 
Against this backdrop, the question about how the conservationist concerns eventually 
prevail over developmental ones becomes an interesting academic inquiry. 
To begin with, NGOs undoubtedly play a leading role in spreading the idea of 
heritage conservation in Malaysia, but they alone could not conserve George Town 
the extent to which they now achieved and provide the public good (heritage 
conservation) which has long been undersupplied before. Rather, as shown in Chapter 
Three, it is through the synergy between civil society and state that these results are 
now probable. More specifically, the critical factor for the conservation of George 
Town lies in the successful forging of elite coalition between conservation NGO 
members and reformist state actors who have successfully taken over political power 
to transform the existing institutions, leading to the institutional change towards 
heritage conservation in the process . Justifications for this statement will be 
accordingly outlined in the following sections of this chapter. 
Institutions, as proposed by North (1990), are "the rule of the game in a society" 
or "sets of humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction and structure 
incentives in human exchange" (p.3). Institutional change, therefore, is a change to 
these incentive structures that lead to interests re-distribution among members of 
society. What constitutes institution itself may vary in different degrees of formality, 
whether these to be formal laws, policy structures, or social norms (Pierson 1996: 126), 
as long as they establish rewards and penalties associated with certain activities 
authoritatively and therefore shape the incentives and resources of political actors 
(Pierson 2000:259). Since the change of social norm is hard to measure and the 
change of formal law is always preceded by that of policy, institutional change in the 
following will be primarily referred to policy change. More specifically, it is the 
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change of policies related to development and heritage conservation in the State of 
Penang as far as the conservation of George Town is concerned. 
If George Town is conserved because of the successful forging of elite coalition 
between NGO members and state actors, the next question is that why and how this 
coalition IS possible. Here comes the concepts "complementarity" and 
"embeddedness" proposed by Evans (1997). In his own words, 
"Complementarity creates object iv"e grounds on which cooperation between 
government and citizens can be built but that embeddedness generates the 
normative and interactional basis for realizing the potential joint gains." (p.S) 
The objective grounds, normative and interactional basis proposed by the two 
concepts together constitute the structural basis for potential civil society-state 
cooperation in the process of institutional change. While what actually constitute the 
structural basis will be specified in greater detail in later part of this chapter, it is 
noteworthy here that the significance of such structural basis is attributed to its role in 
facilitating civil society-state cooperation for public-good production and institutional 
change. The mere fact that such basis is present is far from sufficient. To make 
cooperation actually happen, political opportunities must be created and seized in the 
process of institutional change by individuals, specifically NGO members and 
refonnist political elites in this case. After the initial cooperation is forged and 
consolidated, together with the successful takeover of political power by political 
reformists, the civil society-state cooperation for new public-good production may 
later be sustained through the reproduction of intricate set of incentive structures 
which transcends the volatile cooperation to the relatively rigid synergy, rendering the 
resultant institutional change hard to be rolled back with trivial costs and giving rise 
to successful recurrent public-good provision. 
4.1 A path of institutional change to built heritage conservation 
To elaborate how institutional change for built heritage conservation In the 
historic city center of Penang is probable, I have formulated three postulates in the 
following by interpreting the empirical materials inductively. How I come up with 
these postulates and their relevancy to the case will be elaborated in greater details 
later. 
Postulate 1: To initiate institutional change, political reformists utilize interpersonal 
social network with members of subordinate NGOs for the exchange of new ideas 
helpful for policy innovation and to formulate new common interest (in this case, 
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heritage conservation in George Town), allowing them to forge an elite coalition that 
contends for change of policy and power. 
Postulate 2: whether reformists in power center are capable of consolidating its 
political base matters, but its tentative success is heavily subject to a constellation of 
macro-historical factors and uncertainties. Reform could have been tempered or even 
terminated when the power struggle fails to favor the reformist side. The seizure of 
structural-level political opportunities by reformists makes the civil society-state 
synergy more sustainable and institutional change more likely. 
Postulate 3: The new common interest must be reinforced by a set of incentive 
structures that encourage different parties to vest their interests in the new common 
interest to a degree that civil society-state synergy can be further sustained beyond the 
personal or organizational efforts of the change initiators. 
The three postulates are by no means premised on the previous one sequentially, 
but rather interact with each other simultaneously to constitute the path of institutional 
change. For example, the consolidation of reformist's power depends on the extent to 
which new interest is reinforced and how many new stakeholders are mobilized to 
join the new coalition. Inversely, the degree of reinforcement of particular incentive 
structures depends also on how powerful reformists become in the power center so 
that they can set the stage for greater reinforcement of the new interest. 
The three postulates vary, however, in relevancy and significance at different 
stages of institutional change. More specifically, for NGO members who want to 
incept new ideas into the power center, the social network stipulated in Postulate 1 is 
more critical. For the new interest to prevail against the vested interests in power 
center, the degree of reformists' power consolidation stipulated in Postulate 2 is more 
critical. For interests to be continually represented in the power center beyond efforts 
of change initiators, the degree of reinforcement of particular incentive structures 
stipulated in Postulate 3 is more critical. 
It is worth explicitly noting that this path of institutional change for built heritage 
conservation is by no means the only path. In other cities of former British colonies in 
Southeast Asia such as Singapore and Hong Kong, they already exhibit two other 
paths to heritage conservation in the post-colonial period. More specifically, Yeoh and 
Huang (1996) and Henderson (2000) contend that the Singaporean government took 
self-initiatives to embark upon projects of heritage conservation in the mid-1980s due 
to its awareness of the decline of tourism industry and its intention to forge a unified 
multi-racial Singaporean identity with built heritage. I have also argued elsewhere that 
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the Hong Kong government only promoted the issue of heritage conservation to a 
higher, more significant policy level as an alleviative response of a newly sworn-in 
Chief Executive to the upsurge of radical activists for heritage conservation in the 
mid-2000s (Li 2011). Compared to the cases of Singapore and Hong Kong, the case 
of George Town demonstrates a "consensual" path in which institutional change 
mainly results from the continued process of cooperation between NGO members and 
political reformists, and the subsequent synergy between civil society and 
governments of various levels for heritage conservation in George Town. 
In addition, this path to heritage conservation is not structurally determined. 
While structural conditions favorable to institutional change is necessary, the case of 
George Town shows that there is much room for agency in the process, especially in 
the creation and seizure of political opportunities at personal and structural levels 
respectively, which led to the genesis and consolidation of the institutional change. In 
the following sections, I will discuss the structural basis for civil society-state synergy 
and also the constructability of the synergy exemplified by the case of George Town. 
4.2 Structural basis for civil society-state synergy 
4.2.1 Complementarity of Civil Society to State 
This section is to elaborate the concept of complementarity as the objective 
ground for synergy formulated by Evans (1996) and to explore how it can be applied 
in the case of George Town specifically. 
Civil society suffered from various deficiencies in public-good provision. One of 
the pertinent deficiencies is the insufficiency of financial resources and manpower for 
many NGOs to pursue their objectives. Yet, these NGOs often enjoy extensive 
netvvorks with those they serve and those who share similar visions. Also, they tend to 
show greater receptiveness to new ideas and innovations in particular area of thought. 
On the other hand, the state also suffered from government failure which leads to 
public-good provision at suboptimal level. Despite its possession of relatively 
abundant resource, the state has less extensive networks with the populace and 
sometimes becomes stagnant in policy innovations due partly to the bureaucracy. As 
such, the deficient characteristics of civil society and state have laid the objective 
ground for cooperation and for mutual gains. When there is demand for new public 
good, civil society and the state can complement each other with their respective 
comparative advantages and jointly satisfy the demand. 
In the conservation of George Town, the complementarity of civil society to the 
state is demonstrated by PHT's particular know-how about restoration of historical 
buildings, overseas experiences in heritage conservation, and proper management of 
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historic city center. Since these expertise are costly to acquire in a short time, the 
Penang State Government has therefore heavily depended on PHT for assistance in 
the matters of heritage conservation since the late 1980s. For example, the 
government has commissioned PHT members to draft state-level heritage law in the 
early 1990s (PHT _ SR 1990) and has also sent staff to PHT for the training about 
heritage conservation (PI_ 4 2010). Moreover, PHT is rich in associational networks 
that bridge PHT with overseas NOOs or international bodies such as UNESCO 
(PHT _P 2010). These associational networks were first established through personal 
networks with which PHT members brought to the association. Up to 2010, half of the 
300 active PHT members are foreigners, and they have helped to extend PHT's 
connection with foreign organizations (Ibid.). Not only does these links facilitate the 
exchange of ideas about heritage conservation through the joint organizing of 
international conferences between overseas NGOs, PHT and state officials, but the 
extensive associational networks enjoyed by PHT also broadens its resource bases and 
builds up its capacity that makes PHT attractive to the state government for 
cooperation. For example, PHT has organized an international conference in 1992 that 
explored the potential of heritage tourism as a way to conserve historical buildings in 
George Town (Carter 1996). In the early 1990s, PHT also provide hospitality services 
to a number of internationally renowned experts in heritage conservation, who may 
later be introduced to the state government for their comments on the state of 
conservation in George Town. 
In addition to the state government's lack of expertise and associational networks 
with relevant professionals, the dearth of dependable bureaucracy also constitutes an 
objective ground for the civil society-state cooperation regarding the management of 
inner George Town as a conservation zone. As repeatedly mentioned in previous 
chapters, the municipal government (MPPP) responsible for the management of 
George Town is poor in financial resources and law enforcement regarding building 
controls. PHT then stepped in and assisted to solve the day-to-day problems. For 
example, PHT has once noticed the cracking of a heritage building Cheong Fatt Tse 
Mansion due to the hammering of construction work nearby in the mid-1990s, and 
successfully campaigned for a ban on the usage of hammer for construction in the 
historic center ever since (PI_5 2010). Also, soon after the CRA Repeal in 2000, PHT 
emphasized on-the-ground monitoring of the conditions of historical buildings and 
organized a sub-group called "Heritage Alert" to report illegal demolition of historical 
buildings (PHT_AR 2002-4). While this may create a certain degree of displeasure or 
even tension between PHT and MPPP, PHT actually showed great tolerance of the 
undependable bureaucracy in light of the fact that the state government is constrained 
financially by the federal government. Consequently, NGOs in Penang exhibit greater 
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willingness to cooperate with new state government since 2008 for the benefit of the 
Penangites (PI_3 2010). It seems that the dearth of dependable bureaucracy has 
actually galvanized NGOs into organizing themselves and building up particular 
capacities to complement the state government for daily problem-solving. This poses 
a challenge to Evans ' argument which proposes that the absence of robust, dependable 
public institution would undoubtedly make synergy for change harder (Evans 1996: 
1126), and agree with Lubell et al. 's research (2002) in which they argue that 
ineffectiveness of policy enforcement shows positive relationship with the number of 
civil society-state coalitions in watershed management as the members of civil society 
want to get the "unfinished business" done (p.139). 
4.2.2 Embeddedness a/Civil Society and State 
Evans argues that the embeddedness of Civil Society and State provides the 
normative and interactional basis for the realization of potential joint gains by 
fostering social capital and mutual trust between public officials and members of civil 
society (1996; 1997:8). This section is to identify a number of relevant aspects of such 
basis mentioned in and inspired by Evans' article (1996), and examine how these 
aspects help heritage conservation in the case of George Town. 
The first aspect of embeddedness is the endowment of social capital in society. 
Coleman (1990) defines social capital as follows: 
"Social capital is defined by its function ... they facilitate certain actions of 
individuals who are within the structure. Like other forms of capital, social capital is 
productive, making possible the achievement of certain ends that would not be 
attainable in its absence ... a given form of social capital that is valuable in facilitating 
certain actions may be useless or even harmful for others. Unlike other forms of 
capital , social capital inheres in the structure of relations between persons and among 
persons." (p.302) 
While there is little doubt that social capital in a relational structure is crucial for civil 
society-state synergy, the mere fact that its stock is abundant does not necessarily 
entail the synergy (Evans 1996: 1124-5). Hence, the question should be how it may 
facilitate the synergy specifically. In the case of George Town, It is argued that social 
capital between social elites of PHT and Gerakan political elites at state level is 
facilitative in generating and sustaining their cooperation for heritage conservation as 
it fruitfully enhances the trustworthiness of individuals from each side as a result of 
the existence of "strong ties" and the iterated interactions that foster mutual trust 
between them. 
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For one thing, the existence of "strong ties" between PHT and Gerakan Party 
members matters. According to Granovetter (1973), "strong ties" refer to 
interpersonal ties such as kinship and marital ties, and they can be distinguished from 
"weak ties" which refer to associational ties and are more likely to link members of 
different small groups than the strong ones. Whereas "weak ties" are conductive to the 
diffusion of information among individuals, "strong ties" are also contributive to the 
consolidation of creditable cooperation between individuals. As repeatedly mentioned 
in Chapter Three, Lim Chong Keat, who is the younger brother of the Chief Minister 
Lim Chong Eu and the architect who built the landmark of Penang Island KOMTAR 
Tower in the 1970s, was one of the principal initiators of PHT in the mid-1980s. He 
then became the first President of PHT for about 5 years and left the scene only when 
Lim Chong Eu suffered the fatal electoral defeat in 1990. The tie of kinship between 
him and the Chief Minister should not be overlooked when we try to understand how 
the cooperation between PHT and the Gerakan state government was possible in the 
very first place, especially in the Malaysian context where overseas Chinese in early 
years shows great eagerness to provide assistance for family members or persons from 
the same province of ancestral origin in Mainland China (Freedman 1979). In this 
light, there is little doubt that PHT was quickly engaged in cooperation with the state 
government soon after its establishment in 1986 in both heritage policy formulation 
and implementation. 
Besides, the Exco member of Gerakan state government in charge of tourism from 
the early 1990s to 2004, Kee Phaik Cheen, is the wife of Choong Sim Poey who was 
both a Gerakan party member and has once been the President of PHT (1999-2008). 
Also, Loh-Lim Lin Lee who has been an active PHT member in the 1990s is also 
married to Lawrence Loh who is both a PHT member at state level and the current 
Vice-President of Heritage of Malaysia Trust (BWM) at federal level. These marital 
ties not only facilitate exchange of opinions and ideas at personal level, they are also 
conductive to the sustainability of cooperation between PHT members, Gerakan state 
actors, and federal-level organizations (Diagram 4.1). As such, I argue that these 
"strong ties" such as kinship and martial ties are constructive to the civil society-state 
synergy, which on one hand, secures the informal (and intimate as well) channel of 
communication between PHT, Gerakan, BWM, and the federal government, and 
provides the interactional basis for the initial alignment of common interest between 
these groups on the other21 • 
21 Comparatively, " weak ties" between local NGOs and international organizations may not play a role 
as important at this stage but will deem useful in sustaining the institutional change at later stage by 
providing channels to broaden resources base and supporting allies as a way of NGOs' capability 
building. The fact that "weak ties" are easier to form and accumulate over time than "strong ties" also 
overshadows the latter in the mobilization of collective actions more confrontational to the 
governments. The preservation movement against PGCC in 2007 is a good example. The emphasis on 
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Furthermore, as mentioned in the previous chapter, there were two civic initiatives 
for heritage conservation in Penang. Each of them ended up with different results. The 
difference in their results actually supports the argument that the endowment of social 
capital (both "strong ties" and "weak ties") between PHT members and Gerakan 
reformist elites provides the necessary structural condition for the potential forging of 
coalition. Further unfolding of the heritage movement in Penang tends to agree with 
this statement. For instance, while the group of urban planners was also abundant in 
social networks with international organizations, PHT was the organization 
instrumental in connecting international experts of heritage conservation to the 
concerned political elites. Consequently, it aroused the interests of political reformists 
in the potential of George Town to be a UNESCO World Heritage Site, providing a 
new window of opportunity for them to embark upon certain developmental path for 
Penang but not the others in midst of power struggle against another party faction of 
which property developers and land-owning people mainly consisted. 
In addition to the existence of social capital, the repeated interactions between 
PHT Inembers and Oerakan political elites are also helpful in building creditable 
cooperation between the two groups. The fact that Gerakan has long been the 
incum bent party to rule the State of Penang for almost 40 years allows the long-term 
cultivation of interpersonal trust and intricate associational relationships between PHT 
and Oerakan, which helps minimize the asymmetry of information, enhance the 
degree of trustworthiness of individuals, and overcome the problems associated with 
the Prisoners' Dilemma in cooperation. In a sense, PHT as a NOO serves as the 
storehouse of social capitals and the trustworthy glue that links civil society and the 
state together for possible cooperation. 
If the relational structure of social network is treated as a form of intangible 
capital that facilitates collective gains, the second aspect of embeddedness, the 
inforn1al institution of localized social norms, exhibits both facilitating and 
constraining roles of social network in personal gains. In other words, the localized 
social nonns serve not only as incentives that induce individuals' contribution to 
public-good provision, but also as constraints that prevent the prevalence of 
self-interests over public interests in the process of production. 
To begin with, the logic of collective action proposed by Olson (1971) tells us 
that public good tends to be undersupplied unless selected incentives for individuals 
are in place to induce their contribution to public-good provision. Hirschman (1982) 
also points out that the selected incentives could be the in-process benefits which are 
only obtainable through the contributors' striving for public-good provision and 
exclusive to the contributors alone (p.85). In this light, localized social norms are to 
"strong ties" here does not trivialize the usefulness of "weak ties" on other occasions. 
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provide those selected incentives which are not available out of the local context. For 
example, Hassan (2004) argues that NGOs in Malaysia see themselves as democratic 
channels for political participation of concerned citizens in addressing a variety of 
issues such as good governance and democratic rights, and offer themselves as 
society's responses to those issues (p. 205). Due to the discursively altruistic 
characteristics of NGOs in Malaysia, it is no coincidence that many well-established 
NGOs are headed by persons who are socially respectable in society. Members of 
NGOs, therefore, can strive to attain high-ranked social status (which I also term as a 
non-profitable interest) by continually contributing to public-good provision for the 
society. 
Also, the localized social norms serve to constraint purely self-interested 
behavior in the process of public-good production. March and Olsen (1989) points out 
that political actions of individuals are not only utility-maximizing but also 
norm-based according to the logic of appropriateness. In other words, individuals will 
also act within the parameters of social norms when pursuing self-interests since they 
are also situated in a web of social relations. Therefore, modem NGOs in Penang 
which claim to act in the spirit of public interests are willing to behave accountably to 
the local communities. While some of these NGOs are close to the state government, 
they would like to stay at arm's length with the latter in order to maintain their social 
creditability in the eyes of the public. While the reason for their action can be out of 
genuine public-interested mind, it is equally possible that the social sanction made 
possible by mass media that and the small, close network of Penangites have 
prevented the members ofNGOs from degenerating into clientelism. 
One council member of PHT mentioned that PHT activities and concerns are 
very well publicized by mass media of various languages, partly for the 
newsworthiness of PHT as an outspoken NGO and partly for PHT's creditable 
commitment to heritage conservation for the people. The council member continued 
to share one experience about an unknown passerby who once suddenly scolded her 
for her insensitivity to an ongoing conservation issue when she was stopped at the red 
light (PI_3 2010). One staff of PHT also told me that a lot of people in Penang are 
acknowledged about PHT and watch closely for what PHT does. Therefore, PHT is 
very cautious about what it says and does (PI _ 4 2010). In addition to the publicity of 
PHT, one local reporter for a Chinese Newspaper commented that the role of PHT in 
the successful inscription of George Town on World Heritage List is indisputable, 
despite rumors about the personal agenda of PHT members in their conservation 
effort (PI_7 2009). These comments put together are treated as a post-hoc 
exemplification that the localized social norms have successfully deterred PHT 
members from pursuing purely self-interests at the expense of public interests 
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delivered through heritage conservation by ensunng extensive dissipation of 
information about PHT's activities into the local community. 
The localized social norms will serve its constraining role even better when it is 
situated in society with a relatively small group size (Olson 1971; Ostrom 1990). 
Statistically the population of the Penang Island on which George Town is located is 
about 743 ,000 in 2010 with the density of about 2,600 people per square kilometer. 
The Island itself is about 285km2 out of 1048km2 in size for the whole State of 
Penang (DSM 2010; Tourism Penang 2011). However, it seems that the Penangites of 
my acquaintance tend to regard Penang as a "small" place, implying "everyone knows 
each other personally". Limited by the information I have in this regard, the benefit of 
small group size to the magnitude of social sanction imposed by the localized social 
norms is hard to be comprehensively analyzed at this point. Nonetheless, it does not 
effectively refute my argument that the localized social norms have minimized the 
possibility of PHT members to fall into clientelism that adversely impedes 
public-good provision when they cooperate with the state political elites as long as 
they perceived their norm-breaking behavior would be detected; and once it happened, 
their long-term interests would be compromised in such a local setting. As such, 
self-interested individuals have the incentives to follow rules and subject themselves 
to social norms that impede their immediate interests but do not compromise the 
long-term ones. 
The third aspect of embeddedness is related to the degree of equality in social 
structure. In this case, the hierarchal social structure has arguably facilitated the 
institutional change for heritage conservation which would not have otherwise 
proceeded. As mentioned in Chapter Three, the heritage movement for heritage 
conservation is mainly led by the social elites with upper-middle/middle class 
background in Penang. Grassroots participation in the heritage movement is very 
minimal except when it deals with urban renewal and touches the interests of local 
residents. Compared to less affluent communities, the economic affluence and wide 
social networks of middle class not only help them to attract more media coverage 
and external resources , but also gain them a privileged position to receive faster 
government responses to their demands (Hsiao and Liu 2001 :83-4). 
Indeed, heritage conservation has never been a big concern among local 
populace in Penang (PI_7 2009). Their indifference to heritage conservation can be 
reflected by the fact that most of the locals were not thrilled by the international 
recognition when George Town has been inscribed on World Heritage List (SCJP 21 st 
July 2008). Admittedly, the concept of heritage conservation in Penang was imported 
aboard and better received among the local English-speaking elites (Khoo 2001; PI_2 
2009). Given the language and cultural barriers between the English-speaking elites 
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and the "vernacular-speaking" local comm unities, the concept of heritage 
conservation cannot be easily understood by the latter. It explains why in recent years 
PHT embarks upon education programmes in order to convince the locals about the 
importance of heritage conservation (PI_3 2011). Non-representative of local 
populace notwithstanding, the elitist nature of heritage movement has laid a common 
cultural and linguistic ground for the potential cooperation between NGO members 
and state power-holders. Ironically, the degree of success they achieved for heritage 
conservation might not have been the same if the movement had involved more local 
populace who does not understand heritage conservation as much as those 
English-speaking elites do, because the increase in the number of stakeholders will 
correspondently increase the level of difficulties for potential interest alignment. 
Last aspect of embeddedness but certainly not the least is the competitive 
electoral system at local level. By competitiveness, I mean the chance provided by 
periodic elections to change the political party in power. The more likely the change, 
the more competitive the electoral system is. Comparatively, the state-level election is 
more competitive than the federal-level election. While it is historically hard to 
challenge the hegemony of BN in the national parliament as noted in Chapter Two, 
state power in Penang has been frequently challenged with sporadic success by the 
Opposition as shown in the past records of state elections (see Table 3.5 and 3.6). The 
resultant political competitiveness is argued to cause political parties to ally with 
subordinate NGOs (Evans 1996: 1127; Tarrow 1994:88). Logically, political parties 
have incentives to cultivate constituent linkages with NGOs for electoral support or 
simply for legitimacy building in a democratic regime. Consequently, the pre-existing 
connection between political parties and subordinate NGOs makes it a useful channel 
for reformists within the power center to gain support for change outside the 
government. Inversely, NGOs can also use the connection to exploit the potential 
cleavages of political elites in the government to further their agenda (Maloney et al. 
2000). The significance of a competitive electoral system at local level lies in the 
political party-NGO networks which are normally dormant but could be particularly 
useful for civil society-state synergy when the timing is right. 
Some scholars might further argue that a competitive electoral system also 
increases the responsiveness of the government to local concerns (Lam 1996). 
However, in the case of heritage conservation, the effect of competitive electoral 
system on the government's responsiveness is not as salient. Firstly, as mentioned 
above, the general public is relatively indifferent to the issue of heritage conservation 
compared to other agendas. Secondly, although the two decisive electoral losses 
suffered by Gerakan in 1990 and 2008 respectively were both preceded by social 
movements which opposed over-development on the Penang Island and campaigned 
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for issues such as environmental conservation, the reasons for the electoral defeats 
were complex and were also attributed to other issues of the time. For example, it was 
not only Gerakan who lost the State of Penang in the 2008 General Election, but also 
the national ruling coalition BN of which Gerakan was a member also suffered 
unprecedented electoral loss nationally. Therefore, I tend not to treat the state-level 
competitive electoral system as a significant factor that prompts the state 
government 's responsiveness to concerns of a few electorates on the matter of 
heritage conservation despite the close temporal ordering between the conservation 
movements and the two General Elections. 
In conclusion, I have discussed how NGOs, particularly the role PHT and its 
members have played, can complement the state in public-good provision and how 
certain aspects of embeddedness of NGOs with the state provides the normative and 
interactional basis for their potential synergy for the realization of potential joint gains 
in the process. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Evans (1996), the mere presence of 
these endowments is far from sufficient. Whether the synergy is constructible or not 
depends on different levels of political opportunities that arise for the realization of 
synergy and for the subsequent institutional change. This is the topic to which the next 
discussion will now turn. 
4.3 Conceptualizing the constructability of civil society-state synergy 
The question that whether civil society-state synergy is constructible is hard to 
answer affirmatively, since there are a lot of uncertainties in the process that render 
the outcome for synergy hard to predict with any precision. For example, we may be 
able to talk about the emergence of political opportunities for the synergy, but may 
find it hard to conceptualize how they emerge in the first place and why at that 
paliicular mOlnent without using a more colloquial term "accident". Despite the 
difficulties, this section is dedicated to advancing our understanding of the role of 
"accidents" in political science by refining the concept of political opportunity and 
reinstating the role of agency in critical moment in the midst of the macro-structure. 
In the study of social change, many scholars adopted the concept of "political 
0PPoliunity structure" (POS) to analyze how it affects the emergence, form and 
outcome of social movements (Kitschelt 1986; Kriesi et al. 1995; McAdam 1996; 
Tarrow 1994; Tilly 1978). Generally, POS is a structure that provides opportunities for 
collective action to achieve political goals. Specifically, POS can be the constellation 
of access points to the formal institution, the institutional structure of state for policy 
implementation, the structure of political power in change (for example, elite 
div ision) , etc. The relevancy of POS is mainly manifest in the dynamics of change. It 
should be noted here that certain aspects of embeddedness of civil society are also 
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qualified as POSs, as long as the changes availed by them justifiably play a role in the 
creation of political opportunities that facilitate the institutional change under study. 
While POSs may make certain paths of institutional change more likely and 
discourage the others, actors in social movements also create new political 
opportunities to influence the direction in which institutional change follows. Thus, 
political opportunities both structurally exist and are made by agents in the process of 
social movement (Jenkins and Klandermans 1995: 6, 17). 
Viewed in this light, political opportunity can be conceptually divided into two 
levels as both a structure and as a result of personal endeavor. In the process of 
institutional change, the two interact with each other, and the latter arguably precedes 
the former in appearance instead of the other way around, because POS alone falls 
short of the explanatory power to answer how key actors chose to cooperate with each 
other in the first place and fails to acknowledge the nature of political opportunity as 
interpersonally defined and dynamically captured. "Political opportunity" is so called 
when it is useful for key actors to achieve certain outcomes. Without the 
personal-level interactions between political elites and NGO members who defined 
the POS and agreed to capture them in the first place, the institutional change cannot 
even be started off, let alone be consolidated by the virtues of POS. Therefore, 1 argue 
that the personal-level interactions, which are themselves political opportunities 
created by key actors, are crucial in the genesis of institutional change, and are 
simultaneously facilitated by the meso-Ievel social networks and macro-level 
circumstances that reasonably constitute the POSSe Table 4.1 will show the relevant 
political opportunities of different levels both created and seized by key actors when 
conservation-related policy was put on the government agenda and formulated in the 
policy-making process. 
4.3.1 The role of agency in forging civil society-state cooperation 
The pro-development attitude of Penang State Government was first tempered in 
1990 when the incumbent Chief Minister of Penang Lim Chong Eu was defeated in an 
election for state seat in Padang Kota by a narrow margin of 706 votes by Lim Kit 
Siang of DAP who has received 6,317 votes to claim victory (The Strait Times 22nd 
Oct 1990). Subsequently, Koh Tsu Koon, among other senior Gerakan party members 
in Penang, was promoted to the post of Chief Minister of Penang. The ascent of Koh 
was made possible by the competitive electoral system at state level, which is a 
macro-level POS that provides a peaceful political opening for the change of 
leadership in the Penang State Government. Yet, the change of political elites in the 
power center may not entail a change in the direction of governance of the state of 
Penang, especially when Gerakan was full of pro-development members in Penang 
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and the new Chief Minister gained his position arguably with the support of those 
who favored development at federal level as well. 
Koh 's promotion was definitely not without protest and resentment among the 
senior, pro-development Gerakan members in Penang as shovv'n in Chapter Three. In 
order to consolidate his power base in Penang, Koh Tsu Koon allied with other 
like-minded reformists within Gerakan. Khoo (2001) has identified a number of 
political elites In Gerakan who were progressive and inclined towards 
pro-conservation policy at that time. rrhey include the Chief Minister himself, Dr. Toh 
Kin Woon (the former mem ber of State Exco in charge of education and the 
government-linked think-tank SERI), Dr. Teng Hock Nam (the former President of 
MPPP (1995-99) and former member of State Exco in charge of local government, 
environment, and traffic management), Kee Phaik Cheen (the member of State Exco 
in charge of tourism (199?-2004)), Choong Sim Poey (a former Gerakan member and 
the President of PHT (1999-2008)), and Chia Kwang Chye (a former member of 
Parliament who is close with environmental organizations) (p.54-5). Later Teng 
Chang Yeow (the former political secretary of Koh Tsu Koon and the former member 
of Exco in charge of tourism (2004-2008)) also joined the group and has played a 
significant role in the George Town's application for UNESCO World Heritage 
Listing (SCJP 11 th July 2008). Before the 12th General Election on 8th March, 2008, 
many of them have occupied top positions within the Gerakan Party, indicating the 
eventual success of the reformist faction in the Gerakan factional struggle since Koh's 
victory in the party election for state chairmanship in 1999. 
In addition to the search for political allies within Gerakan, Koh tried to find 
potential support outside the political party through associational networks between 
Gerakan and various subordinate NGOs with similar class background, notably PHT. 
These structures of social network, established through the membership in the same 
association and the connection between associations is a meso-Ievel POS which 
institutionally enables the potential alliance between the Gerakan reformists 
themselves , allows the potential interactions between the Gerakan reformists and the 
PHT members to discuss the possibility for mutual gains, to facilitates the 
transmission of ideas and information from outside the government to inside, and to 
formulate political strategies within the existing institutional constraints. In other 
words, this meso-Ievel POS serves to provide political opportunities for a faction of 
Gerakan to bond with each other, and to bridge with PHT members for broader 
support and resources, at the same time allowing subordinate PHT members to exploit 
the cleavage between political elites and lobby to their favors. 
At personal level, Koh Tsu Koon also enjoyed a stock of social networks with 
NGO members in Penang because he has participated in various NGOs in Penang 
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before pursuing his political career. Exploiting the situation, PHT members also began 
to convince Koh and other reformists in Gerakan to embark upon conservation 
policies along with the tourism potential of built heritage in George Town. According 
to one active member of PHT, a lot of concerned individuals knew Koh personally 
and they "worked on" the Chief Minister together with several members of civil 
service within the government at that time. She has also quoted the Chief Minister 
having said that it took 4 years for PHT to convince him that George Town is worth 
preserving (PI _3 2010). In this light, I argue that the 'founding moment" of civil 
society-state synergy lies in such personal-level interactions and discussions where 
common interest in heritage conservation can be defined and agreed upon between 
state actors and members of civil society, in spite of their probably divergent motives 
behind. 
Strong ties (lGnship. marital ties) 
Weak ties (ties with other organizations) 
(]J Overlapping membership in different organizations ~ ..... Heritage of Malaysia Tmst 
'" 
" ...... 
Chia K wang Cbye 
. 
-~~ 
.• ~ Koh Tsu Koon 
_____ .-',,"'-_"-40 , __ -
----------~III'I-......::~ Environmental Organizations - - - - G (SAM and MNS) ~ " Richard Engelhardt 
--_ ____ ~ __ - UNESCO __ ~ ____________ ~ __ ~"-
Diagram 4.1 Illustration of social networks and organizational ties of individuals relevant for the 
institutional change towards heritage conservation in Penang 
The evidences I have got suggest that Koh agreed to preserve the built heritage in 
George Town because he saw huge tourism potential in the historic city center. His 
interest in heritage tourism is by no means a sudden one but encouraged by two other 
relevant macro-level POSs, namely the changing global economic structure since the 
late 1980s and the gradual liberalization of Malay-centered national culture at the 
same period. Whereas the former invite Penang to diversify its manufacturing-based 
industry in face of the rising competitions from India and China and to capture the 
rising potential from tourism, the latter opens a new window of opportunity for the 
built heritage of George Town to be culturally recognized in the national context, 
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paving the way for George Town to become a \Vorld Heritage Site. As a result, he 
instructed PDC to explore the potential of heritage tourism and began a few pilot 
programmes in George Town soon after the advent of his Chief Ministership in 1990, 
and later consolidated his effort by, for example, reaching an agreement in State Exco 
to nom inate George Town for UNESCO World Heritage Listing in 1998 (1 enkins 
2008: 138). 
By looking at the path of institutional change towards heritage conservation, we 
can see that the process is marked by contingent events22 • If Koh Tsu Koon had not 
been selected Chief Minister due to the power struggle in Gerakan, the 
pro-development interest in George Town would have continued to prevail since the 
early 1990s. If the Chief Minister Koh had bowed to the pro-development interests in 
the Gerakan party and failed to ally with reformists and NGOs members in order to 
preserve what cultural heritage remained in George Town in the 1990s, the heritage 
would have been very likely destroyed given the construction boom in Penang since 
the 1990s and the CRA repeal since the late 1990s, and the application for UNESCO 
World Heritage Site would have been out of the question. In this light, the the role of 
agency and the consequent PHT-Gerakan interest alignment that resulted from 
personal-level interactions between PHT members and Gerakan reformists are of 
crucial importance in the genesis of institutional change for heritage conservation in 
George Town. (Postulate 1) 
Also important is Koh's tortuous path to the consolidation of power within the 
Penang Gerakan Party where he, as a Chief Minister since 1990, only gained real 
control after the ousting of former state party chairman in 1996 and his re-election to 
state party chairmanship in 1999 (Goldman 1999: 147; Khoo 2001 :55). While the 
political opportunities of various levels are believed helpful for him to re-distribute 
economic benefits and consequently to build up a new support base for him within 
and outside Gerakan, his eventual success is by no means certain and predictable. If 
Koh had failed to gain a prominent position in Gerakan, the chance for reformist 
agenda to prevail would have been very slim (Postulate 2). 
In short, the continued dynamics between personal endeavors and structural 
openings helps to amplify the effect of initial PHT-Gerakan interest alignment and to 
tentatively secure the fragile beginning of the institutional change. More accurately, 
the successful consolidation of the new common interest in heritage conservation is a 
conjuncture of factors, ranging from personal abilities to international circumstances 
22 As Mahoney (2000) suggests, "a contingent event refers to the inability of theory to predict or 
explain, either deterministically or probabilistically, the occurrence of a specific outcome ... To argue an 
event is contingent is not the same thing as arguing that the event is truly random and without 
antecedent causes"(p.513). Events that led to heritage conservation in George Town were contingent in 
a sense that these events took place out of the empirical and theoretical expectations of observers, given 
the understanding of the dominance of pro-development interests in Penang. 
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from which political opportunities can be derived. In this sense, state actors and NGO 
members in the process of institutional change can be viewed as both the agents and 
objects of history. 
Levels of Political Opportunity Structure (POS) Political Opportunity at 
Political Macro-level Meso-Ievel micro-level 
Opportunity (global, national, and (personal endeavor) 
state-level) 
1. Change in global Change in the Change in the personal 
economic structure structure of attitude towards specific 
2. Change in UNESCO existing social issues and particular 
structure for World networks within interests on the part of 
Heritage Listing and between political elites by a 
Examples 3. Change in national association( s) number of interactions 
policy for national with like-minded elites 
culture and lobbying from NOO 
4. Change in state members 
leadership by the 
structure of competitive 
election 
Table 4.1 An illustration of political opportunities of different levels 
4.4 Identification of "critical juncture" in the developmental path of George 
Town 
Since institutional change is so defined by its derailment from the previous path 
of development, it constitutes what historical institutionalists call "critical juncture" 
characterized by "the adoption of a particular institutional arrangement from among 
two or more alternatives" (Mahoney, 2000:513). In the process of heritage 
conservation in George Town, I conceptualize the critical juncture as a bundle of 
contingent events which took place in favor of heritage conservation, starting from the 
state government's initiative for heritage conservation enactment in 1990 and ended 
with the federal announcement of nomination for UNESCO World Heritage Listing 
jointly for George Town and Melaka City in 2000. I argue, on one hand, it began in 
1990 because it clearly signified the intention of Penang State Government to provide 
better protection of the built heritage in Penang, which officially opened the 
contention over urban planning and cultural recognition at state level. On the other 
hand, it ended with the federal announcement for two reasons. First, it was only after 
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1999 that the Chief Minister has secured his position In Gerakan and fully 
implemented his reformist agenda regarding heritage conservation with less resistance. 
Second, the federal government is an important stakeholder largely behind the scene 
in the 1990s. If its attitude towards the conservation of George Town was virtually 
half-hearted in the period, its later enthusiastic attention to the heritage value of 
George Town after the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 was a strong boost to the 
institutional change towards heritage conservation in the State of Penang, especially 
in view of the federal supremacy in constitutional power and financial resources over 
the states. After a series of struggles between those favored developmentalism (such 
as the pro-developmental faction in Gerakan and PCCC) and those campaigned for 
heritage conservation (such as the pro-conservation faction in Gerakan and PHT) in 
the 1990s, the conservationist concerns in the development of George Town prevailed 
eventually when the state commitment to heritage conservation was strengthened and 
the federal government endorsed the heritage value of George Town by the end of the 
1990s. As such, the period can be justifiably regarded as the critical juncture at which 
policies was reset towards heritage conservation in George Town. The next section 
will discuss how the institutional change is consolidated to an extent that makes 
turning back to the original path politically unfeasible and socially and economically 
implausible. 
4.5 Sustainability of civil society-state synergy and the consolidation of 
institutional change 
This last section IS dedicated to the discussion about how civil society-state 
synergy for heritage conservation is sustainable beyond personal and organizational 
efforts. In the terminology of historical institutionalism, it is to find out the particular 
"mechanisms of reproduction" that reinforce and sustain the institutional change with 
a path-dependent pattern (Thelen 1999). It implies that, if established institutions do 
generate inducements that reinforce their own stability and further development in the 
political world (Pierson 2000), there must be certain provisional mechanisms that 
prevent the institution from being changed. Thelen (1999) further points out that there 
are two positive feedback effects of the establishment of institution. First is the 
distributional effect that often reflects and magnifies particular power distribution in 
politics (p.394). Second is the coordination effect that induces learning and adaptive 
behavior of actors to the institution and consequently reinforce its "logic" with their 
renewed strategies (p.392). While the two effects interact with each other, the first one 
arguably takes precedence over the second in sustaining institutional change. For 
cel1ain laws and policies to last, it must first be reinforced by a particular 
configuration of power relations in society because those actors who are in the 
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possession of political authority (legitimacy and coercive force of state, for example) 
can take initiatives to change or to block the change of institutions. More importantly, 
they can exploit their powerful positions and allocate resources in a way that their 
political authority can be secured and enhanced (Pierson 2000:259). The coordination 
effect is then "experienced" by the less powerful actors who have little choice but to 
learn and adapt the new rules imposed upon, making them re-formulate strategies to 
maximize their gains in the new institutions. In the following, I will first identify the 
reproduction mechanism in sustaining the power and resources distribution in Penang 
and then go to the reproduction mechanisms that further sustain the conservation of 
George Town as a historic city. 
As mentioned before, the structure of political power that favors the conservation 
of George Town was secured when the Chief Minister Koh asserted unchallenged 
control over the State Gerakan Party and the federal government endorsed the heritage 
value of George Town for World Heritage Listing since 1998. Since heritage 
conservation for George Town was a policy promulgated by the federal government 
and the Chief Minister of Penang respectively, the incentive structure of political 
interests that induces politicians in the BN coalition to conserve the inner city was 
consequently established. If any of them wants to get promoted to government offices 
of higher ranks or to posts of significance in the political party to which they belong, 
they must follow closely the directives of their political superiors. In fact, many of 
Gerakan politicians who helped the conservation of George Town got what they 
wanted. For example, the former State Exco Member for Tourism Kee Phaik Cheen 
was promoted to the post of Deputy Chairwoman of Tourism Malaysia Promotion 
Board in 2004, and her successor Teng Chang Yeow who was responsible for the 
nomination for World Heritage Listing for George Town during 2004 and 2008, was 
later promoted to the post of Secretary-General of Gerakan Party in 2008 from its 
former post as the Deputy Secretary-General. 
At organizational level, the incentive structure of political interests also 
encourages state and federal governments to cooperate for the conservation of George 
Town. For both governments, economic development for Malaysia and Penang is an 
important goal to achieve. In anticipation of the tourism potential the brand of World 
Heritage Sites can realize, they continue to allocate resources and make alliance 
accordingly with subordinate groups in order to make possible the inscription. 
Consequently, George Town escaped development detrimental to its heritage value in 
the nomination process. It explains that, despite that PHT's relationship with the state 
and federal government might not be as good as before since 2001, the three 
organizations continued to cooperate closely on the nomination for UNESCO World 
Heritage Listing. For example, PHT helped to prepare the nomination dossiers for 
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George Town, assisted the World Heritage Nomination Evaluation Visit, provided tour 
guides with heritage tourism course commissioned by the state government, and 
co-organized seminar talks in Penang to convince the public for the significance of 
World Heritage Listing (PHT _AR 2005, 2007; SJCP 15th Aug 2007). Also, three PHT 
members were represented in the Malacca and Penang World Heritage Nomination 
Committee which steered the process of World Heritage Nomination for Malaysia 
(PI_5 2009). Due to its need for PHT in this regard, the state government has given 
PI-IT a number of representative seats on other committees (Appendix 1). 
PHT, on the other hand, was also attracted by such incentive structure of political 
interests ideologically and materialistically in the new structure of political power. For 
one thing, it is believed that there are a few PHT members who advocated heritage 
conservation in George Town out of ideological conviction, i.e. they identify with the 
cause of urban conservation and are content to see when Penang is well conserved in 
the future. For another, many PHT members are architects who specialize in heritage 
conservation or have occupations related to tourism industry. Logically, to help 
conserve George Town means to secure business for them. Also, by participating PHT 
voluntary works and activities, they are able to accumulate the stock of social 
networks in the related field which would not be obtained by other means. The 
capture of these in-process benefits (social capital), non-profitable in itself though, is 
deemed useful for future business or social life. 
This particular reproduction mechanism was undoubtedly disrupted when Gerakan 
lost the control of Penang State to DAP since March 2008. However, the timely 
success in the inscription of George Town on the World Heritage List since July 2008 
has "rescued" the reproduction mechanism because it has changed the incentive 
structure of political interests once again that made the cost of reversal high and 
therefore retained heritage conservation of George Town as the common denominator 
for all parties to stay on the original developmental path. For the federal government, 
the UNESCO award means an international recognition and a potential gold mine of 
heritage tourism for Malaysia as a whole. For the Penang State Government, the 
Listing of George Town is deemed helpful to Penang's economy and facilitative to 
heritage conservation in the inner city. Therefore, any move that threatens the Listing 
of George Town will be politically detrimental to these power-holders. The particular 
incentive structure has minimally secured the abnormal BN-DAP cooperation on the 
conservation of George Town in financial and political terms, despite the 
unwillingness on the part of the federal government. Although PHT is not in as good 
terms with the OAP state government as with the Gerakan one, it is nevertheless 
induced to cooperate in order to maintain the hard-earned World Heritage Status for 
George Town. For example, it sustains cooperation with the DAP government at 
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municipal and state levels by having representative seats on the World Heritage 
Committee of GTWHI and the State Heritage Committee respectively. In short, the 
particular incentive structure has ensured the continuation of conservation policy in 
Penang even after the disruptive change of state government. In fact, the DAP state 
government is even more aggressive in this regard by recently enacting the state-level 
heritage conservation legislation and by setting up Special Area Zone for the 
protection of heritage in George Town through better urban planning controls. These 
also indicate the continued functioning of that particular reproduction mechanism. 
The other two mechanisms of reproduction at work are related to the coordination 
effect of the established institution. The first one is the incentive structure of social 
interests. Since 1993 when the Hotel Metropole was illegally destroyed, Penangites 
started to realize the significance of local built heritage as an expression of their 
unique social identity. The social norm that heritage conservation is constitutive to 
Penangites' cultural identity is arguably reinforced by the state government's official 
recognition of heritage conservation as an important agenda by setting up 
heritage-related committees, NGOs long-term advocacies, and mass media's 
popularization of heritage conservation issues during the process of World Heritage 
Nomination. These are believed to have an impact on the learning and adapting 
behavior of Penangites who later learn to identify themselves with the cause of 
heritage conservation. Although the extent to which such social norm exists or has an 
effect on the daily behavior of Penangites requires a more thorough statistical 
investigation, for example a content analysis of news articles about heritage 
conservation in Penang, it is safe to say that heritage conservation is more important 
(though not necessarily prominent) as an issue on public agenda nowadays. Any 
social member who defies heritage conservation will face more fierce resistance from 
the public than two decades ago. 
The second is the incentive structure of economic interests. After the endorsement 
of heritage conservation by the state government, travel agencies and tour guides 
adapt the new institution by learning how to gain more in the rise of heritage tourism. 
In addition, Lim and Lee (2010) argue that conservation policies in inner George 
Town have pushed up the property price of pre-war two-storey shophouses. They 
point out that both the num ber and total value of transactions of this type of buildings 
are on upward trend since 1999 and those that are lying in conservation zone are 
higher in value than those that are not. Also, while the value of post-war shophouses 
is on downward trend since 2001, that of pre-war shophouses is contrastingly on 
upward trend (Yusof et al. 2007:56). Their statistical findings suggest that owners of 
heritage buildings now have greater economic incentives to preserve the heritage 
value of their property, given its added value to the property price. Overall, these 
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indicate that actors in tourism industry and property market have adapted the state 
conservation policies and tried to capitalize on the heritage value, thus reinforcing the 
" logic" of the institution by the incentive structure of economic interests. 
In a nutshell , the institutional change towards heritage conservation in George 
Town is arguably sustained by particular reproduction mechanisms that induce 
politicians in both state and federal governments, local citizens, conservation NGO 
members, owners of heritage building, and members of tourism industry to give their 
support for the change to an extent that makes the turning back to the original 
developmental path unfeasible or implausible. At this point, the civil society-state 
synergy for heritage conservation is said to be consolidated beyond personal and 
organizational efforts of the change initiators and continues to be reinforced by the 
particular set of incentive structures in place (Postulate 3). Nevertheless , Thelen 
(2003) reminds us that, in contrast to the economic world, the zero-sum phenomenon 
in institutional evolution does not apply in the political one. Since the losers in the 
previous contention over institutional change are not vanished in an absolute sense, 
their provisional adaptation to the prevailing institutions does not mean the same as 
"embracing and reproducing" them (p.231). They may re-emerge again for a more 
powerful contention when the timing is right. In a complex world where instability is 
the norm, there is no guarantee that the particular civil society-state synergy will be 
sustained indefinitely. The question is what factors or groups will emerge to critically 
upset the existing reproduction mechanisms in the future. 
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Chapter Five: 
Conclusion and Discussion 
This chapter serves as a conclusion of the previous chapters. Major findings from 
the case of George Town will be summarized and central arguments will be outlined 
with reference to the theoretical frameworks employed in this case study. Limitations 
to the study and directions of further research will also be suggested. 
5.1 Brief review of the heritage movement in Penang 
Concurring with the observations of Ashworth and Tunbridge on the survival of 
what we now call historic cities (2000), built heritage has survived demolition or 
re-development in George Town not through particular high-minded reasoning and 
intervention. Rather, it was a result of neglect, owing to economic backwardness and 
social stagnation that provide no incentives for re-development (p.22-3). 
It was only until the mid-1980s that collective actions by a small group of people 
were noticeable for heritage conservation. Since then, Penangites started to organize 
themselves and voiced out their concerns for conservation issues as exemplified by 
the formation of PHT and the involvement of CAP in campaigns for environmental 
conservation after years of neglect of Penang's cultural and natural heritage by the 
governments. Allying with other like-minded people in civil society, elite PHT 
members were also active in forging collaboration with political elites in the Gerakan 
state government and successfully lobbied for a number of legislations that minimally 
protected built heritage in George Town at later times. It concurs with Evans' claim 
that urban middle class is always privileged in human resource such as linkages to 
political elites and elite organizations in the pursuit of their collective interests (Evans 
2002:225-6). 
Around the same period, another initiative from urban planners for urban 
conservation was in the offing as a professional response to the degrading of urban 
environment in Penang. They cooperated with the officials of MPPP and PHT 
members for the common goal of heritage conservation. However, their success was 
not as remarkable as the former initiative since MPPP was dominated by developers' 
interests in the early 1990s and the cooperation between these urban planners and the 
municipal government was eventually broken. As a result, PHT assumed the 
leadership of heritage conservation movement in Penang and arguably also in 
Malaysia in the subsequent years. The important contributions of PHT included its 
successful lobbying of the Chief Minister of Penang for the importance of heritage 
conservation and its subsequent facilitation in nominating George Town to be a 
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UNESCO World Heritage Site in the late 1990s. A timely combination of numerous 
structural changes, notably the increasing economic reliance on heritage tourism as a 
response to international economic re-structuring and the emerging national 
recognition of non-Malay heritage as national heritage since the early 1990s, are 
significant because they together made the path-breaking change of policy towards 
heritage conservation attractive and possible to the reformist state actors in Gerakan 
who have just attained the position of policymakers at state level after a series of 
intra-party power struggles. 
Admittedly though, the real situation regarding heritage conservation was not as 
promising at implementation level as it appeared at policy formulation level even after 
the reformist faction of state actors has consolidated power in the early 2000s. It is 
due partly to the insincerity of Penang State Government towards heritage 
conservation, the administrative incompetency of MPPP in building controls, and the 
powerfulness of property developers in Penang who are resourceful to "sabotage" the 
heritage movement which they deem detrimental to their profit-making activities. 
Therefore, tangible and intangible heritage in George Town remained vulnerable to 
potential destruction, especially after the Repeal of Rent Control in 2000. The final 
victory of the conservationists over developers only came after George Town 
becoming a UNESCO World Heritage Site along with Melaka City in 2008. With the 
interests of the federal government and Melaka State Government being vested in the 
brand of World Heritage, Penang State Government and groups of property 
developers who are politically less powerful must now adapt the political reality in 
which they can only develop George Town according to heritage conservation 
guidelines prescribed by UNESCO. At the time of writing, the development in George 
Town, even after the change of ruling party in Penang State in March 2008, suggests a 
positive direction towards heritage conservation. 
5.2 Summary of arguments 
Based on the empirical evidence I have obtained, I argue that the conservation of 
George Town as a historic city by civil society (outcome of interest) is attributed to 
the successful forging of elite coalition between conservation NGO members and 
reformist state actors (independent variable Xl) together with the successful takeover 
of political power by reformist state actors (independent variable X2). The proposition 
of two independent variables suggests that not a single variable can produce the 
outcome of interest. Instead, I argue that a conjunction of the two variables is a 
necessary condition for the outcome to materialize (George and Bennett 2005:26). 
The causal chain that depicts the institutional change and connects the independent 
variables with the outcome of interest is best summarized as follows: 
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Event T 1: Facilitated by structural conditions embodied in civil society's 
complementarity to the state and embeddedness in the society, NGO members created 
political opportunities and successfully convinced the reformist state actors to forge a 
coalition with new common interest in heritage conservation for mutual benefits, 
resulting in the genesis of institutional change (centered primarily on policy change) 
and the embryonic synergy between civil society and state. 
Event T 2: Reformist state actors simultaneously struggled to consolidate their 
political power against those who already aligned with developers' interests until they 
were able to make policies favorable to heritage conservation with negligible 
resistance in the power center. To this end, these state actors have successfully seized 
political opportunities availed by the structural conditions at meso- and macro-levels, 
gained new supporters, and consequently prevailed over the vested interests in 
property development within the Gerakan party. 
Event T3: The civil society-state synergy was further secured by distributing benefits 
availed by the new set of incentive structures that re-shape human behaviors. In turn, 
the new institution created new groups of vested interests (such as local tour guides 
and the federal government) beyond personal and organizational efforts of the change 
initiators (such as NOO members and reformist state actors) and further sustained the 
institutional change by powerfully containing the previously dominant groups (such 
as property developers and their associates). 
While these events dynamically reinforce each other in the process and are not 
necessarily premised on the previous ones, the temporal sequence of events here 
reflects an order of importance of each event at different stages of the institutional 
change from its genesis to consolidation. What this casual chain implies is that the 
outcome of interest is more likely to be brought about in this particular sequence than 
any other combinations, but it certainly does not rule out the possibility of other 
cOlubinations to materialize the outcome due to the contingent nature of events and 
the complex interactions of human agencies. I argue, the conjuncture of Event TI and 
Event T 2 allows civil society in Penang to produce the public good in need by 
cooperating with the state at the right moment at which political opportunities are 
successfully created and seized by NOO members and state actors. The personal 
interests of key actors and actions taken by them affect whether the cooperation and 
the takeover of political power are feasible outcomes. Table 5.1 will present a 
schematic illustration of the central arguments of this thesis. 
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Apart from the identification of casual mechanism which links the causes with the 
outcome of interest, there are some theoretical issues worthy of discussion after this 
case study. For one thing, this thesis has not substantially refuted but may pose a 
challenge to the Olsonian logic of collective action. Owing to the free-rider problems, 
even within PHT as a non-governmental organization are there only a few number of 
individuals actively strive for the production of heritage conservation, which results in 
public-good provision at suboptimal level. Despite their small number and 
insufficiency in resources though, this group of people is willing to produce the public 
good due to "extra-rational" motivations (Hardin 1982) such as ideological conviction. 
Their effort in public-good provision, however, cannot be sustained for long if they 
are the sole producers. The case study suggests that the actualization of recurrent 
production of heritage conservation is more likely a positive externality of 
individuals' actions which may be intended to achieve all goals but heritage 
conservation. This entails that it is not necessary for the producers of public good to 
have the intention of producing it as the ultimate end when they actually provide the 
public good. 
In addition, this study admittedly places a strong emphasis on interest calculation 
in policy making and pays relatively less attention to the role of ideas in the process, 
notably its contribution to framing certain policies normatively acceptable to the 
public and key policy makers (Campbell 1998). The reason is twofold. First, whether 
certain policies are made in line with the normative expectation of the public does not 
depend on the normative grounds of the policies themselves but arguably on the 
degree of public participation in the policy-making process. The more centralized the 
process, the less likely the "public sentiment" criterion is relevant to policymakers. 
Second, whether or not key policymakers adopt certain policies requires an evaluation 
of both their interests and philosophies. In political arenas, it seems that the latter is 
more volatile and changeable than the former. Therefore, I assume the calculation of 
interests asserts priority over the appropriateness of ideas in policy change in this 
study. 
Furthermore, while civil society has its own inherent deficiencies in the 
public-good provision, the effort of members of civil society can be effectively 
leveraged when they attempt to cooperate with the state which complements their 
shortcomings and facilitates their endeavors through mutual embeddedness. To 
understand how civil society-state synergy is constructible, we must look at the 
institutional context in which these members of civil society and state actors are 
embedded, constraining as well as enabling certain actions and behaviors. 
Moreover, the civil society-state synergy is definitely not structurally determined 
or god-gifted, but a contingent conjuncture of macro-historical factors as well as 
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personal endeavors. In this light, the insight offered by historical institutionalists is 
particularly relevant here. The institutional arrangement produced by the synergy is at 
best viewed as the result of "enduring legacies of political struggles" (Thelen 
1999:388). The resultant institutional stability is therefore a dynalnic process 
provisionally sustained by a group of vested interests who oppose the change of 
institutional path. When institutional change occurs as exhibited in the case of George 
Town, interests are re-defined and the structure of power relations that sustains 
interest re-distribution among actors is also re-arranged after a series of political 
struggles. Owing to the uncertainty and complexity of political struggles, the process 
is contingent and is not the only way of achieving the same outcome of interest. In 
some cases, different paths may also lead to the same outcome and constitute 
"equifinality" (George and Bennett 2005 :27). Evidences in Southeast Asia suggest 
that equifinality exists. Therefore, in other contexts the conjuncture of independent 
variable Xl and X2 may not be as causally relevant as in this case. 
5.3 Research Limitations and Directions of Further Research 
One of the main limitations of this research, as similar to other single case 
studies, lies in the lack of comparable cases to verify the validity of arguments by 
controlling the many variables in one study. Undoubtedly, a comparative study of 
former British colonial cities will shed light on how colonialism influences the 
developmental trajectories of each post-colonial city with different levels of intensity, 
and how it structures state-society relations that facilitate or impede public 
involvement regarding heritage conservation. Among these former British colonial 
cities in Southeast Asia, a comparison between George Town in Penang and Melaka 
City in Malacca will be academically fruitful. Despite their similarities in many 
aspects, there is no NGO in Malacca comparable to Penang Heritage Trust in Penang 
for heritage conservation. The comparison is instrumental in verifying the arguments 
outlined in this study by comparing two very similar cases with a different outcome 
and singling out the uniqueness of civil society in Penang. 
Nonetheless, it is not to say that no theoretical contribution can be achieved by 
doing a single-case study. If we accept that equifinality exists and contingent events 
matter in historical process, it is also logically coherent to suggest that each single 
case exhibits a strong degree of autonomy from its class of cases and is therefore 
"enough" to tell a particular "theory" instead of a generic one. Comparing two similar 
cases is instrumental in this kind of research in a sense that it helps to provide a check 
on whether the causal links between events within one case are spurious due to 
cognitive bias or whether some important events have been missed out in the original 
analysis due to the lack of information. 
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While this research attempts to find out how civil society is able to conserve the 
historic center of a post-colonial city in Southeast Asia, a number of questions remain 
unanswered and warrant further exploration with regard to why they do so in the first 
place. For example, it is worth studying why a group of civil society members were 
collectively activated to show concerns for matters such as environmental and 
heritage conservation since the mid-1980s in Penang and Malaysia, as reflected by the 
formation of various conservation NGOs. The questions that follow include: is there 
any structural reason for this phenomenon at that particular moment? To what extent 
capitalism affects the local population in Penang and alienates them from locales as 
suggested by Castells (1977), Lefebvre (1991) and Evans (2002)? Or to what extent 
the rise of heritage movement in Penang can be regarded as a Chinese resistance to 
the "cultural imperialism" of Malay-centered federal policies long practiced since the 
early 1970s? 
Apart from the global/regional-local conflict thesis, sociological thesis is also 
worthy of investigation here. For example, how valid in the case of Penang is the 
revised modernization theory in which Inglehart and Welzel (2005) argue that the 
cultural change as a result of industrialization will prompt human beings to switch 
focus from subsistent (materialist) to existentialist (post-materialist) concerns which 
emphasize self-expression values such as conservation of heritage? In addition, what 
effects does the structure of educational system in Malaysia have on the stock of 
social capital and the reception of western ideas of Malaysian Chinese who were 
barred from pursuing tertiary education locally, due to the affirmative quota of 
university admission set by the federal government? If we need to answer 
satisfactorily the question about why a considerable number of civil society members 
in Penang were ever concerned about heritage conservation since the 1980s, probing 
the validity of these hypotheses and answers of these questions will surely be helpful. 
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Appendix 1 
A List of PHT representative seats on various committees in the Penang State 
Government (once and no\v in alphabetical order) 
,. Arts and Culture in Education Committee 
,. Fire and Rescue Department 
, JKR Suffolk House Restoration Committee 
,. Local Government Consultative Forum 
~ Malacca and Penang World Heritage Nomination Committee 
~ MPPP Armenian Street-Acheen Street Revitalization Committee 
,. MPPP Heritage Advisory Committee 
~ Muzium Negara Fort Cornwallis Restoration Committee 
~ Penang Museum Board 
,. Penang Educational Consultative Council under State Education Committee 
~ State Government Low-Cost Housing PPR Project at lalan Sungai 
~ State Heritage Conservation Committee 
~ State Rent Control Repeal Committee 
~ State Social Housing Working Committee 
~ State Suffolk House Committee 
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Appendix 3: The chronological list of significant events in Penang and Malaysia 
Year Events 
1969 May Racial Riot in Kuala Lumpur 
1973 Interim Zoning Plan of George Town 
1983 The establishment of Heritage of Malaysia Trust (BWM) 
― ― M B B i -mm^M 
1986 The founding of Penang Heritage Trust 
1989 Penang State Government's adoption of Report of Survey for a Draft 
Structure Plan 
Penang State Government's intention for state heritage enactment 
1991 Promulgation of New Development Policy (NDP) in replacement of 
NEP � 
• H H H H H H i M i g j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H M M B i B S i l i l H i 
1993 Dec The illegal demolition of historic Hotel Metropole in Penang 
i s b h h h h b 
1995 Penang State Government's adoption of Guidelines for Conservation 
Areas in the Inner City Areas of George Town but not gazetted 
Amendment of Town and Country Planning Act 1976 
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yV'y 
1997 The loosening of Rent Control Act 1966 
Asian Financial Crisis 
, 1 9 9 J T l ^ w f e a ^ l ; ; ^ 
. mSm I B i i i B x i p t e ' s t C o 
2000 The Repeal of Rent Control Act 1966 in Penang 
Penang and Melaka State Governments reached an agreement for the 
nomination for UNESCO Listing 
2001 \ ^ • ' r 
2002 Further amendment to Town and Country Planning Act 1976 
The setup of Heritage Conservation Fund 
!BillS 1 1 WWBBiB. H H f l M ^ ^ ^ S i S i ^ 
2004 First official joint application for UNESCO Listing for George Town 
and Melaka City 
2005 HHSMff lg l p , Failurefvomhetfirst 'joint'apjDlfcatidn(for.UNESCO. Listingibased on 
IgffiMHHH {^^^^^^Bij^HHHH^HBHi^^^^H^H 
|J New Penang State1;^^ 
2007 Resubmission of joint application for UNESCO Listing 
The Movement against Penang Global City Center 
2008 Mar ^ ; M Grerakan ipst coritrSl of Penang State arid &cent of Dem& 
M f P ^ 
Inscriptibri of Georgetownand^Melaka Gity^ orifovthe W 
2009 The set-up of George Town World Heritage Incorporated 
2011 Penang''Herita^En^&bnent 2011 j ^ \ 
• The promulgation of special Area Plan'iifor'George,'^ovmy^^^ 
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